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Jesse Ventura with Dick Russell

47 DOCUMENTS ThE GOVERNMENT DOESN’T 
WANT YOU TO READ

The official spin on numerous government programs is flat-out 
bullsh*t, according to Jesse Ventura. In this incredible collec-

tion of actual government documents, Ventura, the ultimate non-
partisan truth-seeker, proves it beyond any doubt. He and Dick 
Russell walk readers through forty-seven of the most incriminating 
programs to reveal what really happens behind the closed doors. In 
addition to providing original government data, Ventura discusses 
what it really means and how regular Americans can stop criminal 
behavior at the top levels of government and in the media. Among 
the cases discussed:

The CIA’s top-secret program to control human behavior z
Operation Northwoods—the military plan to hijack air- z

planes and blame it on Cuban terrorists
The discovery of a secret Afghan archive—information  z

that never left the boardroom
Potentially deadly healthcare cover-ups, including a  z

dengue fever outbreak
What the Department of Defense knows about our food  z

supply—but is keeping mum

Although these documents are now in the public domain, the 
powers that be would just as soon they stay under wraps. Ventura’s 
research and commentary sheds new light on what they’re not tell-
ing you—and why it matters. 

Jesse Ventura, the former governor of Minnesota and author 
of several bestselling books, is the host of the television show  
Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura on truTV. He lives in Mexico 
and Minnesota.  

Dick russell is the award-winning author of seven previous 
books, including the bestseller American Conspiracies, written in 
collaboration with Jesse Ventura. Russell lives in Los Angeles, 
California. 

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available •	

$22.95 hardcover  (Can. $28.95)
World (E) • CQ  18

ISBN 978-1-61608-226-0
6” x 9” • 192 pages

Politics
APRIL

There’s the Freedom of Information Act, and then there’s Ventura’s way.
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Jesse Ventura with Dick Russell

AMERICAN CONSPIRACIES
Lies, Lies, and More Dirty Lies that the Government Tells Us

In this explosive account of wrongful acts and ensuing cover-ups, 
Jesse Ventura takes a systematic look at the wide gap between 

what the government knows and when the government knows it, 
and what is revealed to the American people and when it is re-
vealed. The media is complicit in these acts of deception, often 
refusing to consider alternate possibilities and dismissing voices 
that diverge from public opinion. In American Conspiracies,Ventura 
looks closely at the theories that have been presented over the years 
and examines the truth, as well as the lies.

The assassinations of Abraham Lincoln, the Kennedys, and Martin 
Luther King Jr.—these cases and more need to be re-examined in 
Ventura’s eyes. Was Watergate presented honestly, or was the CIA 
involved? Did the Republican Party set out to purposefully steal 
two elections? Has all of the evidence on 9/11 been presented, or is 
there another angle that the media is afraid to explore? And finally, 
is the collapse of today’s financial order and the bailout plan by the 
Federal Reserve the widest-reaching conspiracy ever perpetrated? 
Nothing gets by Jesse Ventura in American Conspiracies. 

Jesse Ventura, the former governor of Minnesota and author 
of several bestselling books, is the host of the television show  
Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura on truTV. He lives in Mexico 
and Minnesota.  

Dick russell is the award-winning author of seven previous 
books, including Don’t Start the Revolution Without Me!, written 
in collaboration with Jesse Ventura. Russell lives in Los Angeles, 
California.

Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Don’t Start the  
Revolution Without Me 
$14.95 paperback
978-1-60239-273-1

$14.95 paperback reprint (Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-214-7
5½ ” x 8¼ ” • 240 pages
Politics
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-802-3

Seven weeks on the New York Times bestseller list—now in paperback!
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L. Fletcher Prouty
Introduction by Oliver Stone, Foreword by Jesse Ventura

JFK
The CIA, Vietnam, and the Plot to Assassinate John F. Kennedy
The true story of the man who inspired Oliver Stone’s film JFK.

Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty offers the history-shaking perspective that Kennedy’s 
death was a professionally executed coup d’etat. Prouty’s discussion of the elite 
power base he believes controlled the U.S. government will enlighten anyone who 
wants to know who was really behind the assassination of John F. Kennedy. 

l. Fletcher Prouty ran the global system providing military support to the 
CIA from 1955 to 1964. He was also the author of The Secret Team.

oliVer stone is the acclaimed director of Platoon, Wall Street, JFK, and a ten-part 
miniseries on the “secret” history of the United States. He lives in New York City.

Jesse Ventura is the former governor of Minnesota, author of American 
Conspiracies, and host of the TV show Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura. He 
lives in Mexico and Minnesota.

L. Fletcher Prouty
Introduction by Jesse Ventura

ThE SECRET TEAM
The CIA and Its Allies in Control of the United States and the World
The book the CIA doesn’t want you to read—available again with a 
new introduction by Jesse Ventura.

The Secret Team, L. Fletcher Prouty’s exposé of the CIA’s brutal methods of 
maintaining national security during the Cold War, was first published in the 
1970s. However, virtually all copies of the book disappeared upon distribution, 
having been purchased en masse by shady “private buyers.” Certainly, Prouty’s 
allegations—such as how the U-2 Crisis of 1960 was fixed to sabotage 
Eisenhower–Khrushchev talk—cannot have pleased the CIA. The Secret Team 
appears once more with a new introduction by Jesse Ventura. 

l. Fletcher Prouty ran the global system providing military support for the 
CIA from 1955 to 1964. He was also the author of JFK.

Jesse Ventura is the former governor of Minnesota, author of several bestselling 
books, including American Conspiracies, and host of the television show Conspiracy 
Theory with Jesse Ventura. He lives in Mexico and Minnesota.

$16.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-284-0
6” x 9” • 480 pages
History
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-229-8

$16.95 paperback reprint 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-291-8 
6” x 9” • 440 pages 
40 b/w illustrations
History
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-731-6
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Les Krantz and Chris Smith

ThE UNOFFICIAL U.S. CENSUS
Things the Official U.S. Census Doesn’t Tell You about America

On April 1, 2011, the Official 2010 U.S. Census Report will 
be released. On that same day, The Unofficial U.S. Census 

will shed light (and a bit of laughter) on all the other facts that  
Americans are itching to know about our country and each other. 

Les Krantz and Chris Smith have collected facts from a variety  
of sources, compiling a fascinating and insightful look into  
America—an up-to-date demographic profile that will include 
what the government forgot to ask us, such as who we sleep with, 
what we ingest, what we own, what we drive, when we have sex, 
what we tattoo on our bodies, and much more! With clever photos 
and captions, the book includes fifty enlightening and fun chapters 
covering all aspects of American life, including sporting activities, 
sex, edibles, education, religious beliefs, family profiles, criminal ac-
tivities, body piercing, dating, driving, and net worth. The Unofficial 
U.S. Census is an engaging portrait of America, jammed with facts 
and fun—warts and all!

les krantz is the author of more than fifty books on a variety of 
subjects, including The Best of Everything, America by the Numbers, 
and The Job Rated Almanac. Krantz is the founder and president 
of the book publishing firm Facts That Matter, Inc. and produces 
documentary films for Wildwood Films. He lives in Lake Geneva, 
Wisconsin.

chris smith is a writer and editor. His observations on history, 
technology, business, travel, health, and education have appeared in 
magazines, newspapers, and books for more than thirty years. He is 
the author of Three Things, an award-winning blog on editing and 
style. He lives in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Major media attention•	
Publication to coincide with the  •	
official U.S. Census on  
April 1, 2011
Co-op available•	

$16.95 hardcover (Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-305-2 
5” x 7” • 200 pages 
50 b/w photos and illustrations 
Reference 
APRIL

Learn all the juicy details and quirky facts about Americans  
that the official U.S. Census fails to report.
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Edited by Louise Kuo Habakus, Center for Personal Rights

 VACCINE EPIDEMIC
The Ethics, Law, and Science in Support of Vaccination Choice

In this era of ever-increasing vaccination mandates and frequent-
ly declared public health emergencies, established civil rights  

organizations have not adequately addressed the critical issues 
of vaccination choice, parental consent, and the freedom to make  
individual healthcare decisions. Featuring more than twenty experts 
from the fields of ethics, law, and science, Vaccine Epidemic is the  
essential handbook of the ever-growing vaccination choice movement. 

Louise Kuo Habakus, director of the Center for Personal Rights, 
edits and introduces a diverse array of topics such as:

The vaccine bubble and industry corruption, by financial strate- z
gist Michael Belkin

The legal ramifications of the state vaccine mandates, by human  z
rights attorney Mary Holland, JD 

Vaccination in the military and the lack of consent, by retired Air  z
Force Captain Richard Rovet

The constitutional issues of vaccine choice and parental consent,  z
by constitutional law professor William Wagner, JD 

The American tradition of dissent and the roots of the vaccina- z
tion choice movement, by historian Robert Johnston, PhD

And other important issues. z

louise kuo habakus is a board certified health practitioner 
specializing in integrative nutrition and homotoxicology and is 
co-founder and director of the Center for Personal Rights. She 
is committed to deepening the grassroots advocacy and academic  
and professional scholarship in support of vaccination choice 
as a fundamental human right. She is also a member of the  
Steering Committee of the Coalition for Vaccine Safety. She lives 
in Middletown, New Jersey, with her husband and two children. 

the center For Personal rights is diverse group of con-
cerned individuals and organizations dedicated to the preservation 
and defense of personal rights. It focuses on individual vaccination 
choice, parental consent to vaccination for children, and the freedom 
to make healthcare decisions at the individual and family level.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-272-7 
6” x 9” • 272 pages 

Health & Fitness 
APRIL

The book the pharmaceutical industry doesn’t want you to read!
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Ken Siri and Tony Lyons
Introduction by Rita Shreffler, Executive Director, National Autism Association
Afterword by Teri Arranga

CUTTING-EDGE ThERAPIES FOR AUTISM 2011-2012

The parents of children with autism know that research is 
a full-time job. For parents with limited time, ability, or 

resources to do this, Ken Siri and Tony Lyons have compiled the 
latest in autism research and treatment. Cutting-Edge Therapies 
for Autism contains contributions from more than eighty experts 
on a variety of therapies, models, and multifaceted evaluation 
and treatment centers. Each contributor provides readers with an 
easy-to-understand description of the topic, including its scientific 
rationale, development, risks, and benefits. Siri and Lyons include 
the therapies of the future, focusing on current clinical trials, 
ongoing research, and the researchers who are striving to better 
understand autism and find new treatments.

Revised and updated to reflect the new developments in the last year, 
the 2011–2012 edition explains possible causes of autism, including 
food allergies and gastrointestinal diseases in children. An extensive 
variety of therapies is discussed, from dietary interventions that reduce 
sugars and remove gluten to animal assisted therapies that place a dog 
or cat in the care of the autistic individual to help enhance social and 
developmental skills. Filled with numerous case studies and more than 
seventy distinct subjects, Cutting-Edge Therapies for Autism is a detailed 
and informative guide for anyone affected by autism.

ken siri is a freelance writer living in New York City and is the 
parent of a boy with autism. He is also the author of 1,001 Tips for 
the Parents of Autistic Boys.

tony lyons is a book publisher living in New York City and is 
the parent of two girls, including one with autism. He is also the 
author of 1,001 Tips for the Parents of Autistic Girls.

rita shreFFler is a founding board member and the Executive 
Director of the National Autism Association. She has spent the past 
eight years raising public awareness of the relationship between in-
creased toxic exposures to children and the development of neuro-
logical disorders. Rita and her husband Arnie live with their two 
children, Andrew and Mary Kathryn, near Springfield, Missouri.

Co-op available•	
Also avialable:•	

1,001 Tips for the Parents 
of Autistic Girls
$17.95 paperback
978-1-61608-104-1

1,001 Tips for the Parents 
of Autistic Boys
$17.95 paperback
978-1-61608-105-8

$17.95 paperback original (Can. $22.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-252-9
6” x 9” • 528 pages
94 b/w illustrations
Family & Relationships
APRIL

Previous edition: 
978-1-6-1608-025-9

Information for every parent of a child with autism, updated and revised 
with the latest developments.
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Edited by Leonard Kniffel 

READING WITh ThE STARS
A Celebration of Books and Libraries
Barack Obama, Laura Bush, Oprah Winfrey, and Bill Gates on the  
importance of reading, books, and libraries.

Published with the American Library Association, On Reading uses the power of 
politicians, celebrities, and other prominent men and women to celebrate books, li-
braries, and reading. Fourteen of the biggest names in America offer their thoughts 
on why literature is important and how books have touched their lives. Television 
icon Oprah Winfrey discusses how library books were her “pass to personal free-
dom.” Microsoft founder Bill Gates discusses his library computerization project. 
Former Vice President Al Gore addresses the “information ecosystem,” including 
how reading contributes to an informed citizenry. A fun, fascinating gift for any-
one who works in the world of publishing, libraries, or bookselling.

leonarD kniFFel is editor-in-chief of American Libraries, the magazine of the 
American Library Association. Born and raised in Michigan, he holds masters’ 
degrees in English and library science from Wayne State University in Detroit, 
Michigan. He lives in Chicago, Illinois. 

$17.95 hardcover (Can. $22.50) 
World (E) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-277-2 
5 ½ ” x 8 ¼ ” • 160 pages 
14 color photographs
Reference
APRIL

Sam Greenspan

11 POINTS GUIDE TO hOOKING UP
Lists and Advice about First Dates, hotties, Scandals,  
Pick-ups, Threesomes, and Booty Calls
Get your A-game on with advice from the creator of 11Points.com.

Most everyone has been, or will be, one half of a budding romantic relationship at 
least once—but not everyone knows how to successfully navigate those first-date 
butterflies, the potentially steamy bedroom scenes, and the ever-feared crushing 
moments of betrayal. 11 Points Guide to Hooking Up serves as a manual to dating, 
relationships, and sex—and is a wildly entertaining read for people who are single, 
taken, young, old, gay, straight, or anywhere in between. Creator Sam Greenspan 
blends his quirky humor, attuned sense of popular culture, and entertaining ap-
proach to produce thought-provoking lists about the ins and outs of dating. Pre-
pare to take notes and laugh out loud with 11 Points Guide to Hooking Up. 

sam greensPan is a professional writer who has made a living spinning his 
love of popular culture, inner nerdiness, and keen social eye into his completely 
unique, edgy writing style. He has worked as a stand-up comedian, a joke writer 
for radio shows, and a Web-comedy video producer. When he’s not working, 
Greenspan enjoys hanging out with his girlfriend, yo-yo dieting, and dominating 
his adult kickball league. He lives in Venice, California.

$16.95 paperback original
(Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-212-3 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 256 pages
2-color interior 
Humor 
APRIL
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Martin Levin

ALL I KNOW ABOUT MANAGEMENT  
I LEARNED FROM MY DOG
The Real Life Story of Angel, a Rescued Golden Retriever, Who Inspired the New 
Four Golden Rules of Management

When 91-year-old legendary management guru Martin Levin 
decided to adopt a dog by the name of Angel, he thought 

he was in for an interesting experience, yet not a challenging one. 
It didn’t take long for him to learn that he was wrong. Very wrong.
Following one of the guiding mantras of his life to never stop learn-
ing, Levin found that each day with his dog brought new insights. 
Through interacting with Angel, he began to recall some personal 
adventures that added to this insight. And as it turned out, his journey 
led him toward realizing the Four Golden Rules of Management:

Rule 1: Trust and Leadership
Rule 2: Communication 
Rule 3: Problem Solving and Decision Making  
Rule 4: Perseverance 

In the end, Levin found that his Four Golden Rules of Management 
were so simple that even Angel understood them. Thus, if a manager 
can develop trust, it will lead to corporate excellence, provided he 
or she is able to communicate effectively, make the right strategic 
decisions, and, above all, persevere. Levin’s book is one to entertain, 
inspire, and educate business executives (and dog lovers).

martin leVin has decades of experience in law and publishing. 
In June 1999, Levin received the highest award for lifetime achieve-
ment in publishing given by the Association of American Publishers. 
He lives in Rye, New York.

“I think every leader should have a dog—they keep us grounded 
and reduce stress. My dog, Joy, is the light of my life. And Martin 
Levin’s delightful dog, Angel, has helped him discover surpris-
ing parallels between owning a dog and effective leadership: You 
sometimes have to earn trust. Clear communication is essential. 
Most problems can be solved with determination and a caring 
heart. And perseverance leads to success. This book, like Angel, is 
an unexpected treasure.”

—Ken Blanchard, coauthor of The One Minute Manager®, 
the world’s all time best seller on Managing Your Work and Life 

and Lead with LUV

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Author speaking engagements•	
TV and radio appearances•	
Tie-in with SPCA adoption  •	
campaigns
Co-op available•	

$19.95 Hardcover (Can. $24.95) 
World (E) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-324-3
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 128 pages
25 b/w illustrations
25 color photographs 
Business  
APRIL

What a 91-year-old management guru learned about management 
from an unlikely source—his dog.
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Chip Sawicki with Vernon Roberts

ThE GIFT OF SUCCESS AND hAPPINESS
Transforming Your Life Through Business Processing Principles

T he Gift of Success and Happiness offers a set of simple systems—
based on the world’s most reliable business principles—that 

empowers readers to meet and overcome challenges posed by mon-
ey, work, relationships, and other factors, most of which impede 
our success and impinge on our happiness. Based on two decades 
of lessons Chip Sawicki has learned as a senior executive, parent, 
and community leader, this book’s structured approach will help 
readers maximize the opportunity for success and happiness in all 
aspects of life. Just as good companies have efficient processes and 
best practices, so do successful people. They just don’t necessarily 
realize it—until now. 

Sawicki defines the process that leads to personal satisfaction and 
identifies the three main stresses in life: time, financial, and social. 
Once these are understood, Sawicki provides advice, anecdotes, 
and easy-to-use worksheets that will force good decisions based on 
quantifiable data. By understanding how the matrix of life works, 
readers will be meeting their goals faster than their peers, and will 
begin to understand what success and happiness truly are. 

chiP sawicki was an adjunct professor at Wake Forest Univer-
sity and a community leader. His diverse career has spanned pro-
fessional sports, public accounting, sales, starting a small business, 
and even being a stay-at-home dad. Chip resides with his wife and 
two sons in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Vernon roberts is a leadership facilitator, coach, and perfor-
mance consultant. After almost twenty years in financial services, 
he founded Evoke Learning & Performance, a provider of custom 
corporate education. Vernon has four children, and he and his wife 
live in Mathews, North Carolina.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available •	

$16.95 paperback original (Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-280-2 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 224 pages 

25 b/w illustrations 
Business 

APRIL

Maximize your personal and professional success 
from college graduation through midlife challenges. 
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Michael and Audrey Levantino

ThE JOY OF hOBBY FARMING
Grow Food, Raise Animals, and Enjoy a Sustainable Life

When the farm is a lifestyle, not just a way to earn a living, 
that’s hobby farming. Most of us want to live a sustainable 

life in which we protect the land and keep it safe from development 
and overproduction. But we can take this a step further by learning 
how to grow and savor what we can produce ourselves—while still 
maintaining an alternative career to fund this passion. Michael and 
Audrey Levantino here share how to:

Grow your own food.
Raise chickens, horses, llamas, bees, and more.
Practice being (a little) off the grid.
Sell the bounty in your local community.
Balance a professional career with a rural lifestyle.

The Joy of Hobby Farming is a book that will excite armchair farmers 
and inspire any do-it-yourselfer.

michael anD auDrey leVantino have been hobby farming 
for almost ten years, producing and selling flowers, vegetables, 
honey, eggs, and hand-made jewelry and crafts at several local 
farmer’s markets. Michael Levantino works off the farm at a major 
publishing house. Their twenty-three-acre farm, Ted’s Last Stand, 
is located outside of Gordonsville, Virginia. Follow them on their 
Web site at www.tedslaststand.com.

Also Available at $14.95 paperback:

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-228-4
6” x 9” • 256 pages
100 color illustrations
House & Home
APRIL

The ultimate practical dream book for living in the country.

The Joy of Keeping  
a Root Cellar

978-1-61608-122-5 978-1-61608-060-0 978-1-60239-313-4 978-1-60239-745-3 978-1-60239-975-4
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Rachel Kaplan with K. Ruby Blume

URBAN hOMESTEADING
heirloom Skills for Sustainable Living

The urban homesteading movement is spreading rapidly across 
the nation. Urban Homesteading is the perfect “back-to-the-

land” guide for urbanites who want to reduce their impact on the 
environment. Full of practical information, as well as inspiring sto-
ries from people already living the urban homesteading life, this 
colorful guide gives a clear understanding of the lifestyle to any 
reader. It embraces the core concepts of localization (providing 
our basic needs close to where we live), self-reliance (re-learning 
that food comes from the ground, not the grocery store), and sus-
tainability (giving back at least as much as we take). Readers will 
find concise how-to information that they can immediately set 
into practice, from making solar cookers to growing tomatoes in 
a pot to raising chickens on a tiny plot to maintaining the mental 
serenity of country life in the fast-paced city environment. Full 
of beautiful full-color photographs and illustrations and plenty of 
step-by-step instructions, this is a must-have handbook for city 
folk with a passion for the simple life.

rachel kaPlan is an urban homesteader, artist, psychotherapist, 
and mother. She has spent the last ten years refining her skills as a 
food and herb grower. She grows much of the food for her family 
of three in small plots throughout her Northern California city. 
Her studies include somatic psychotherapy, body-based healing, 
yoga, permaculture, ceramics, massage, and herbalism. She is the 
author of The Probable Site of the Garden of Eden. Kaplan lives in 
Sonoma County, California.

k. ruby blume is the founder of The Institute of Urban 
Homesteading. With more than twenty years of experience with 
gardening, beekeeping, canning, and other homesteading skills, 
she has become a respected authority in the self-sufficiency field. 
She has been featured on CNN, ABC, and the Hallmark channel, 
and her articles have appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle, 
Oakland Magazine, and other publications. She lives in Oakland, 
California.

Major media attention•	
Also Available:•	

Mini Farming
$16.95 paperback
978-1-61608-984-6

$16.95 paperback original (Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 18

ISBN 978-1-61608-054-9
8” x 10” • 240 pages

100 color illustrations
House & Home

APRIL 

A comprehensive and inspiring guide to self-reliance,  
sustainability, and green living for city dwellers.
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Tripp Bowden

FREDDIE & ME
Life Lessons from Freddie Bennett, Augusta National’s  
Legendary Caddy Master
“A lot of books have been written about the Masters and Augusta National  
Golf Club, but few if any have the authentic dialect of Freddie & Me.” 
      — The New York Times

Though he was born and raised in Augusta, Georgia, home of fabled Augusta 
National and The Masters, all ten-year-old Trip Bowden knew about golf was 
that it took up too much of his father’s time. But all that changed once Bowden’s 
father, a local doctor, introduced him to one of his patients, legendary Augusta  
National Caddy Master Freddie Bennett. The two formed a friendship and 
Bowden soon absorbed Bennett’s passion for the sport. But it was the lessons 
Bennett taught Bowden off the course that had the profoundest impact on his 
life. Soon to be a major motion picture, Freddie and Me is a heartwarming tale of 
an uncommon bond forged through sport.

triPP bowDen is a former Augusta National caddy, collegiate golfer, and 
senior advertising copywriter. He lives in Augusta, Georgia, with his wife and 
children.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-249-9
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 224 pages 
Sports/Golf 
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-682-1

Farley Mowat

ThE FARFARERS
A New history of North America
“The Farfarers is worth reading, if for no other reason than to experience a 
provocative, alternative version of history, written by a master storyteller.”  
      —The New York Times

In this bestseller, Farley Mowat challenges the conventional notion that the  
Vikings were the first Europeans to reach North America, offering an unforget-
table portrait of the Albans, a race originating from the island now known as 
Britain. Battered by repeated invasions from their aggressive neighbors—Celt, 
Roman, and Norse—the Albans fled west. Their search for safety, and for the 
massive walrus herds on which their survival depended, eventually took them to 
the land now known as Newfoundland and Labrador. Skillfully weaving together 
clues gathered from forty years of research, Mowat presents a fascinating account 
of a forgotten history.

Farley mowat is the author of thirty-seven books, including People of the 
Deer, The Dog Who Wouldn’t Be, Never Cry Wolf, A Whale for the Killing, and Sea 
of Slaughter. His books have sold more than 14 million copies worldwide, and he 
has been published in fifty-two languages. He lives in Ontario, Canada.

$16.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $21.50) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-237-6
6” x 9” • 384 pages
History 
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-88364-256-3
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Ralph H. Maestre

ThE BEDBUG BOOK
The Complete Guide to Prevention and Extermination

Bedbugs were believed to have been eradicated in the 1940s 
and ‘50s, but after a 1972 ban on the use of DDT, the 

dreaded insects are now reaching epidemic levels. Recent high 
profile infestations include the Empire State Building, the New 
York Public Library, the Times Square AMC Theatre, the Time  
Warner Center, Fox News, the New York City Department of 
Health, and the Victoria’s Secret and Elle Magazine headquarters. 
Exterminators were unprepared for the resurgence of these tiny 
pests and the public is now scrambling for information on how 
bedbugs spread and how to get rid of them. The Bedbug Book has 
the answers. Based on years of pest control experience, bedbug expert 
Ralph H. Maestre tells you how to spot bedbugs (they look like 
poppy seeds), how to identify a bedbug bite (it’s not a mosquito 
bite, sorry!), and most importantly, the steps you must take to rid 
your home of these pests. Includes handy tips for travelers (ho-
tels are a common hideout for these critters), advice on buying  
secondhand goods, and the know-how for protecting yourself 
against future infestations. Includes environmentally friendly 
methods and solutions.

Remember, bedbugs can affect anyone. But having bedbugs need not 
be a traumatic experience—spot them early, take action, and get on 
with your life with the help of The Bedbug Book. This is a must-have 
handbook for every homeowner, renter, landlord, and traveler.

ralPh h. maestre is a board certified entomologist in urban 
and industrial entomology. He received his BA in environmental 
science with a minor in biology. Maestre has been a New York State 
certified commercial pesticide applicator since 1987. He is currently  
supervisor of pest control technicians at Magic Exterminating 
in New York City.

Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$12.95 paperback (Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 30 

ISBN 978-1-61608-299-4
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 240 pages 

50 color illustrations
House & Home 

APRIL

Top tourist attractions, department stores, your very own home—
no place is safe from bedbugs. Are you prepared if they strike?
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Boone and Crockett Club

BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB’S 
27Th BIG GAME AWARDS
2007–2009
The most up-to-date big game records book available with thousands 
of detailed trophy listings and nearly 100 compelling hunting stories.

The newest edition in Boone and Crockett Club’s unique awards book series, 
Boone and Crockett Club’s 27th Big Game Awards 2007-2009 has definitely raised 
the bar for hunting enthusiasts. This 700-page volume features a complete list-
ing of more than 4,900 trophies accepted in the 27th awards period, including 
gross B&C scores, final scores, selected measurements, locations and dates of 
kills, hunters and owners, and ranks in the 27th awards program. Stories straight 
from these award-winning gamesmen are sure to provide exciting insight for 
today’s sportsmen. 

boone anD crockett club, founded by Theodore Roosevelt in 1887, main-
tains the highest standards of fair-chase sportsmanship and habitat stewardship, 
and is the universally recognized keeper of the records of native North American 
big game. Boone and Crockett Club is headquartered in Missoula, Montana. 

Boone and Crockett
$29.95 paperback original
(Can. $36.95)
World (E) • CQ 12
ISBN 978-0-940864-71-9
7” x 9” • 704 pages
60 color illustrations
475  b/w illustrations
Sports/Hunting
APRIL

Boone and Crockett Club

AN AMERICAN ELK RETROSPECTIVE
Vintage Photos and Memorabilia from the Boone and 
Crockett Club Archives
A fascinating, comprehensive look at the story of elk hunting in America 
from the nation’s premiere big game hunting historians.

After nearly a century of recordkeeping, the Boone and Crockett Club has dug 
deep into its archives and produced the ultimate history book for elk hunting 
enthusiasts. It’s packed with hundreds of amazing vintage photos, historic score 
charts, recordkeeping correspondence, and portraits of award-winning elk. Re-
visit some of the most publicized and significant elk trophies ever recorded and 
many other truly outstanding trophies that are lesser known. An American Elk 
Retrospective is the essential book for every big game hunter in North America.

boone anD crockett club, founded by Theodore Roosevelt in 1887, main-
tains the highest standards of fair-chase sportsmanship and habitat stewardship, 
and is the universally recognized keeper of the records of native North American 
big game. Boone and Crockett Club is headquartered in Missoula, Montana. 

Boone and Crockett
$34.95 hardcover (Can. $43.95)
World (E) • CQ 12
ISBN 978-0-940864-70-2
8” x 10” • 320 pages
250  b/w illustrations
Sports/Hunting
APRIL
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Paul Guernsey

BEYOND CATCh & RELEASE
Exploring the Future of Fly Fishing
A clear and brilliant look at the ethics of fly fishing and what we must do 
to ensure the survival of the tradition.

Will fly fishing survive the twenty-first century? Author and angler Paul Guernsey 
argues that angling and the natural resources it depends upon—clear rivers, 
unpolluted oceans, and much more—are threatened by a host of increasingly 
complex social and environmental factors. Tradition, conservation of land and 
water, a foresighted ethic, concerns for the sport of other anglers, a commitment 
to the next generation, and much more—these are at the heart of Guernsey’s 
explorations in this path-breaking book. In Beyond Catch & Release he draws a 
roadmap into the future for the sport of fly fishing and all those who love it. 

Paul guernsey, former editor-in-chief of Fly Rod & Reel magazine, has 
written about wildlife and the outdoors for most of his adult life. He continues 
to be an ambassador for fly fishing and the environment, as well as an outspoken 
advocate for ethical behavior among all anglers and other outdoor enthusiasts. 
He lives with his family in Warren, Maine. 

$19.95 hardcover (Can. $24.95)
World (E) • CQ 30
ISBN 978-1-61608-235-2
5” x 7” • 144 pages
20 color photographs
Sports/Fishing
APRIL

Wade Bourne

BASIC FIShING
A Beginner’s Guide
Here are the fundamentals every beginner angler needs to start catching fish.

New to fishing and have no idea how to start? With Basic Fishing, you’ll be an 
accomplished angler in no time at all. Expert angler and award winning outdoor 
writer Wade Bourne has created a step-by-step guide that masterfully breaks 
down the art of fishing with diagrams, vivid photographs, and lessons on:

Different types of fishing equipment and how to select the best tackle z
Baiting techniques for artificial and natural baits z
Tips for selecting the best fishing spot z
Handy methods for cooking and cleaning fish z
And more! z

 
waDe bourne is an award-winning outdoor writer as well as the founder and 
host of Pros’ Pointers Radio, which airs nationwide year-round. A veteran televi-
sion broadcaster, he has hosted a weekly hunting and fishing series for several 
years. He is the author of six books on hunting and fishing and contributes to 
several leading outdoor magazines. He lives in Clarksville, Tennessee.

$12.95 hardcover (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-210-9
8” x 10 ½” • 160 pages
170 color illustrations
Sports/Fishing
APRIL
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George Knight

ThE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  
SUCCESSFUL GUN TRADING
how to Make Money Buying and Selling Firearms
Detailed, effective, and clearly explained business advice on gun  
trading from an expert gun trader.

Looking to turn your interest in guns into a profitable business venture? Wheth-
er you are a sportsman, estate heir, or gun collector, this book is what you’ve been 
searching for. In The Ultimate Guide to Successful Gun Trading, George Knight 
brings his masterful business sense to the world of firearms trading, explaining 
many general business concepts, such as insurance, recordkeeping, and security, 
in plain and simple terms. Follow Knight’s TEK evaluation system, and his nu-
merous other ideas and approaches, and you’ll come out ahead every time.

george e. knight has experience as a gun trader, gunsmith, and firearms in-
vestment advisor spanning nearly fifty years. Holding degrees in economics and 
marketing, his professional background extends to both large multinational cor-
porations and small businesses. Born and raised in the Midwest, Knight settled 
in the east, with his wife and spends his time searching for modern and antique 
guns and hunting with his dog. He lives in Warwick, New York.

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-320-5
6 ¼” x 9 ½” • 176 pages
46 b/w illustrations
16 color photographs 
Sports/Outdoors
APRIL

Chris Bray

BACKGAMMON FOR BLOOD  
2ND EDITION
A Guide for Those Who Like to Play but Love to Win
Top-ranked backgammon player Bray reveals tips and tricks to help you 
play the game like a pro.

Backgammon is the ultimate head-to-head board game—an action-packed race 
to the finish with an addictive mix of luck and skill. With chapters on open-
ing rolls, mid-game strategies, and races and endings, Chris Bray’s step-by-step  
presentation, sample game illustrations, and easy-to-follow tips are everything 
you need to come to grips with the game. The different ways to play backgammon—
from tournaments and chouettes to computer and online play—are all covered, as are 
the secrets of making the doubling cube work in your favor. Insightful and informa-
tive, Backgammon for Blood: A Guide for Those Who Like to Play but Love to Win is the 
ideal introduction to this dynamic and challenging game.

chris bray has played backgammon for more than thirty years. He is ranked 
in the top five in the United Kingdom and regularly competes in the World 
Championships. He was the first ever backgammon columnist for a major news-
paper. In addition to this book, Bray also gives seminars on the game. 

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-126-3 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 176 pages 
126 color photos
Games & Gaming
APRIL

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-184-0
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U.S. Coast Guard

NAVIGATION RULES
International—Inland
The essential book for all boat owners from the most authoritative source 
there is—The U.S. Coast Guard. 

For anyone who owns a boat, this is the handbook you need to own. Included are 
all of the official government rules and regulations that must be followed by any-
one out on the water. This book will prepare you for head-on situations, avoiding 
collisions, using, distress signals, and will inform you of all the up-to-date water 
regulations. Whether you’re in a jam or just relaxing at sea, Navigation Rules will 
teach and prepare you for anything and everything you may encounter while on 
your boat.

the u.s. coast guarD is one of the five armed forces of the United States 
and the only military organization within the Department of Homeland  
Security. The Coast Guard protects the maritime economy and the environment, 
defends our maritime borders, and saves those in peril. Their headquarters are 
located in Washington, D.C.

$9.95 paperback (Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-243-7
6” x 9” • 224 pages
55 b/w illustrations
Sports/Boating
APRIL

Angus Konstam with Roger Michael Kean
Introduction by David Cordingly

PIRATES—PREDATORS OF ThE SEAS
An Illustrated history
The complete illustrated history of pirates written by internationally  
renowned experts of buccaneer history.

Pirate culture has occupied our imaginations for generations. But what were  
pirates really like? Here, take a tour of piracy from the ancient world through 
modern times, discovering the truth behind the myths. Perfect for a coffee table 
and substantial enough for any student of history, Pirates is the total package for 
anyone with a taste for adventure. 

angus konstam is the author of more than a dozen books, including Black-
beard: America’s Most Notorious Pirate. He was Chief Curator at the Mel Fisher 
Maritime Museum in Key West, Florida. Konstam lives in Scotland.

roger michael kean is an editor, filmmaker, and journalist. He edited The 
History of Pirates and The History of Shipwrecks. He lives in England.

DaViD corDingly authored Under the Black Flag and was head of exhibitions 
of the National Maritime Museum in London. He lives in England.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-270-3
8 ¼” x 9 ½” • 240 pages
300 color illustrations
History
APRIL

Previous Edition:
978-1-60239-035-5
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Shaun Attwood
Introduction by Tony Papa

hARD TIME
Life with Sheriff Joe Arpaio in America’s Toughest Jail

Shaun Attwood was a millionaire day trader in Phoenix,  
Arizona, but his hedonistic lifestyle of drugs and parties came 

to an abrupt end in 2002 when a SWAT team broke down his 
door. Attwood found himself on remand in Maricopa Jail with a 
$750,000 cash bond and all of his assets seized. The nightmare was 
only just beginning as he was submerged in a jail in which rival 
gangs vied for control, crystal meth was freely available, and where 
breaking rules could result in beatings or death. Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s 
jails have the highest death rate in the U.S. Hard Time is the har-
rowing yet darkly humorous account of the time Attwood spent 
submerged in a nightmarish world of gang violence and insect 
infested cells, eating food unfit for animals. His remarkable story 
provides a revealing glimpse into the tragedy, brutality, comedy, and 
eccentricity of prison life.

shaun attwooD studied business in Phoenix, Arizona, and went 
on to become a millionaire day trader—but he also led a double life. 
A fan of the Manchester rave scene, Attwood headed an organiza-
tion that threw raves and distributed club drugs. While incarcer-
ated, he submerged himself in literature—reading 268 books in 2006 
alone, including many classics. He regularly speaks to audiences of 
young people about the perils of drugs and the horrors of prison life. 
His Web site is www.shaunattwood.com.

anthony “tony” PaPa is an activist and the author of 15 to Life. 
Papa was given a fifteen-year sentence to Sing-Sing, New York State’s 
maximum-security prison, after being convicted of his first drug  
offense. In prison he discovered painting, and when the Whitney  
Museum exhibited one of his paintings, Governor Pataki got wind 
of his case, and after twelve hard years of time, Anthony Papa was 
granted clemency. Papa now works for the Drug Policy Alliance as a 
communications specialist. His work to change the Rockefeller drug 
laws has been covered in Newsweek and Time magazine. A movie de-
picting his life story is in production. Susan Sarandon says: “[Papa’s] 
story puts a human face on the nearly one million nonviolent drug 
offenders confined in prisons throughout the country.”

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$24.95 Hardcover 
(Can. $31.50) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-269-7
6” x 9” • 304 pages 
Memoir 
MAy

Sherriff Joe Arpaio is known as the Angel of Death—Shaun Attwood served 
twenty-six months in Arpaio’s jail before being sentenced to nine years in 
prison. Prison was easier. This is his story.
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Richard D. Stewart, MD

FLIGhT FOR LIFE
An American Company’s Dramatic Rescue of Nigerian Burn Victims

F light for Life is the heart-stopping account of one of the most 
gripping rescue missions in African history. Told by a doc-

tor involved in saving the lives of Nigerian workers who became 
victims of a tragic American chemical company explosion; Dr. 
Stewart and his colleague moved mountains and cut red tape to fly 
patients to one of the premiere burn centers in the United States. 

At the time of the S. C. Johnson Company chemical plant explo-
sion in 1982, there were no burn care centers in Africa. Its hospi-
tals lacked the most basic accommodations for burn victims and 
would usually sedate anyone who was badly burned until they died. 
When the S. C. Johnson Company’s foreign subsidiary, based in 
Lagos, Nigeria, had a ruptured butane gas line that exploded, 
burning the skin and clothing of twenty-nine Nigerian employ-
ees, the company began a race against time to help the victims of 
the catastrophe. Teaming with the University of Michigan Trauma 
Burn Center, S. C. Johnson’s executives, and the U.S. embassies in 
England and Nigeria, Dr. Stewart ( Johnson’s corporate medical 
director) converted a DC-10 airliner into an intensive burn-care 
flying hospital, staffed by a London medical team to keep the pa-
tients alive during the eleven-hour transatlantic crossing through 
an unexpected and dangerous storm at sea. This real-life rescue 
narrative illuminates the heroic lengths dedicated individuals will 
go to when lives are at stake. 

richarD D. stewart, mD, is a specialist in both internal medi-
cine and medical toxicology and has served as a professor at the 
Medical College of Wisconsin since 1966. He holds several medi-
cal patents, including the hollow fiber artificial kidney. He is the 
author of Leper Priest of Moloka’i: The Father Damien Story and 
has written more than 250 scientific papers. Stewart was director 
and co-host for Milwaukee’s classical music station WFMR for a 
program that explored the influence of medicine and disease on 
the lives of famous persons. He and his wife Mary live in Racine, 
Wisconsin.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available  •	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-227-7 
6” x 9” • 256 pages

20 color photographs 
Memoir 

MAy

The harrowing, true-life rescue of Nigerian burn victims  
and the race against time and distance.
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David Barrett

GOLFING WITh DAD
The Game’s Greatest Players Reflect on Their Fathers and the Game They Love

Golfing With Dad is heartwarming collection of golf ’s best 
players’ favorite memories with their fathers and how those 

memories shaped them not only as players, but the men they are 
today. Many professional golfers have been greatly influenced by 
their fathers, and some of the very best have contributed interviews 
to this special book, edited by longtime Golf magazine editor David 
Barrett, the author of Miracle at Merion.

Contributors include:

Advance Reading Copies•	
Promotion for Father’s Day•	
Co-op available•	

$19.95 hardcover (Can. $24.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-253-6
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 192 pages 
Sports/Golf 
MAy

For anyone for whom golf and time with dad were one and the same.

Brad Adamonis z
Jonathan Byrd z
Fred Couples z
Ben Crenshaw z
Ben Curtis z
Ernie Els z
Ray Floyd z
Jim Furyk z
Tim Herron z
Zach Johnson z
Nancy Lopez z

Davis Love III z
Graeme McDowell z
Phil Mickelson z
Johnny Miller z
Ryan Moore z
Jack Nicklaus z
Geoff Ogilvy z
Arnold Palmer z
Kenny Perry z
D.J. Trahan z
Tom Watson z

An ideal Father’s Day gift, Golfing With Dad offers a rare, intimate 
glimpse into the private lives of some of the game’s best players. 

DaViD barrett has been a professional golf writer for three 
decades. For eighteen years, Barrett served as an editor at Golf 
magazine, where he coordinated the magazine’s major champi-
onship coverage. He presently contributes to GolfObserver.com 
and has his own Web site, DavidHBarrett.com, that is part of  
TheAPosition.com. The author of four previous books on golf,  
including Miracle at Merion, he lives in White Plains, New York. 
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Andrew Nathanson, MD, FACEP; Clayton Everline, MD, CSCS, FAWM;  
Mark Renneker, MD

SURF SURVIVAL
The Surfer’s health handbook

Whether you’re a novice or an expert, Surf Survival is the 
handbook every surfer must have in his or her backpack, 

car, and beach house. With a slick waterproof cover and a handy 
travel-size format, Surf Survival explains everything from what to 
do about a jellyfish sting to what to eat for maximum energy out 
on the water. Also included are lists of common surfing hazards by 
region and wave science warm-ups, as well as detailed checklists 
of what to have on hand in case of an emergency. Be prepared for 
anything, whether you’re surfing a crowded beach in California 
or a remote island in Indonesia. Written and compiled by three 
expert surfers and sports medicine doctors, this full-color guide is 
a handy must-have reference tool for every surfer.

anDrew nathanson, mD, FaceP, is an associate professor of 
emergency medicine at Brown University School of Medicine 
who has a lifelong passion for the sea. He has published numerous  
studies on surfing, windsurfing, and sailing injuries, and organizes  
a biennial Wilderness Medical Society conference on marine  
medicine. He most enjoys surfing with his wife and son at a secret 
spot in Little Compton, Rhode Island.

clayton eVerline, mD, cscs, Fawm, practices as a sports phy-
sician at The Waves of Health, LLC: Ocean Sports, Environmental  
and Outreach Medicine when not surfing. he is board certified in 
both sports medicine and internal medicine and is a fellow of the 
academy of wilderness medicine (FAWM). He is a clinical assistant  
professor of orthopedic surgery at Seton Hall University, and a 
strength and conditioning specialist (CSCS). He has been featured 
as “Top Doctor” in Men’s Health magazine and is a columnist in 
Surfline Health and Fitness. He lives in Honolulu, Hawaii.

mark renneker is a physician, a renowned big wave surfer, and 
the founder of the Surfer’s Medical Association, which has sought 
to improve health conditions of often-poor populations near surf 
destinations around the world. Renneker lives in San Francisco, 
California.

Promotion to surfing organizations •	
and through social media
Co-op available•	

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-318-2
5 ½” x 7 ¾” • 288 pages

125 color photographs
50 b/w illustrations

Sports/Surfing 
MAy

Three expert surfers and sports medicine physicians explain everything you 
need to know to stay safe in the waves—whether you’re a novice or a pro.
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Christine Schwab

TAKE ME hOME FROM ThE OSCARS
Arthritis, Television, Fashion, and Me

Forty-six million people suffer from arthritis. But only celebri-
ties feel the need to hide it because of the stigma attached to 

the disease. Frustrated with the lies, driven to deceit by a career that 
celebrates beauty and fashion, lifestyle reporter Christine Schwab is 
not most people. She managed to keep her illness a secret for years, 
even as a recurring guest on Live with Regis & Kelly, Oprah!, The 
Today Show, Entertainment Tonight, and elsewhere. She juggled her 
career with a thrilling personal life in Hollywood: Married to Shelly 
Schwab, then the president of television distribution at Universal 
Studios, she traveled, dined with celebrities, and met presidents of 
the United States. How could she allow a devastating disease associ-
ated with aging and disfigurement to take over her life? 

Rather than let it, she hid it—a skill learned well in childhood. In 
Take Me Home from the Oscars, Schwab openly speaks of her arthritis 
for the first time, looking to her past for clues of how she managed 
the deception, but also of lessons learned when she could no longer 
hide. A turning point came when she had to leave her tenth-row 
Oscar seat because she was in too much pain to sit for even a mo-
ment longer. From her nineteen-year journey through the UCLA 
Medical Center to the exhilaration of more than twenty years of 
appearing on national television, Schwab’s voice is at once smart 
and friendly. The reader will root for her at every step, and cheer 
when, through medication, she ultimately finds remission. 

christine schwab is a fashion, beauty, and lifestyle television 
reporter and author. She has been a recurring guest on Oprah!, 
NBC Nightly News, CBS-The Early Show, The Today Show, Live 
with Regis and Kelly, Entertainment Tonight, The Insider, Rachael 
Ray, Inside Edition, and E! Entertainment. Schwab has also been 
featured in O, The Oprah Magazine; Newsweek; Vanity Fair; Ladies 
Home Journal; Women’s World; The Chicago Tribune; The Huffington 
Post; and the Washington Post Book Magazine/Sunday. She is author 
of Quickstyle and The Grown-Up Girl’s Guide to Style. Schwab lives 
in Newport and Beverly Hills, California.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Promotion with the Arthritis Foundation•	
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-264-2
6” x 9” • 240 pages
8-page b/w photo insert
16 b/w illustrations
Health & Fitness
MAy 

A successful television fashion reporter—turned National Arthritis Foundation 
spokesperson—tells her story for the first time.
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Mimi Kirk

EAT RAW, STAY hOT
Raw Food Recipes for Good health and Timeless Beauty

Everyone knows that eating well makes you feel good, but Mimi 
Kirk is living proof that eating well—ideally raw vegan food—

can make you look amazing. She’s routinely taken to be at least twen-
ty years younger than her age. Eat Raw, Stay Hot offers 120 recipes 
sprinkled with must-have advice, including such topics as:

Detoxifying—So Gravity Won’t Get You Down: A  z
detoxifying program to rid your body of dangerous 
toxins—drop weight in the process and experience an 
abundance of energy.

What You Need to Eat Every Day, and Why: An easy- z
to-read chart of the foods your body needs daily, what 
vitamins they contain, and what part of the body they 
compliment and nourish. 

Delicious Raw Food Recipes That Won’t Scare Off Non- z
Vegetarians: Stuffed Portobello Mushrooms with  
Basil Pesto, Pomodoro Lasagna, Lemony Cheesecake, 
and more.

Learn how to feel better and look better with Mimi Kirk in this 
engaging, one-of-a-kind guide.

mimi kirk was recently voted PETA’s sexiest vegetarian over 50. 
She has appeared on NBC, CBS, and The Doctors; and in VegNews 
magazine, Purely Delicious, and PETA Prime. Her careers span the 
gamut from a stand-in for Mary Tyler Moore and the designer 
behind Valerie Harper’s wardrobe on Rhoda; to a costume jew-
elry designer; publisher of an environmental newspaper in Los 
Angeles; board game inventor; and author. She helped start the 
first film festival in Taos, New Mexico, and has worked with sev-
eral non-profits to help raise money and awareness about health 
and environmental concerns. Kirk now spends her time with her 
boyfriend, four children, and seven grandchildren. She lives in  
Ramona, California.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available •	
Also available:•	

Raw Food
$16.95 paperback
978-1-60239-948-8

$16.95 paperback original (Can. $21.50)
North American (X) • CQ 18

ISBN 978-1-61608-274-1
8 ½” x 10 ¾” • 240 pages

100 color photographs
Cooking

MAy

Voted PETA’s sexiest vegetarian over 50—at age 70—Mimi Kirk is uniquely 
positioned to share her raw food recipes and lifestyle secrets.
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Hannah Kaminsky

VEGAN DESSERTS
Sumptuous Sweets for All Occasions

Who knew vegan baked goods could be so delicious? Featur-
ing more than 100 simple but scrumptious recipes, Vegan 

Desserts offers alternatives to treats that are normally heavily laden 
with butter, eggs, and other animal products. With an emphasis on 
fresh fruits, vegetables, and herbs, this is a cookbook that any des-
sert lover will enjoy. Kaminsky insists that fresh, local produce—at 
the peak of ripeness—offers incomparable flavors that cannot be 
replicated with any amount of sugar, salt, or any baking extracts. 
As a result, her creative recipes will appeal to health-conscious 
bakers (all recipes are low in cholesterol and many feature natural  
sweeteners and whole grains), though even the sweetest sweet 
tooths among us will be more than satisfied by these tantalizing 
treats. 

From Luscious Lemon Mousse and Roasted Apricot Ice Cream 
to Black Velvet Cupcakes and Almond Chocolate Blossoms, read-
ers will find exciting new desserts as well as 100 percent vegan 
versions of old favorites. Clear, precise directions guide readers 
through every step, and a mouthwatering photo accompanies each 
recipe. Golden Saffron Pound Cake, No-Bake Pumpkin Crème  
Brulee, Black Pearl Truffles, Chai Poached Pears, Apricot Frangipan  
Tart—this cookbook has something for every dessert lover.

hannah kaminsky is the author of My Sweet Vegan and creator 
of the award winning blog Bittersweet. She is a baker, writer, and 
photographer. In addition to authoring cookbooks, she has writ-
ten for VegNews magazine and Desserts Magazine, done photog-
raphy work with Nibble, worked as a creative consultant and cook 
for Health in a Hurry, and has also created recipes for VitaSoy. 
Her blog Bittersweet has won awards from The Well Fed Network, 
Veg Bloggy Awards, and VegNews magazine. Kaminsky lives in  
Fairfield, Connecticut. 

Major media attention•	
Promotion to surfing organizations •	
and through social media
Co-op available•	
Also available:•	

The Vegan Cookie 
Connoisseur
$17.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-121-8

$17.95 hardcover (Can. $22.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-220-8
7 ½” x 7 ½” • 256 pages
125 color photographs
Cooking
MAy

Scrumptious, easy-to-make desserts—you won’t believe they’re vegan!
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Dr. Natasha Valdez

VITAMIN O
Why Orgasms are Vital to a Woman’s health and happiness—and how to have 

Them Every Time!

They’re free, fun, and with this book, easy to achieve. And just 
look what a woman stands to gain from her orgasmic life:

Oxytocin—nature’s Ecstasy—in her bloodstream z
Relaxation—less stress and tension z
Falling asleep and staying asleep better z
More supple skin (really!) z
Lower risk of heart disease z
Immunity boost z
Reduced hunger and cravings for junk food z

Far too many women aren’t enjoying the benefits of this delicious 
activity, and Dr. Natasha wants to change that. In Vitamin O, she 
explores manual techniques, oral methods, and crazy-fun sex po-
sitions that maximize a woman’s pleasure. She covers the basics 
in orgasmic foreplay, orgasmic positions, exercises to improve or-
gasms, orgasm-enhancing yoga, breathing techniques, and more. 
Here is the 411 on more advanced climaxing—multiples and 
simultaneous orgasms. And she breaks out lots of quick fixes for 
getting a daily dose without any fuss. By the time she’s through, 
having orgasms will become as natural and pleasantly habitual as 
drinking a morning coffee (which you’ll be drinking less and less 
of, as you’ll have increased energy from better sleep.)

Vitamin O’s benefits are layered and far-reaching, without any 
worry of toxicity or build-up—because Vitamin O is all about  
release. Regular doses will benefit every reader for life.

Dr. natasha ValDez is a successful sex therapist, clinical sex-
ologist, and former radio host who has counseled thousands of 
couples over the years through her own radio show and appeared 
on other programs such as the Howard Stern Show. She has writ-
ten for many national publications and has sold more than 100,000 
copies of her instructional sex DVDs. Dr. Natasha lives in Los 
Angeles, California.

Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	
Also available:•	

Diary of a Sex Fiend
$16.95 paperback
978-1-60239-015-7

$14.95 paperback original  (Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24

ISBN 978-1-61608-311-3
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 240 pages

20 b/w illustrations
Self-Help

MAy

Orgasms are the magic bullet—here’s how to enjoy them  
as often as possible.
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Edited by Abigail R. Gehring 

ThE BACK TO BASICS hANDBOOK
A Guide to Buying and Working Land, Raising Livestock, Enjoying Your harvest, 
household Skills and Crafts, and More

Anyone who wants to learn basic living skills—the kind em-
ployed by our forefathers—and adapt them for a better life in 

the twenty-first century need look no further than this eminently 
useful, full-color guide. With hundreds of projects, step-by-step 
sequences, photographs, charts, and illustrations, The Back to Basics 
Handbook will help you dye your own wool with plant pigments, 
graft trees, raise chickens, craft a hutch table with hand tools, and 
make treats such as blueberry peach jam and cheddar cheese. The 
truly ambitious will find instructions on how to build a log cabin or 
an adobe brick homestead. 

More than just practical advice, this is also a book for dreamers—
even if you live in a city apartment you will find your imagination 
sparked, and there’s no reason why you can’t, for example, make a 
loom and weave a rag rug. Complete with tips for old-fashioned 
fun (square dancing calls, homemade toys, and kayaking tips), this 
is the ultimate concise guide to voluntary simplicity.

abigail r. gehring is the editor of Back to Basics: Third Edition, 
Homesteading, and Self-Sufficiency. She lives in Windham, Vermont, 
and New York City.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Back to Basics
$24.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-233-5

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-261-1
7” x 10” • 272 pages
500 color illustrations
House & Home
MAy

Rediscover the pleasures and challenges of a healthier, greener, 
and more self-sufficient lifestyle.
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Edited by Abigail R. Gehring

ThE hOMESTEADING hANDBOOK
A Back to Basics Guide to Growing Your Own Food, Canning, Keeping Chickens, 

Generating Your Own Energy, Crafting, herbal Medicine, and More

With the rapid depletion of our planet’s natural resources, 
we would all like to live a more self-sufficient lifestyle. But 

in the midst of an economic crisis, it’s just as important to save 
money as it is to go green. As Gehring shows in this thorough but 
concise guide, being kind to Mother Earth can also mean being 
kind to your bank account! It doesn’t matter where your homestead 
is located—farm, suburb, or even city. Wherever you live, The 
Homesteading Handbook can help you:

Plan, plant, and harvest your own organic home garden. z
Enjoy fruits and vegetables year-round by canning,  z

drying, and freezing.
Build alternate energy devices by hand, such as solar  z

panels or geothermal heat pumps.
Differentiate between an edible puffball mushroom and  z

a poisonous amanita.
Prepare butternut squash soup using ingredients from  z

your own garden.
Conserve water by making a rain barrel or installing an  z

irrigation system.
Have fun and save cash by handcrafting items such as  z

soap, potpourri, and paper.

Experience the satisfaction that comes with self-sufficiency, as well 
as the assurance that you have done your part to help keep our 
planet green. The Homesteading Handbook is your roadmap to living 
in harmony with the land.

abigail r. gehring is the editor of Back to Basics: Third Edition, 
Homesteading, and Self-Sufficiency. She lives in Windham, Vermont 
and New York City.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Homesteading
$24.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-747-7

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 18

ISBN 978-1-61608-265-9
7” x 10” • 272 pages

500 color illustrations
House & Home

MAy

The ultimate guide to self-sufficient living for country, urban, and suburban folks.
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Donna Quesada 

BUDDhA IN ThE CLASSROOM
Zen WIsdom to Inspire Teachers

Donna Quesada had been teaching for about a dozen years 
when the first signs of burnout hit her. Rather than give into 

her frustration, she reached for Buddha’s teachings—the Zen wis-
dom that formed the basis of her own longtime spiritual practice. 
She survived the semester and gradually rediscovered the joy of 
teaching that had been progressively declining. In this wonderful 
book, she shares the lessons she learned—lessons that reveal time 
and again: No matter the situation, it’s always about getting your 
head in the right place first. Resolution begins in our own minds. 
Some days, some semesters, and even some years will be more chal-
lenging and more wearisome than others, she warns. But in Buddha 
in the Classroom, Quesada offers a lasting source of encouragement 
and inspiration. Although the book draws from Eastern teachings, 
the wisdom is for everyone, regardless of personal background, 
creed, or faith. 

With elements of The Last Lecture as well as Chicken Soup for the 
Teacher’s Soul, this is the perfect gift for teachers—but also for any-
one needing inspiration. 

Donna QuesaDa is a professor at Santa Monica College.  
Although she has taught all facets of philosophy, her concentration 
is in Asian Philosophy. She has been a practicing Zen Buddhist 
since 1992 and is a certified yoga instructor. She took her Buddhist 
precepts in 2005 with Nyogen Yeo Roshi, the last successor of 
Taizan Maezumi Roshi and abbot of Hazy Moon Zen Center in 
Los Angeles. Taizan Maezumi Roshi was one of the first Japanese  
masters to bring Zen to the West and a seminal figure in  
twentieth-century Zen. Quesada lives with her family in Culver 
City, California.

Promotion to teacher organizations •	
and through social media
Co-op available •	

$12.95 paperback original (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-315-1
5” x 7” • 240 pages
2-color interior
20 color illustrations
Education
MAy

Treasured lessons by a teacher for the 6 million teachers in the United States.
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Steven D. Price

ThE WORLD’S FUNNIEST  
LAWYER JOKES
A Caseload of Jurisprudential Jests
The most clever, sidesplitting collection of lawyer jokes . . . bar none.

What is it about lawyers that has made them the butt of hundreds and hundreds 
of jokes over the centuries? Whatever the reason, everyone—including lawyers 
and judges themselves—has laughed at attorney-aimed humor. Now here is the 
best and most recent collection of jokes, anecdotes, quotations, and proverbs that 
poke fun (. . . and malice) at the legal profession. In summation, you must find 
The World’s Funniest Lawyer Jokes guilty of disorder in court and sentence all who 
read this perfect gift for any lawyer, client, judge, law student, or wannabe at-
torney to many hours of laughter.

steVen D. Price is the author or editor of more than thirty-five books, includ-
ing 1001 Funniest Things Ever Said, 1001 Dumbest Things Ever Said, and 1001 
Insults, Put-Downs and Comebacks. A lawyer by training, he is a writer and editor 
and lives in New York City. 

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-254-3
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 240 pages
6 b/w illustrations
Humor
MAy

Edited by Erin Gruwell, Foreword by Frank McCourt

1,001 PEARLS OF TEAChERS’ WISDOM
Quotations on Life, Love, and Learning
Over 400 pages packed with quotations, inspiration, humor, and wisdom 
on the art of teaching.

The Little Book of Teachers’ Wisdom is a fun and inspirational book packed with 
words of wisdom on the art of teaching. With more than 3,000 entries, it in-
cludes the thoughts on the art of teaching from hundreds of teachers, professors, 
authors, and politicians, including Aristotle, the Buddha, Mark Twain, Frederick 
Douglass, Helen Keller, Freud, Albert Einstein, Gandhi, Winston Churchill, 
and John Lennon. It’s the perfect gift for a teaching school graduate, a favorite 
teacher, or anyone with a passion for learning and educating.

erin gruwell is the president of the Freedom Writers Association and the 
author of The Freedom Writers Diary and Teach With Your Heart. The 2007 film 
Freedom Writers starring Hillary Swank is based on Gruwell’s inspirational story. 
She lives in Long Beach, California.
 
Frank mccourt won the Pulitzer Prize for his international bestseller  
Angela’s Ashes. He taught in the New York City public school system for thirty 
years. McCourt passed away in 2009.

$9.95 hardcover (Can. $11.95) 
World • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-258-1
4 ¾” x 5 ½” • 400 pages
350 color illustrations
Reference 
MAy
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Sir Winston Churchill, Edited by Christopher Lee

hISTORY OF ThE ENGLISh- 
SPEAKING PEOPLES
The definitive, one-volume abridgement by Christopher Lee

An authoritative survey of the history of English-speaking peoples throughout 
the world combines intriguing, closely observed biographical profiles—of Alfred 
the Great, Victoria, Joan of Arc, Lincoln, and other notables—with an account 
of the key events and issues of the era. The narrative commences fifty-five 
years before the birth of Christ, when Julius Caesar famously “turned his gaze 
upon Britain,” and concludes in the year 1900. The beginnings of Parliament, 
the Church, and the monarchy are all analyzed alongside this comprehensive 
abridgement.

sir winston churchill (1874-1965) was prime minister of Great Britain 
during World War I. Throughout his long and distinguished political career, his 
writing was prolific. Churchill received the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1953.

A Herman Graf Book
$17.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $22.50)
North American (X) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-240-6
6” x 9” • 640 pages
History
MAy

Donald J. Palmisano

ON LEADERShIP
Essential Principles for Success
“Whether you’re looking to improve a management style or inspire oth-
ers, this book is an invaluable tool.” 
   —Bill Frist, former U.S. Senate Majority Leader

Every day, leaders around the world make decisions that affect millions of peo-
ple, sometimes inspiring positive change on a grand scale and at other times 
yielding disastrous outcomes. Recent events in global affairs make it increasingly 
apparent that nations must cultivate and encourage true leaders—and eschew 
false ones—if they hope to survive. In each chapter of On Leadership, Dr. Donald 
J. Palmisano cites an example of positive or negative action in history as a source 
from which to glean essential leadership lessons, providing crucial advice for 
those who aspire to become effective leaders in any position.

DonalD J. Palmisano m.D., J.D., is a graduate of Tulane Medical School 
and Loyola Law School. He serves on the Board of Governors of the National 
Patient Safety Foundation, the Board of Governors of the Tulane University 
Health Sciences Center, the editorial board of the Journal of Patient Safety, and 
the Board of Governors of the Doctors Company. He lives in New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

$12.95 paperback
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-231-4 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 288 pages 
24 color photographs
Business
MAy

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-321-9
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Edited by Robert Eighteen-Bisang and Richard Dalby

VINTAGE VAMPIRE STORIES
Rare vampire tales from the nineteenth century and beyond!

Long lost to the public in out-of-print pulp magazines, dusty Victorian antholo-
gies, and the pages of now defunct newspapers—these vintage vampire stories 
have truly proved immortal. Resurrected now for the year 2011, this is a stunning 
collection of nineteenth-century vampire stories by heavyweights such as Sabine 
Baring-Gould and Bram Stoker. These rare stories are arranged in chronological 
order from 1846 to 1913 and are compiled by two of the world’s leading vampire 
anthologists and experts. Also included are rare images of Bram Stoker’s hand-
written manuscript pages for Count Vampire (1890) courtesy of the Rosenbach 
Museum & Library in Philadelphia.

robert eighteen-bisang is an expert on vampire literature and is best-
known as the owner of the world’s largest collection of rare vampire books. He 
is the recipient of the Lord Ruthven Award for Bram Stoker’s Notes for Dracula. 
He lives in Vancouver, Canada.

richarD Dalby is a bestselling author and vampire expert. He lives in London, 
England.

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95)  
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-234-5
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 320 pages
3 b/w photographs
Fiction 
MAy

Charlotte Lowe with Emma Wilson and Rachel Federman

ThE UTTERLY, COMPLETELY,  
AND TOTALLY USELESS hISTORY 
FACT-O-PEDIA
A Startling Collection of historical Trivia You’ll Never Need to Know
Improve your small talk and sharpen your conversational skills with this giant 
collection of ridiculously useless but endlessly fascinating historical facts. 

Did you know: One of the more obvious typos in the U.S. Constitution is the 
misspelling of the word “Pensylvania” above the names of the signatories; or that 
in 682 A.D. the drought was so bad that the Saxons in the south of England 
eventually ate their children! Organized from A to Z, there are more than 1,000 
historical trivia tidbits for you to peruse. Start off with little known facts about 
Abraham Lincoln, and continue until you’ve discovered hidden gems about 
Yosemite National Park, Zeus, and more! The Utterly, Completely, and Totally 
Useless History Fact-O-Pedia is a treasure trove for the inquiring mind. 

charlotte lowe has spent the last twelve years as a book editor. She has an 
insatiable appetite for knowledge and trivia. She is a cultural attaché based in 
Toronto, Canada.

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-209-3
6 ¼” x 7 ¾” • 320 pages 
50 b/w illustrations 
Reference
MAy
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Mark Rashid

hORSES NEVER LIE, 2ND EDITION
The heart of Passive Leadership
A revolutionary approach to the techniques of working with horses  
by a renowned instructor.

In Horses Never Lie, renowned horse trainer Mark Rashid challenges the conven-
tional wisdom of “alpha leadership” and teaches the reader to become a “passive 
leader”—a counterpart to the kind of horse other members of a herd choose to 
associate with and to follow. Applying Rashid’s principles and techniques helps 
cultivate horse personalities that are responsive and dependable regardless of the 
rider. Reliving Rashid’s experiences with him, you will come to feel the same sort 
of compassion and appreciation for your horses that you do for the people in your 
life. This new edition features added introductory notes for each chapter that con-
tribute to a more complete understanding of Rashid’s methods and philosophy.

mark rashiD is an American author and horse trainer whose philosophy is 
to find training solutions by considering the horse’s point of view. His books 
include Big Horses, Good Dogs, & Straight Fences; Horsemanship Through Life; Life 
Lessons from a Ranch Horse; and Considering the Horse. He lives in Estes Park, 
Colorado.

$24.95 hardcover
(Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-241-3
6” x 9” • 224 pages
16  b/w illustrations
Nature/Horses
MAy

Previous edition:
978-0-71531-841-6

Wayne van Zwoll 

ShOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE  
TO RIFLE BALLISTICS
Based on four decades studying ballistics, this book contains everything 
hunters, shooters, and gun collectors need to know about the behavior 
of bullets in flight.

Until you know what affects a bullet, you can’t control its path. With Shooter’s 
Bible Guide to Rifle Ballistics you’ll learn not only why bullets behave like they do, 
but also how to aim so they go where you want them to go. Author Wayne van 
Zwoll also sifts out the best loads for big game and examines the trend toward 
lead-free bullets. This vast guide will help both the hunter and shooter improve 
his or her accuracy through a better understanding of ballistics. 

wayne Van zwoll is a full-time journalist for the outdoors press and has pub-
lished more than 2,000 articles and twice as many photos for numerous maga-
zines, including Field & Stream, Sports Afield, and Outdoor Life. Currently Special 
Projects Editor for Intermedia Outdoors, Wayne also contributes to Petersen’s 
Hunting and Guns & Ammo television. He is a professional member of the Boone 
and Crockett Club and has served on the board of the Outdoor Writers Associa-
tion of America. He lives in Bridgeport, Washington.

$19.95 paperback original
(Can. $24.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-224-6
8” x 10 ½” • 224 pages
287 color illustrations
Sports/Outdoors 
MAy
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Edited by Carine Tracanelli

ThE COMPLETE BOOK OF hOME CRAFTS
Projects for Adventurous Beginners

Ideal for beginners with a taste for adventure, The Complete Book of 
Home Crafts is a fantastic introduction to crafting for the home. 

With step-by-step instructions and a wealth of high-quality ex-
planatory photographs, everyone will feel comfortable diving into 
these fun-to-make projects. Each one will build your confidence 
by teaching you to use different materials and techniques, helping 
you along and encouraging you to explore your creative side.

You’ll have a hard time choosing where to start with a crafts list 
that includes:

Decoupage with place mats, ceramic lamps, and waste- z
paper baskets

Stenciling with greeting cards, mirrors, and chairs z
Fabric painting with t-shirts, shopping bags, and pillow- z

cases
Picture framing with glass and clips, shells, and papier- z

mâché
And much more! z

Whether you want to discover decoupage or decorative tiling, ex-
plore beadwork and batik, or creatively attempt numerous other 
types of crafts, this book will satisfy your thirst for new craft proj-
ects and your desire to redecorate. Advice on equipment and skills 
relating to each craft will help you master all of the basics. Writ-
ten by an all-star team of craftspeople who are renowned in their 
fields, The Complete Book of Home Crafts is an invaluable guide for 
the aspiring craftsperson or handy home decorator.

carine tracanelli edited the selections in this book, which 
were written by a team of craftspeople renowned for excellence in 
their fields—Fay Boon, Joy Campbell, Paul Henry, Lesley Player, 
Sally Richmond, Jamie Sapsford, Betsy Skinner, Melanie Williams, 
Ann Witchell, and Sara Withers. Tracanelli resides in England.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Homemade
$22.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-078-5

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50)
North America (X) • CQ 12

ISBN 978-1-61608-322-9
10 ¼” x 10 ¼” • 352 pages

1,366 color illustrations
38  b/w illustrations

Crafts & Hobbies
MAy

The ultimate beginner’s guide to crafts, written by expert craftspeople and 
featuring more than 1,000 instructional illustrations and designs.
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Reece Williams

ThE ULTIMATE TURKEY FRYER 
COOKBOOK
Over 150 Recipes for Frying Just About Anything
Fall in love with your turkey fryer all over again with recipes that are 
easier, safer, and more delicious than you ever imagined!

The Ultimate Turkey Fryer Cookbook covers everything you need to know to make 
the most of your new (or under-used) turkey fryer. Author Reece Williams adds 
chef-inspired tips to his detailed, delicious recipes that will not only teach you 
how to cook the perfect turkey, but also explain the safest and easiest ways to 
use your turkey fryer. The possibilities are endless in this thorough collection: 
Try apple fritters, fried bananas, sweet potato donuts, or zucchini wheels. The 
Ultimate Turkey Frying Cookbook will take away any fear you have of using your 
turkey fryer and make it one of your favorite tools to use in the kitchen.

reece williams has grown up in the food business, spending his free time 
in his father’s restaurant. He is the creator of The Cajun Injector® brand, which  
offers fabulous Southern style marinades and a unique syringe-like way of  
injecting them into meats. Reece is glad to be able to share his recipes and joy of 
cooking with his readers. He was raised and lives in Clinton, Louisiana.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-181-2
7” x 9” • 192 pages
Cooking
MAy

Previous edition:
978-0-69621-852-1

Edited by Nick and Tony Lyons

ThE QUOTABLE DAD
“Being a dad is one of the oldest ‘professions’ around.”  
      —Marcus Jacob Goldman

A collection of more than 270 memorable quotations about the relationships 
between fathers and their sons and daughters—some wise, some thoughtful, 
and some downright hilarious. The musings, advice, and observations inside are 
drawn from famous writers, politicians, actors, comedians, athletes, businessmen, 
and philosophers. Complete with a new foreword by Nick and Tony Lyons, The 
Quotable Dad is the perfect Father’s Day—or any day—gift for dad.

nick lyons is the author of more than twenty books, praised for his fine writ-
ing and self-deprecating humor. He and his wife divide their time between New 
York City and Woodstock, New York.

tony lyons is a book publisher, has practiced law, and has authored and co-
authored numerous books. He lives in New York City with his two daughters.

$14.95 hardcover
(Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-244-4 
5 ½” x 6 ¾” • 304 pages 
Parenting
MAy

Previous edition:
978-1-58574-450-3
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Twain Braden with Illustrations by Sam Manning

ThE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SAILING
The must-have illustrated sailing guide for beginner and expert alike!

The Complete Guide to Sailing is the perfect blend of captivating sea stories and 
essential, basic instructional methods for anyone yearning to sail. Topics include 
seamanship and boat handling, anchoring and docking, and history and lore 
alike. The Complete Guide to Sailing is enhanced with original images by world-
renowned marine illustrator Sam Manning.

twain braDen is a member of the American Bar Association and has led 
wilderness trips and sailing adventures throughout northern New England, the 
Atlantic Ocean, and Caribbean Sea. He holds a current master mariner’s license 
and is the author of three books on sailing topics. Twain lives in Peaks Island, 
New Hampshire, with his wife and their four children.  

sam manning is a marine illustrator, craftsman, daily rower, and advocate 
for the simple life. His work regularly appears in WoodenBoat magazine. He 
is world-renowned for his meticulous maritime illustrations. Manning lives in 
Camden, Maine.

$16.95 paperback original 
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-246-8
8 ½” x 11” • 320 pages
100 color illustrations
25 b/w illustrations
Sports/Sailing 
MAy

Barry Davies

ThE COMPLETE SAS  
SURVIVAL MANUAL 
The essential survival training of the British Special Air Service (SAS), now 
available to everyone.

Although you may never be trained by the elite British Special Air Service (SAS), 
Barry Davies’ guidance makes it so you don’t need to be. With the help of this 
extensive manual, you’ll learn everything you need to know to keep yourself alive, 
from first aid and navigation to acquiring life-saving essentials such as food,  
water, and shelter. For military personnel and civilian survivors alike, this manual 
is easy to understand and will provide you with the ability to rise to the challenge 
of staying alive in a hostile environment.

barry DaVies spent eighteen years in the British Special Air Service serving 
around the globe. He participated in the storming of the hijacked Lufthansa 
plane at Mogadishu in 1977 and was awarded the British Empire Medal. He is 
also the author of The SAS Self-Defense Handbook. Davies lives in England. 

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 20 
ISBN 978-1-61608-282-6 
6 ½” x 9 ¼” • 272 pages 
360 color illustrations 
Military Tactics 
MAy
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Maria Sveland

BITTER BITCh
A Novel

On a miserable January morning, Sarah is sitting on a plane to 
Tenerife, Spain—without her husband or her children—for 

a week-long vacation. At the age of thirty, she’s just realized that 
she’s very angry with her life, her choices, and her family—and that 
she’s becoming a bitter bitch. For plane reading, she carries a copy of 
Erica Jong’s Fear of Flying and suddenly wishes it were 1975 instead 
of 2005—although she wonders how things have gotten so bad that 
all she craves is a full night’s sleep instead of a zipless f**k.

Sarah never intended for things to turn out the way they have: She 
just dreamed of love like everyone else. But now she’s sitting on 
the plane, thinking about all the injustices she’s suffered. Thinking 
about how thoroughly fooled she was by the storybook promise of 
love—the one that makes us want to start a family. Thinking about 
all the women she knows who, like her, were drained of all their en-
ergy and sentenced to a family prison—an inheritance passed down 
directly from generation to generation, from her restless mother’s 
eczema-covered dishpan hands to her own nervous over-achiever 
complex.
 
Angry and candid, Bitter Bitch is a wild, uncompromising novel, 
at the heart of which is one of the most important women’s issues: 
How can we ever have an egalitarian society when we can’t even 
live in equality with those we love? 

“This is one of the books that really gets at you. And it is entertain-
ing. After [Bitter Bitch] the discussions ’round the dinner table can 
do more for equality than all the extremist speeches in the world.” 
       —Expressen

maria sVelanD is a radio and television producer. She lives in 
Stockholm, Sweden, with her husband Olaf and their two sons. 
Bitter Bitch is her first novel. 

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major book review attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
North American (X) • CQ 23 
ISBN 978-1-61608-303-8
6” x 9” • 320 pages 
Fiction 
JUNE

The international bestseller that has shocked Europe. 
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Jamie Maslin

SOCIALIST DREAMS AND BEAUTY QUEENS
A Couchsurfer’s Memoir of Venezuela

Couchsurfer, hitchhiker, and rogue wanderer Jamie Maslin 
embarks on a couchsurfing adventure to the homeland of 

“firebrand,” “populist,” “anti-American” president Hugo Chavez: 
the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. 

Alone in the crime capital of the world (with a murder rate higher 
than Iraq’s), Maslin immediately finds himself in trouble—arrested 
by knife-wielding police officers and inoculated with an unwanted 
vaccination. After a terrifying start in Caracas, he soon leaves the 
teeming city and travels to the places tourists never see, staying on 
the couches of people he befriended online just days earlier (www.
couchsurfing.com), and meeting everyone from fervent social rev-
olutionaries to the country’s wealthy elite. He sets off in search of 
mile-high waterfalls, flat topped jungle plateaus, rolling deserts, 
and the famous lightning that appears suddenly in the sky with no 
rain or thunder. Visiting sprawling slums and opulent mansions, 
Maslin offers a fascinating and timely social, cultural, and histori-
cal introduction to a country increasingly in the headlines. 

Often irreverent, frequently informative, and habitually funny, this 
is the remarkable account of a young adventurer’s journey through 
a breathtakingly beautiful and dynamic country where the politics 
of oil and social revolution are never far from the surface. 

Jamie maslin is a writer and traveler. He has hitchhiked from 
England to Iran and couchsurfed all over Latin America. He lives 
in London, England.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Iranian Rappers and 
Persian Porn
$24.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-791-0

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-221-5
6” x 9” • 304 pages

24 color photographs
Memoir/Travel 

JUNE

“Bill Bryson meets Jack Kerouac.”
 —Simon Van Booy, author of Love Begins in Winter
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Heather Fraser

ThE PEANUT ALLERGY EPIDEMIC
What’s Causing It and how to Stop It

Why is the peanut allergy an epidemic that only seems to be 
found in Western cultures? Over four million people in the 

United States alone are affected by peanut allergies, while there 
are no reported cases in India, a country where peanuts are the 
primary ingredient in many baby food products. Where did this 
allergy come from, and does medicine play any kind of role in the 
phenomenon? After her own child had an anaphylactic reaction 
to peanut butter, historian Heather Fraser decided to discover the 
answers to these questions.

In The Peanut Allergy Epidemic, Fraser delves into the history of this 
allergy, trying to understand why it largely develops in children and 
studying its relationship with social, medical, political, and economic 
factors. In an international overview of the subject, she compares 
the epidemic in the United States to sixteen other geographical 
locations, finding that in addition to the United States, in countries 
such as Canada, the UK, Australia, and Sweden there is a one in 
fifty chance that a child, especially a male, will develop a peanut 
allergy. Fraser also highlights alternative medicines and explores 
issues of vaccine safety and other food allergies, making his book a 
must-read for every parent, teacher, and health professional.

heather Fraser, ma, ba, b.eD, is a writer and historian based 
in Toronto, Canada. She is the mother of a child who suffers from 
peanut allergies.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-273-4 
6” x 9” • 208 pages 
Health & Fitness 
JUNE

A must-read for any parent of a child with peanut allergies, this compelling 
history explains why this epidemic is popping up in modern nations around 
the world.
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Robert Harvey

BOLIVAR
The South American Liberator

Simon Bolivar freed no fewer than what were to become six 
countries—a vast domain some 800,000 square miles in 

extent—from Spanish colonial rule in savage wars against the 
then-mightiest military machine on earth. The ferocity of his 
leadership and fighting earned him the grudging nickname “the 
devil” from his enemies. His astonishing resilience in the face of 
military defeat and seemingly hopeless odds, as well his equestrian 
feat of riding tens of thousands of miles across what remains one 
of the most inhospitable territories on earth, earned him the name 
Culo de Hierro—Iron Ass—among his soldiers. It was one of the 
most spectacular military campaigns in history, fought against the 
backdrop of the Andean mountains, through immense flooded 
savannahs, jungles, and shimmering deserts. Indeed the war itself 
was medieval—fought under warlords across huge spaces by 
horsemen with lances, and infantry with knives and machetes (as 
well as muskets). It was the last warriors’ war. 

Although the creator of the northern half of Latin America,  
Bolivar inspired the whole continent and still does today. This is 
Robert Harvey’s astonishing, gripping, and beautifully researched 
biography of one of South America’s most cherished heroes and one 
of the world’s most accomplished military leaders, by any standard. 

robert harVey has been a columnist for the Daily Telegraph, 
assistant editor of The Economist, and a member of British Parliament. 
He is the author of many books, including a highly popular biography 
of Lord Cochrane. His books include The Undefeated: The Rise, Fall 
and Rise of Modern Japan; Portugal: Birth of a Democracy, Liberators; 
and Cochrane. Robert lives in Powys, Wales. 

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$26.95 hardcover (Can. $33.95) 

North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-316-8

6” x 9” • 432 pages 
25 color illustrations

History
JUNE

A gripping new history of the South American liberator who freed six  
countries from Spanish rule.
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Edited by Stephen Brennan 

ThE BEST PIRATE STORIES EVER TOLD

Over the years, thousands of tales both true and fantastic have 
been told about the dastardly thievery of pirates, and their 

rum-drunk exploits and high-seas violence never fail to delight. 
Now in a brand-new series collection, The Best Pirate Stories Ever 
Told includes many of the very best pirate yarns ever created on 
history’s most debaucherous scalawags. Anyone who loves a good 
story full of excitement, adventure, thrills, and laughs will find this 
collection irresistible.

The stories, songs, and verses include writing by Daniel Defoe, 
Mark Twain, Joseph Conrad, James Fenimore Cooper, Robert Lou-
is Stevenson, and many more. Moving through the pages of time, 
this collection will take you from the dastardly deeds of ancient pi-
rates to the extravagant exploits of classical times. Each story offers 
swashbuckling adventure that will send you all over the world, from 
the dangerous currents of the Mediterranean to the sandy beaches 
of the Middle East. Whether it’s a historical overview of ferocious 
pirate activity that defined the seas of the past, an in-depth look at 
a smarmy captain of the high seas, or a boyhood frolic in a world 
of danger and doubloons, this collection will please any lover of the 
bandits of the ocean who wants to experience the deadly world of 
pirates without the risk of walking the plank. This fantastic collec-
tion is full of illustrations that bring to life the adventures of those 
daring dogs of the seven seas.

stePhen brennan has worked as a circus clown, teacher, cabaret 
artist, actor, director, sheep-herder, and playwright and is the edi-
tor of twenty anthologies. He is now an actor and director with the 
Theater Wing of the Kaufman Center in New York City, where he 
lives with his wife, daughter, and son.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Best Hunting Stories 
Ever Told
$12.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-057-0

$12.95 paperback reprint (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-218-5
6” x 9” • 576 pages
54 b/w illustrations
History
JUNE

A collection that includes both well-loved tales and little-known stories 
about pirates both mythical and real.
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Edited by Stephen Brennan 

ThE BEST SAILING STORIES EVER TOLD

For thousands of years, we have set out sailing for all kinds of 
reasons—for battle, for infinite wealth, for the excitement of 

exploring the unknown, and for escape from the mundane. We 
have always had a primal relationship with the sea—even those 
who have never been to sea remain fascinated by the seafaring life 
and tales of salty adventure. Now in a brand-new series collec-
tion, The Best Sailing Stories Ever Told brings together such di-
verse authors as Charles Dickens, Jack London, John Masefield, 
Stephen Crane, Herman Melville, and dozens more. Many of the 
writers featured here are instantly recognizable and have achieved 
deserved fame; others who are lesser known and rarely featured in 
print take their rightful place on the shelves of sailing literature.

Lovers of the seascape will certainly get their fill with this shim-
mering sample of sea tales that range from the ancient epic and 
biblical stories to contemporary captains of literature. Whether 
you’re itching for a sailor’s peaceful life at sea, his epic conquest 
of the azure blue, or his own private descent into madness, this 
collection touches on the many aspects of life at sea. Each story 
is illustrated with black-and-white line art that makes this book a 
true classic. Even if you are enjoying The Best Sailing Stories Ever 
Told from the warm, dry comfort of your own living room, you are 
sure to be inspired by the colorful and stirring stories in this time-
less collection. 

stePhen brennan has worked as a circus clown, teacher, cabaret 
artist, actor, director, sheep-herder, and playwright and is the edi-
tor of twenty anthologies. He is now an actor and director with the 
Theater Wing of the Kaufman Center in New York City, where he 
lives with his wife, daughter, and son.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Best Fishing Stories 
Ever Told
$24.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-056-3

$12.95 paperback reprint (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 20

ISBN 978-1-61608-219-2
6” x 9” • 576 pages

55 b/w illustrations
Sports/Sailing

JUNE

The ultimate collection of stories about the sea for sailors old and young, 
experienced seamen and armchair admirals.
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Ed Glazer, Marci Blackman, and Michael Green

BIKE NYC
The Cyclist’s Guide to New York City

With an average of 236,000 New Yorkers biking per day, BIKE 
NYC is the definitive guide to bicycling culture in the city’s 

fastest growing mode of transportation from the authors of the 
popular BikeBlogNYC.com. Part guidebook, photo essay, history 
and human-interest story, this book offers instructions for a dozen 
rides led by seasoned tour guides through all of the five boroughs. 
Rediscover the city and its biking culture through:

A scenic trip up the Hudson during the peak of the fall  z
foliage

A Halloween night ride through the brownstones of  z
Brooklyn to the parallel universe of the Kensington 
mansions

NYC bike clubs such as the Classic Rider z
Front row seats to the Alley Cat races z

With extras such as maps, safety tips, bike shop rankings, public 
bathroom locations, accessories, and fashion dos and don’ts, BIKE 
NYC is the essential guide for urban cyclists.

eD glazar has been riding bikes for most of his life—from the 
ditches and BMX tracks of east Texas to the streets of New York City. 
Glazar’s bag of street cred includes several years of experience as a bike 
courier and a dispatcher, and most recently as a New York City bike 
tour guide. He has been taking pictures for more than ten years. 

marci blackman has cycled through Europe, across the United 
States from San Francisco to the Outer Banks of North Carolina, 
and through the high octane, traffic-snarled streets of New York 
City. Blackman writes and lives in Queens and works as a bicycle 
tour guide for Central Park Bike Tours. 

michael green is the founder of BikeBlogNYC.com, one of 
the key resources for urban cycling in New York and around the 
world. Michael has been quoted in the New York Times and has 
been interviewed by New York Magazine, Time Out New York, the 
Village Voice, CBS, and several radio programs elsewhere. 

Co-op available•	
Promotion through biking  •	
organizations and social media

$12.95 paperback original (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 30
ISBN 978-1-61608-313-7
5’’x 7’’ • 192 pages
50 color photographs
20 b/w illustrations
Travel/New York
JUNE

The first New York City guide for cyclists in over a decade. 
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Scott Douglas, Foreword by Amby Burfoot

ThE LITTLE RED BOOK OF RUNNING

Scott Douglas offers the advice he’s gleaned from three decades 
of running, from twenty years as a running writer, and from the 

deep connections he’s made with top runners and coaches around 
the country and around the world. The 250 tips offered here are 
the next best thing to having a personal coach or an experienced 
running partner. Douglas includes tips for increasing your daily, 
weekly, and yearly mileage; advice on increasing your speed and 
racing faster; useful knowledge on how to stay injury-free and be a 
healthy runner; and much more.

The range of tips means there’s something for any runner—someone  
looking to start running to get in shape, a competitive high school 
or college runner, an athlete looking to move into running, or an 
experienced runner looking to improve his or her time in an up-
coming marathon. You have the questions: What running apparel 
is best? What kind of gear do you need to run in the rain or snow? 
How do you find time in a busy schedule to run? How can you set 
and achieve meaningful goals? Douglas has the answers. 

In a hardcover edition handsome enough to give as a gift, The 
Little Red Book of Running is more than a handbook—it’s a run-
ner’s new best friend. 

scott Douglas is a senior editor for Running Times. He has 
been the magazine’s editor-in-chief and has contributed articles 
on running to Runner’s World, Slate, the Washington Post, and Men’s 
Fitness among others. He has co-written four books on running, 
including The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Running and Advanced 
Marathoning and has run more than 95,000 miles since taking up 
the sport as a teen. He lives in South Portland, Maine.

amby burFoot is the 1968 Boston Marathon winner and the 
longtime executive editor of Runner’s World magazine. He is 
the author of The Runner’s Guide to the Meaning of Life and The  
Runner’s World Complete Book of Running. He lives in Emmaus, 
Pennsylvania.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Little Red Book of 
Fly Fishing
$16.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-296-3

$16.95 hardcover (Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 36

ISBN 978-1-61608-296-3
5” x 7” • 224 pages

50 color photographs
Health & Fitness

JUNE

For every runner that never had a mentor or a coach,  
The Little Red Book of Running is the next best thing.
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Steven D. Price

ENDANGERED PhRASES
Intriguing Idioms Dangerously Close To Extinction
Phrases and idioms that don’t deserve to be ancient history.

“Person to person” (and “station to station”), “bar sinister,” “the weed of crime 
bears bitter fruit,” “between the devil and the deep blue sea,” “will o’ the wisp,” 
“poor as Job’s turkey” . . . these are just a few phrases that were once part of every-
day speech. However, due to our evolving language and other cultural changes, 
there are hundreds of phrases poised on the brink of extinction. Can such en-
dangered phrases be saved? And if so, why? These are questions Steven D. Price, 
award-winning author and keen observer of the passing linguistic scene, answers 
in this challenging and captivating compilation. It is sure to increase your ap-
preciation of the English language’s ebb and flow—and enhance your own vo-
cabulary along the way.

steVen D. Price is the author or editor of more than thirty-five books, includ-
ing 1001 Funniest Things Ever Said, 1001 Dumbest Things Ever Said, and 1001 
Insults, Put-Downs and Comebacks. A former staff editor on The Random House 
Dictionary of the English Language, he is a writer and editor and lives in New 
York City. 

$12.95 paperback original 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-247-5
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 224 pages
Reference
JUNE

Brian Stableford

EMPIRE OF FEAR
An Epic Vampire Novel
 “Richly detailed . . . sure to fascinate history buffs—alternative and  
otherwise.” —Publishers Weekly

In an epic novel the Washington Post called “riveting,” Brian Stableford brilliantly 
imagines a world ruled by a powerful aristocracy of vampires: long-lived, extraor-
dinarily handsome humans who are immune to pain but must drink the blood 
of their common subjects. The story begins in seventeenth-century London and 
spans three hundred years—moving from England to the heart of Africa, to 
Malta, and finally to the New World. Edmund Cordery, Mechanician to the 
court of Richard Coeur-de-Lion, believes that vampire beings must have a natu-
ral explanation. But when his discoveries make him dangerous in the eyes of 
his masters, Edmund entrusts his learned secrets to his son, Noell, who in turn 
becomes a fugitive. When he returns to Europe he faces the awesome might of 
Coeur-de-Lion and the infamous Vlad the Impaler. This classic has been trans-
lated into five languages and “turn[ed] the typical vampire story on its ear” when 
it was published, according to the San Francisco Chronicle. 

brian stableForD is a science fiction writer who has published more than 
fifty novels. He lives in England.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-263-5
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 400 pages 
Fiction
JUNE

Previous edition:
978-0-88184-742-0
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Edited by Simon Rogers

CAN YOU DRILL A hOLE ThROUGh 
YOUR hEAD AND SURVIVE?
180 Fascinating Questions and Amazing Answers about  
Science, health, and Nature
A hilarious book of bizarre questions and shocking answers—as funny as 
it is informative.

Have you ever wondered why people sleepwalk? Why LSD makes you hallucinate?  
If it is possible to cut through your arm with a pocket knife? Whether animals  
can be homosexual? Can You Drill a Hole Through Your Head and Survive? 
tackles questions such as why giant pandas are so bad at mating, how many 
people the Earth can support, and how to make a nuclear bomb. Whether you’re 
interested in little-known facts about the human body and the natural world or 
just looking for a quick laugh, this book will leave you surprised and amused.

simon rogers edited the selections in this book from The Guardian newspaper’s  
“This Week” column, which has been investigating the world’s most perplexing 
science questions for years. He lives in Australia.

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95)
North America (X) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-281-9
5” x 7 ½” • 256 pages
21 color illustrations
Science
JUNE

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-008-9

Mark Ramuz and Frank Delicata

BIRDhOUSES
20 Unique Woodworking Projects for houses and Feeders
Learn how to make a birdhouse or feeder, and you’ll have birds in your 
yard year round.

Want to listen to birds singing in your backyard? Longing to watch a fledgling’s 
first flight? Curious as to how birds actually build their nests? With Birdhouses: 
20 Unique Woodworking Projects for Houses and Feeders, you’ll learn all that and 
more. From tiny wrens to bluebirds to starlings and woodpeckers, Birdhouses will 
help you to make a house or feeder (or both!) for any species of bird in your back-
yard. Fun for the whole family, the projects here are arranged in order from the 
simplest to the most elaborate, with instructions, plans, and materials. Learn to 
build birdhouses in a variety of shapes, including, Gothic Mansion, Tudor Cot-
tage, Noah’s Ark and more! Whether you’re a backyard naturalist or a gardener 
wishing for more wildlife, Birdhouses is the book for you. 

mark ramuz is the editor of Traditional Woodworker magazine. He specializes in 
step-by-step projects for the beginning woodworker. Ramuz lives in England. 
 
Frank Delicata is a designer and craftsman who lives in England.

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-307-6 
8 ½” x 11” • 128 pages 
327 color photographs
Woodworking
JUNE
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Lévana Kirschenbaum

ThE WhOLE FOODS KITChEN
Eat Your Way to a healthier Life
The right natural foods are not only better for you, they are tastier, too—
these 250 remarkable recipes prove it!

Eat your way to health! proclaims Lévana Kirschenbaum, longtime chef of Man-
hattan’s kosher gourmet restaurant Levana. Not only can you treat ailments such as 
arthritis with the appropriate nutrition, but you can also achieve a healthy weight 
just by eating. With dishes like Iced Minted Honeydew and Kiwi Soup, Balsamic  
Roasted Chicken Breasts, Chinese Meatloaf, and Molten Chocolate Cake,  
Superfoods makes cooking healthily both easy and delicious. This veritable volume 
is chock-full of more than 250 recipes, plenty of color illustrations, and advice on 
which foods are (or aren’t) okay when powdered, canned, or frozen. Lévana prom-
ises your new superfood diet will taste so good, you won’t ever go back.

léVana kirschenbaum has twenty-five years of experience as a chef, caterer, 
and teacher and is the author of Lévana Cooks Dairy Free! Natural and Delicious 
Recipes for Your Favorite “Forbidden” Foods. She lives in New York City.

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-292-5
6” x 9” • 304 pages
50 color illustrations
Cooking
JUNE

Dale Pinnock

MEDICINAL COOKERY
How You Can Benefit from Nature’s Edible Pharmacy
Eat your way to better health with everyday foods!

In Medicinal Cookery, author Dale Pinnock explains how the healing power 
of foods stretches beyond the realm of vitamins and minerals to involve a far 
more complex and wondrous group of biological compounds—phytochemicals!  
Pinnock shows readers how many of these compounds, when properly delivered, 
can work as well as medicinal plants and even pharmaceutical drugs without 
the risk of side effects. Pinnock explains how to prepare dishes that are not only 
delicious, but also possess a powerful medicinal property. Think classic carrot 
and ginger soup, digestive tonic tea, dandelion salad, and more! Complete with 
an A–Z guide to common medicinal foods, Medicinal Cookery is your one-stop 
reference for remedying health woes through the power of food.

Dale Pinnock runs private healthcare clinics in Cambridgeshire and  
Hertfordshire, where he combines herbal medicine with nutritional healing to 
provide a full and far-reaching therapeutic program. He is the resident natural 
health expert for BBC Three Counties Radio and is regularly featured in Men’s 
Health, Cosmopolitan, and other publications. He lives in England. 

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-298-7 
5” x 7 ¾” • 192 pages 
40 color illustrations
Health & Fitness 
JUNE
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Rick Browne

ThE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO GRILLING
how to Grill Just About Anything
Popular, tasty recipes from the man known as “Grill Master of the Universe.”

Rick Browne has traveled across America and tasted everything it has to offer. In 
The Ultimate Guide to Grilling, you will find recipes for plenty of bold barbecue 
concoctions, including Coca Cola Chicken, Aw Shucks Grilled Corn, BBQ’d 
Apple Pie, Rodney’s Tequila Porterhouse, and so much more. Browne also goes 
beyond the call of duty with chapters on side dishes, sauces, marinades, and 
rubs—he even includes an excellent chapter of delicious vegetarian recipes. The 
Ultimate Guide to Grilling is indispensable for all barbecue fanatics.

rick browne is a writer, photographer, pitmaster, restaurant critic, and con-
sultant. An award-winning member of the Society of American Travel Writers, 
he has written for several publications, including Time, Newsweek, People, and 
USA Today. He is also the author of Holiday Grilling: The Best Barbecue on Earth 
and The Big Book of Barbecue Sides. Browne holds an honorary Ph.B (Doctor 
of Barbecue Philosophy) from the esteemed Kansas City Barbecue Society. He 
lives in Vancouver, Washington.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-067-9
8” x 9” • 320 pages
235 color photographs
Cooking
JUNE

Sierra Adare

BACKCOUNTRY COOKING
Feasts for hikers, hoofers, and Floaters
Creative, easy-to-follow recipes for the outdoor adventurer,  
with full-color photography

Goodbye to mundane, expensive, freeze-dried camping food and welcome to 
tasty, environmentally conscious, inexpensive dishes. Seasoned outdoor cook 
Sierra Adare spices her creative and easy-to-follow recipes with Western culinary 
history and first accounts that are informed by the traditions of the trail. Inside 
the book are lists of grocery items you can buy beforehand at your local store, 
along with instructions to dehydrate your own food to avoid the high prices of 
outdoor markets. Your stomach just isn’t prepared for the great outdoors without 
Backcountry Cooking—your number one source for easy camp cooking, recipes 
adaptable for all types of camping, and the best ideas for making your next 
outdoor adventure remarkable and delicious. 

sierra aDare’s cooking, travel, and how-to articles have appeared in regional 
and national publications, including Mother Earth News, Farmstead Magazine, 
and the Denver Post. From her home at the base of the Wind River Range in 
Wyoming, she skis, skydives, sails, and car-camps in addition to backpacking, 
goat packing, horse packing, and canoeing. 

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-312-0
6” x 9” • 240
70 color photographs
Cooking/Outdoors 
JUNE
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Laura Childs

ThE JOY OF KEEPING GOATS
The Ultimate Guide to Dairy and Meat Goats
How to raise goats for meat, milk or bucolic companionship.

Goats are easy to care for and a low-investment choice for anyone wishing to 
live out rural dreams or add to an existing stable. The Joy of Keeping Goats offers 
practical advice, clear guidelines, and wonderful anecdotes from author and self-
sustainer Laura Childs. In her book, she walks readers step-by-step through im-
portant information on breeds, feeding requirements, how to make cheese, and 
much more. With gorgeous color photographs, The Joy of Keeping Goats clearly 
illustrates what an easy and rewarding experience raising goats can be.

laura chilDs was a self-proclaimed city girl who broke away from the hectic 
urban life. Now living on a small, self-sustained farm in Ontario, Canada, she 
chronicles everyday adventures of raising goats, chickens, horses, and other ani-
mals on her Web site, www.goodbyecitylife.com. She is the author of The Joy of 
Keeping Farm Animals.

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-300-7
6” x 9” • 256 pages
100 color photographs
Nature
JUNE

C. E. Spaulding, D.V.M., and Jackie Clay 

ThE COMPLETE CARE OF  
ORPhANED OR ABANDONED 
BABY ANIMALS, 2ND EDITION 
Expert Advice on Caring for Kittens, Puppies, Foals, Calves, 
Lambs, Chicks, and Many More
Lifesaving tips for anyone who wants to rescue or raise  
a motherless baby animal.

Whether you have a hobby farm or just love animals, this authoritative hand-
book is the go-to source to help you provide proper care for motherless animals. 
Inside find formulas and feeding schedules for dozens of baby animals, common 
diseases and how to treat them, a guide to first aid, directions for safety in deal-
ing with wild baby animals, advice on releasing animals back into the wild, and 
amusing and inspiring personal experiences from the authors. 

c.e. sPaulDing, D.V.m., studied veterinary medicine at Michigan State Uni-
versity and practiced in the field for more than thirty years.

Jackie clay is a veterinary field technician with more than twenty years of expe-
rience and writes for Backwoods Home Magazine. She lives in Angora, Minnesota.

$14.95 paperback reprint 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-288-8 
6” x 9” • 304 pages 
80 color photographs
Nature/Pets
JUNE
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Bill Dance

BILL DANCE’S FIShING WISDOM
101 Secrets to Catching More and Bigger Fish
Reel in the big one with tips from a fishing legend.

Bill Dance is one of America’s best-known fishermen and has more than fifty 
years of on-water experience. Bill Dance’s Fishing Wisdom combines his years of 
experience, knowledge, and wit into 101 tips that are sure to help any freshwater 
angler catch more and even bigger fish! Bill offers advice that might surprise 
even the most experienced fisherman, such as the importance of matching your 
line size to your lure when topwater fishing and how to prevent 75 percent of line 
failures with better knots. Complete with drawings by Rob Walinchus and color 
photographs, Bill Dance’s Fishing Wisdom is key for any fisherman to have in his 
tackle box, boat, or lake cabin.

bill Dance is an outdoors legend who has delivered witty fishing advice to 
television audiences for more than thirty years. He is a member of the National 
Fishing Hall of Fame and has won twenty-three National Bass Titles. He is the 
author of seven major books on fishing and has been a contributor for many ma-
jor outdoor magazines. Dance resides in Collierville, Tennessee.

$16.95 hardcover
(Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-267-3 
5 ⅜” x 8” • 192 pages 
100 color photographs 
 and illustrations
Sports/Fishing 
JUNE

John Weiss

ThE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  
BUTChERING DEER
A Step-by-Step Guide to Field Dressing, Skinning, 
Aging, and Butchering Deer
A thorough and easy-to-understand illustrated guide to preparing venison, 
from the field to the kitchen, by one of America’s premier outdoorsmen.

The process of getting a deer from the field to the dinner plate can seem over-
whelming, especially for beginners. Fortunately, this book of expert advice from 
veteran deer hunter John Weiss, packed with helpful illustrations and step-by-step 
explanations, makes it simple. Weiss covers everything you need to know to do 
your own butchering, including field dressing and transporting your deer, and ag-
ing and freezing your venison. The Ultimate Guide to Butchering Deer also features 
instructions on how to grind burger and make sausage links, and even comes with 
delicious recipes. This truly is a must-read for any aspiring home deer butcher.

John weiss has written more than 1,800 articles for major outdoors magazines 
and has published numerous books, including the highly successful Advanced 
Deer Hunter’s Bible. Weiss holds a master’s degree from Ohio University. He lives 
in Chesterhill, Ohio.

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-321-2
6 ¼” x 9 ½” • 224 pages
148 b/w illustrations
Sports/Outdoors
JUNE

Previous edition:
978-0-970-74-937-6
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David Steier

GUNS 101
A Beginner’s Guide to Buying and Owning Firearms
The perfect illustrated introduction to firearms  
from an experienced instructor.

With a background in firearms instruction, sales, and organizations, Steier’s 
knowledge has been cultivated through years of in-depth experience and per-
sonal dedication. In Guns 101, Steier covers the basics (what guns are for and 
how they work), but also discusses many types of firearms, firearm accessories, 
and gun activities—enough to help any reader carry on an intelligent conversa-
tion. From shop etiquette to do-it-yourself repairs, Guns 101 answers all of your 
gun questions. Complete with diagrams and photographs that make all of the 
technical details clear, this book is essential reading for any newcomer to the 
world of guns.

DaViD steier is a firearms instructor and enthusiast. He works at a gun store 
and gun range in Oakwood, Georgia, and is an active member of the Cherokee  
Gun Club, the National Rifle Association, and the Single Action Shooting  
Society. He lives in Gainesville, Georgia.

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-287-1
6” x 9” • 176 pages
83 color illustrations
Sports/Outdoors
JUNE

U.S. Navy

U.S. NAVY SEAL SNIPER  
TRAINING PROGRAM
The complete training manual used by the Navy SEALs  
to prepare and equip its sniper forces.

“From 1962 when the first SEAL teams were commissioned to present day, Navy 
SEALs have distinguished themselves as an individually reliable, collectively dis-
ciplined and highly skilled maritime force. Because of the dangers inherent in 
Naval Special Warfare, prospective SEALs go through what is considered by 
many military experts to be the toughest training in the world.” —U.S. Navy

Once used only by authorized SEALs, U.S. Navy SEALs Sniper Training Pro-
gram is now available to the historian, the military enthusiast, and the curious 
civilian. Covering all points from position selection and range estimation to ex-
ercises and mission planning, this manual is exhaustive. It will teach you what 
equipment SEAL snipers need, how they camouflage themselves, and when and 
how they apply fire. 

the u.s. naVy pursues its mission to maintain, train, and equip combat-ready 
Naval forces capable of winning wars, deterring aggression, and maintaining 
freedom of the seas. The organization is headquartered in Washington, D.C.

$14.95 paperback
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-223-9
8 ½” x 11” • 320 pages
100 b/w illustrations
Military Tactics
JUNE
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Charles Lachman

A SECRET LIFE
The Sex, Lies, and Scandal of Grover Cleveland’s Presidency

The child was born on September 14, 1874, at the only hospi-
tal in Buffalo, New York, that offered maternity services for 

unwed mothers. It was a boy, and though he entered the world 
in a state of illegitimacy, a distinguished name was given to this 
newborn: Oscar Folsom Cleveland. The son of the future president 
of the United States—Grover Cleveland. The story of how the 
man who held the nation’s highest office eventually came to take 
responsibility for his son is a thrilling one that reads like a sordid 
romance novel—including allegations of rape, physical violence, 
and prostitution. The stunning lengths that Cleveland undertook 
to conceal what really happened the evening of his son’s concep-
tion are truly astonishing—including forcing the unwed mother, 
Maria Halpin, into an insane asylum. 

A Secret Life also finally reveals what happened to Grover Cleveland’s 
son. Some historians have suggested that he became an alcoholic and 
died a young man—but Lachman definitively establishes his fate 
here for the first time. In this gripping historical narrative, Charles 
Lachman sets the scandal-plagued record straight with a tightly-
coiled plot that provides for narrative history at its best.

charles lachman is the executive producer of Inside Edition—
the longest-running series of its kind. Previously he served as a 
producer for A Current Affair and was a reporter for the New York 
Post and The Fort Lauderdale News. Lachman is the author of In the 
Name of the Law and The Last Lincolns: The Rise and Fall of a Great 
American Family. He lives in New York City.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 

North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-275-8

6” x 9” • 496 pages
History 

JULY

A Secret Life sets the record straight on the sex scandal  
that nearly took down a president.
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Mark North

ACT OF TREASON
The Role of J. Edgar hoover in the Assassination of President Kennedy

In this meticulously researched classic of the JFK conspiracy genre 
that Library Journal calls “sensational,” Mark North argues con-

vincingly that President John F. Kennedy died as the result of a plot 
masterminded by Louisiana Mafia chieftain Carlos Marcello— 
and, more importantly, that FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover learned 
early on about the plan but did nothing to stop it. Hoover warned 
no one—not the Dallas police, not the Secret Service. His motives, 
North suggests, stemmed from a fervent hatred of Kennedy and 
fear that the President would eventually fire him. He is documented  
as longing to succeed Vice President Lyndon Johnson—a man 
Hoover “controlled” due to blackmail and scandals. Hoover’s day-
to-day running of the FBI, his strange personality, and his back-
room dealings are brought to life using an extensive collection of 
press clippings, government documents, and other original sources.  
Act of Treason is a must-read for any citizen who believes the  
Warren Commission failed miserably in its attempt to solve one of 
modern America’s most pressing mysteries: Who killed JFK?

“Sensational—well documented. This is another fascinating and 
unsettling look at the dark side of American politics. Highly 
recommended.” 
 —Library Journal

“North’s general lines of reasoning are abundantly enforced by 
Hoover’s own memos, among other sources.” 
    —Kirkus Reviews

“Helps explain many odd failures of the Warren Commission, 
whose findings have long been almost universally disregarded.”   
     —Publishers Weekly

mark north, a degreed historian, Texas attorney, and nationally  
recognized author of Act of Treason: The Role of J. Edgar Hoover in 
the Assassination of President Kennedy, has been investigating the 
Kennedy assassination for three decades. North resides in Austin, 
Texas.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$16.95 paperback (Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-213-0
6” x 9” • 672 pages
50 b/w illustrations
History 
JULY

The shocking story of J. Edgar hoover’s role in the Kennedy assassination.
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Mark North

BETRAYAL IN DALLAS
LBJ, the Pearl Street Mafia, and the Murder of President Kennedy

In Betrayal in Dallas: LBJ, the Pearl Street Mafia, and the Murder 
of President Kennedy, author Mark North demystifies the most 

infamous crime of the twentieth century, arguing that President 
John F. Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas by Mafia contract 
killers hired by Louisiana mob boss Carlos Marcello. Why Dallas? 
Because it was the only location in the country to commit a crime 
of such magnitude without fear of apprehension. Critical characters 
emerge in the plot to murder JFK: Henry Wade, the long-time 
district attorney turned corrupt; Lyndon B. Johnson himself, who, 
while a senator in the 1950s, accepted bribes from the mob; corrupt 
FBI director J. Edgar Hoover; and more. 

And North is just getting warmed up. In late 1961, U.S. Attorney 
General Robert Kennedy and his brother John, who harbored a 
deep-seeded hatred for LBJ, initiated a covert Organized Crime 
Task Force investigation of the Civello mob in Dallas with the 
understanding that destroying the Dallas Mafia would also destroy 
LBJ. Johnson, through Wade and other local federal officials he 
had placed in power, learned of the plan and cooperated with the 
Civello mob to have JFK killed.           

North’s conclusions are based on classified federal documents un-
known to the public and research community. It is inevitable that, 
at some point, any great historical truth becomes known. Betrayal 
in Dallas is nothing less than the vehicle for that moment. It is 
what the American people have been waiting for since November 
22, 1963.

mark north, a degreed historian, Texas attorney, and author 
of Act of Treason: The Role of J. Edgar Hoover in the Assassination of 
President Kennedy, has been investigating the Kennedy assassina-
tion for three decades. North resides in Austin, Texas.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

A Herman Graf Book
$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 

World (E) • CQ 23 
ISBN 978-1-61608-236-9

6” x 9” • 320 pages 
24 b/w photographs

History 
JULY

Finally, the truth behind the crime of the twentieth century!
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Dave Bidini

hOME AND AWAY
One Writer’s Inspiring Experience at the homeless World Cup

In 2008, Dave Bidini accompanies Homeless Team Canada to 
the Homeless World Cup—an annual street soccer tournament 

with goals unlike any other: the most important of which is to cre-
ate life-changing opportunities for the millions of homeless people 
worldwide. In Melbourne, Australia, Bidini watches team mem-
bers play and shares the disappointments, frustrations, joys, and 
triumphs of forty-five-year-old Billy, who is a former addict; the 
quick-footed twenty-four-year-old Moroccan immigrant Juventus, 
who refuses to talk about his past; and most of all, the endear-
ing teenaged Krystal, who carries a photograph of her long-dead 
mother and dreams of a better life.

Bidini begins to understand what this tournament means to all 
those involved. He sees firsthand the power of sport to transform 
the lives of those on the edge—how the decision to play this game 
can mean the difference between survival and heading down a road 
of addiction, poverty, or crime. Home and Away offers a powerful 
look at the poor and dispossessed, from the barrios of Mexico City 
and the shanties of West Africa to the streets of North America 
and Europe, illuminating the renewed meaning that these players 
find in such an inspiring game. 

DaVe biDini is the author of nine books, two documentary 
films, and one play. He is a columnist for the Toronto Star and the  
National Post. His first book in the sports genre, Tropic of Hockey, 
was named one of the Top 100 Canadian Books of All-Time by 
McClelland and Stewart, and his baseball odyssey, Baseballissimo, 
is currently being made into a feature film. Bidini is a board mem-
ber of Street Soccer Canada and has attended two Homeless World 
Cups, traveling with Team Canada to Melbourne and Milan. He 
lives in Toronto, Canada, with his wife and their two children.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Promotion with organizations that •	
work with the homeless
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$19.95 hardcover (Can. $24.95)  
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-306-9
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 176 pages 
Sports/Soccer 
JULY

“Funny and illuminating and filled with soccer drama—this book is a win for 
the rest of us.” —CBC.ca
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Angel Laws and Carole Moore

CONCRETELOOP.COM PRESENTS:  
ANGEL’S LAWS OF BLOGGING

What You Need to Know if You Want to Have a Successful and Profitable Blog

Self-taught Angel Laws, the founder of ConcreteLoop.com, 
created a successful and profitable blog, one that receives more 

than 500,000 unique hits a day. Offering readers simple, step-by-
step advice on how to turn a blog into a career—or at the very 
least a money maker—Laws will help anyone with an interest in 
this field. Using this guide to the art of blogging about celebrities, 
fashion, music, and entertainment, you will learn how to:

Pick the right name for your blog z
Brand your blog, bringing your readers, money, and fame z
Use social networks to your advantage z
Generate ad revenue and know what to look out for z
Manage your blog, from content to comments z
And so much more! z

Peppered with insider stories about the movers and shakers of the 
entertainment world—the kind of stuff only someone behind the 
scenes knows—ConcreteLoop.com Presents: Angel’s Laws of Blogging 
is the book to read if you want your blog to succeed. 

angel laws grew up traveling the world as the daughter of a 
Marine. Laws now divides her time between running the lucra-
tive business end of Concrete Loop and traveling from coast 
to coast attending media events, speaking at conferences, and 
appearing regularly as a guest on talk radio. Her Web site is  
www.concreteloop.com. She lives in New York City. 

carole moore has been a freelancer for more than twenty years. 
She’s served as a weekend anchor and bureau chief for an ABC 
affiliate. Moore’s work has appeared in hundreds of publications, 
including the Washington Post, Christian Science Monitor, Harvard 
Magazine, Entrepreneur, Family Circle, U.S. News and World Report, 
and many more. She lives in Jacksonville, North Carolina.

Major internet marketing campaign•	
Co-op available•	

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 

ISBN 978-1-61608-268-0 
6” x 9” • 160 pages 

30 color photographs
Business 

JULY

how can you get paid to blog? Learn the secret  
from the creator of ConcreteLoop.com.
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Andrew J. Wakefield
Introduction by Jenny McCarthy

CALLOUS DISREGARD
Autism and Vaccines—The Truth Behind a Tragedy

As Andrew Wakefield states in his prologue, “If autism does not 
affect your family now, it will. If something does not change—

and change soon—this is almost a mathematical certainty. This 
book affects you also. It is not a parochial look at a trivial medical 
spat in the United Kingdom, but dispatches from the battlefront 
in a major confrontation—a struggle against compromise in medi-
cine, corruption of science, and a real and present threat to children 
in the interest of policy and profit. It is a story of how ‘the system’ 
deals with dissent among its doctors and scientists.”

In the pursuit of possible links between childhood vaccines, intesti-
nal inflammation, and neurologic injury in children, Wakefield lost 
his job in London’s Royal Free Hospital, his country of birth, his 
career, and his medical license. A recent General Medical Coun-
cil ruling stated that he was “dishonest, irresponsible and showed 
callous disregard for the distress and pain of children.” Maligned 
by the medical establishment and mainstream media, Wakefield 
endeavors to set the record straight in Callous Disregard. While ex-
plaining what really happened, he calls out the organizations and 
individuals that are acting not for the sake of children affected by 
autism, but in their own self-interests.

anDrew wakeFielD, mb, bs, Frcs, FrcPath, is an academic gas-
troenterologist. He received his medical degree from St. Mary’s 
Hospital Medical School (part of the University of London) in 
1981, and pursued a career in gastrointestinal surgery with a par-
ticular interest in inflammatory bowel disease. He has published 
more than 130 original scientific articles, book chapters, and in-
vited scientific commentaries. He and his wife Carmel, a physician 
and a classical radio presenter, live in Austin, Texas, and have four 
children—James, Sam, Imogen, and Corin—and a black mongrel 
called Bella.

“Whatever your thoughts are on the issue, if you read nothing else 
at all on the vaccine–autism debate, this has to be the most crucial 
book you read.” —Polly Tommey, editor, The Autism File

Major Media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$14.95 paperback reprint (Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-323-6 
6” x 9” • 288 pages 
Family & Relationships 
JULY

Previous edition:
978-1-61608-169-0

Andrew Wakefield reveals the inside story of the vaccine–autism  
connection and his controversial research.
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Astrid Karlsen Scott

AUThENTIC NORWEGIAN COOKING

Norway is a fascinating and culturally-rich country—covered in 
snow for more than half the year, strewn with mountains that 

limit land cultivation, and populated with friendly, sincere people. 
And now you can enjoy all of Norway’s finest traditional foods 
with Authentic Norwegian Cooking. With more than 300 recipes 
gathered from throughout Norway, this comprehensive cookbook 
is easy to use, boasts recipes for every occasion, provides the history 
of the dishes, and includes a complete index and recipe titles in 
English and Norwegian. Included among full-color photographs 
are the recipes for delectable dishes, such as:

Pickled mackerel z
Marinated salmon z
Stuffed cabbage leaves z
Lamb roll z
Bergen pretzels z
Spinach pie z
Rhubarb soup z
Thick rice pancakes z
Sweet cardamom bread z
Marzipan cake z
And more!  z

Author Astrid Karlsen Scott also provides tips for throwing par-
ties, a helpful guide to temperatures, weights, and conversions, and 
excellent resources for even more Norwegian cooking. Heralded 
as “magnificent” by Ingrid Hovig Espelid, Norway’s Julia Childs, 
now you, too, can enjoy Nordic dining any day of the week! 

astriD karlsen scott is an immigrant from Oslo, Norway. 
She has a great love for her heritage and a thorough knowledge 
of Norwegian cooking and traditions. She is president of Nordic 
Adventures, a company dedicated to the promotion and preserva-
tion of Norwegian culture. She and her husband live in Olympia, 
Washington.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Swedish Cakes & 
Cookies
$16.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-262-5

Sweet and Savory 
Swedish Baking
$29.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-798-9

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 18 

ISBN 978-1-61608-217-8 
8 ½” x 11 ¼” • 192 pages

75 color photographs
100 b/w line drawings 

Cooking 
JULY

“Authentic Norwegian Cooking is sure to become a bible for the Norwegian 
Cuisine on this continent.” —Scandinavian Press
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Carmel Nelson and Amra Ibrisimovic

ThE FOOD ALLERGY COOKBOOK
101 Recipes for Living and Entertaining with Allergies

More than 11 million Americans are currently living with food 
allergies. The Food Allergy Cookbook is for those millions 

who like to have fun with food, enjoy cooking and playing in the 
kitchen, and want relief from the limited cuisine offered by most 
allergy-free cookbooks. Here is a user-friendly book that contains 
101 tried and true recipes for those suffering from food allergies, 
including appetizers, breads, soups, entrees, desserts, and a 
selection of delicious holiday meals. Each recipe is easy to prepare,  
with readily available ingredients, and full of flavor. 

In addition to tasty, every-day recipes—from white bean artichoke 
dip, cinnamon rolls, and cream of mushroom soup to chicken pot 
pie, cranberry apple sauce, and amaretto fudge brownies—Carmel 
Nelson and Amra Ibrisimovic provide full-course meal plans for 
family holidays and social gatherings, including the perfect allergy-
free turkey dinner! With personal anecdotes, tips for the kitchen, 
shopping lists, guidance on reading food labels, and helpful re-
sources, The Food Allergy Cookbook is the essential book for anyone 
living with or cooking for someone with food allergies.

carmel nelson anD amra ibrisimoVic met at Nazareth 
Academy in Rochester, New York, during their senior year. Their 
friendship has offered them a unique opportunity to support one 
another through their struggles with food allergies. Amra emigrat-
ed from Bosnia during their civil war and became a U.S. citizen in 
2000. She is a computer engineer for the Siemens Corporation and 
lives in Chicago, Illinois. Carmel has worked as a mental health cli-
nician and substance abuse counselor. She has previously been pub-
lished in Alaska Wellness magazine and lives in Anchorage, Alaska.

Co-op available•	
Also available:•	

The Autism  
Cookbook
$17.95 hardcover
978-1-61608-019-8

$17.95 hardcover (Can. $22.50) 
World (E) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-297-0 
7 ½” x 7 ½” • 240 pages 
101 color photographs 
Cooking 
JULY

Everything you need to know to cook delicious allergen-free breakfasts, 
lunches, desserts, and even holiday meals.
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Monte Burch

ThE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO  
GROWING YOUR OWN FOOD

Save Money, Live Better, and Enjoy Life with Food from Your Garden or Orchard

Growing your own food is a hot topic today because of the 
high cost of transporting food long distances, the heightened 

problem of diseases caused by commercially grown foods, and con-
cerns of the overuse of chemicals in mass food production. Many 
people—from White House executives to inner-city kids—have 
recently discovered the benefits of homegrown vegetables and 
fruits. Community gardens, and even community canning centers, 
are increasingly popular and have turned roof-top gardening into a 
great and healthy food source. And on a smaller scale, some plants 
can even be grown in containers for the smallest backyard or patio. 
The possibilities for growing your own food are endless!

The Ultimate Guide to Growing Your Own Food informs you how 
to grow all types of vegetables, fruits, and even grains on your own 
land or in any small space available to you and your family. Also 
included is information on specific health benefits, vitamins, and 
minerals for each food, as well as detailed instructions for fall and 
winter food growing. Learn how to grow for your family, harvest 
and store all types of home-grown produce, and find joy in eating 
foods planted with your own hands.

monte burch and his wife Joan have been growing their own 
food for well over half a century, raising three kids on home-grown 
food and providing lots of extras to friends and family. Monte is 
an award-winning author, writer, photographer, and illustrator, 
with almost eighty outdoor, how-to, and lifestyle books and thou-
sands of published magazine articles. He is also the creator of “The 
Good Earth Almanac,” a back-to-nature lifestyle Sunday comic 
strip that ran in the 1970s. He lives in Humansville, Missouri. 

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Self Sufficiency 
Handbook
$17.95 hardcover
978-1-60239-163-5

$14.95 paperback original (Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-309-0 
6” x 9” • 192 pages 

150 color photographs  
and illustrations 

Gardening 
JULY

Cucumbers, apples, strawberries, and more—fresh from your very own garden.
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Ann Treistman 

WhO PUT ThE DEVIL IN DEVILED EGGS?
Where America’s Favorite Dishes Originated

Who pitted the first cherries and nestled them into pie crust? 
Was a meatloaf sandwich the result of a late-night refrig-

erator run? And does anyone really crave green bean casserole, 
complete with fried onions on top? In this time of hyper-awareness 
of locality—when every roast chicken needs a pedigree of a free-
range home and antibiotic-free past—it’s time to celebrate the very 
basics of American cooking. The joy of Velveeta and pleasures of 
Jell-O. In this fun collection, author Ann Treistman takes readers 
on a journey through a 1950s kitchen, sometimes with surprising 
results. For example, deviled eggs were first prepared in Ancient 
Rome, in a slightly different form and without the familiar mon-
iker. The practice of removing the yolks from hard-boiled eggs, 
mixing it with spices and refilling the shells was fairly common 
by the 1600s. Why the devil? Well, it’s hot in hell, and by the 18th 
century, it was all the rage to devil any food with a good dose of 
spice. Adding mustard or a signature sprinkle of hot paprika turned 
these eggs into devils. 

The perfect gift for food lovers, Who Put the Devil in Deviled Eggs 
promises to be a wickedly good read with recipes to boot.

ann treistman is the author of 73 Ways to Help Your Baby Sleep. 
She has worked as a cookbook editor at a number of publishing 
houses.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Endangered Words 
$12.95 paperback
978-1-60239-712-5

$12.95 paperback original (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-60239-742-2
5” x 7” • 192 pages
100 color photographs
Cooking
JULY

Consider this Food Lover’s Companion Lite: short and sweet 
trivia about retro American food.
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Daniel B. Kline and Jason Tomaszewski

WORST IDEAS EVER
A Celebration of Embarrassment 

From memorable disasters such as New Coke, the XFL, Tiger 
Woods’ marriage to less-remembered failures such as Yugo, 

Cop Rock, and Microsoft’s BOB, Worst Ideas Ever revisits history’s 
biggest blunders. Whether it’s a pop culture failure the likes of 
Dennis Miller’s disastrous run on Monday Night Football, a politi-
cal one such as John Edwards’ odd decision to run for president 
while cheating on his cancer-stricken wife, or a technological mis-
step such as Apple’s Newton OS, Worst Ideas Ever uncovers the ri-
diculous stories behind mistakes so huge, you’ll have to constantly 
remind yourself that they actually happened.

Moving from Mariah Carey’s “performance” in Glitter to the 
Minnesota Vikings decision to trade away their future for an aging 
Herschel Walker, Worst Ideas Ever offers the real stories behind 
some of the dumbest things ever done. Whether it was ego (Michael 
Jordan leaving basketball for baseball), greed (nobody questioning 
their impossibly high returns when investing with Bernie Madoff ) 
or simple stupidity ( Jay Leno moving to 10 p.m.), Worst Ideas Ever 
brings it all back in hilarious detail. 

Daniel b. kline is the co-author with Jason Tomaszewski of 
50 Things Every Guy Should Know How To Do. Kline has been 
the top editor for mass-market pop-culture Web sites, including 
Uproar.com and Backslap.com, and his work has appeared in 
Stuff, Playboy.com, and other men’s periodicals. He now writes a 
syndicated newspaper column that runs weekly in more than 100 
newspapers. He lives in Newington, Connecticut.

Jason tomaszewski is the co-author with Daniel B. Kline of 
50 Things Every Guy Should Know How To Do. Tomaszewski, an 
award-winning football commentator and sports analyst, also 
served as managing editor for a local newspaper in Connecticut. 
He lives in Waterbury, Connecticut.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

Did Thomas  
Crapper Really  
Invent the Toilet
$14.95 paperback
978-1-60239-347-9

$12.95 paperback original (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36

ISBN 978-1-61608-262-8
5” x 7” • 240 pages

20 color illustrations
20 b/w illustrations

Humor
JULY 

Mistakes so big they seem like fodder for the Onion—but they really happened!
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Michael Ross with Jonathan Kay

ThE VOLUNTEER
The Incredible True Story of an Israeli Spy on the Trail  
of International Terrorists
“[It’s] James Bond in a T-shirt and slippers . . . a page-turner, filled with 
well-observed, convincing detail.” 

—George Jonas, bestselling author of Vengeance  
(the book that inspired the film Munich)

In 1982, a twenty-something named Michael Ross left home to backpack across 
Europe. Little did he know that his vacation would set in motion a chain of 
events that would hurl him into a career where the bosses are seasoned spies, and 
the work is tracking the world’s most dangerous terrorists. The Volunteer is a fast-
paced memoir that provides insight into our world, both pre- and post-9/11, told 
by a man on the front lines in the war against terror.

michael ross was an agent in the Mossad from 1988–2001, tracking terror-
ists all over the world. He lives in Vancouver, Ontario.

Jonathan kay is both the managing editor and an op-ed columnist for the 
National Post. His reporting has earned him two National Newspaper Awards. 
He lives in Toronto, Canada. 

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-251-2
6” x 9” • 320 pages 
Current Events 
JULY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-132-1

Blaine Pardoe

TERROR OF ThE AUTUMN SKIES
The True Story of Frank Luke, America’s Rogue Ace of World War I
An accurate, thoroughly researched, and riveting tale  
of a World War I American fighter ace.

Frank Luke, Jr. was an unlikely pilot. In the Great War, when fliers were still 
“knights of the air,” Luke was an ungallant loner—a kid from Arizona who 
collected tarantulas, shot buzzards, and boxed miners. But during two torrid 
weeks in September 1918, he was the deadliest man on the Western Front. In 
only ten missions, he destroyed fourteen heavily-defended German balloons and 
four airplanes, the second highest American tally in the entire war. Author Blaine 
Pardoe retraces and refreshes Frank Luke’s story through recently discovered 
correspondence. Frantic, short, and splendid, the life of Frank Luke, Jr. dramatizes 
the tragic intervention of an American spirit in the war that devastated Europe.

blaine ParDoe is a novelist and military historian. He has been a featured 
speaker at the United States National Archives, the United States Navy Museum, 
and the New York Military Affairs Symposium. His books have been printed in 
six languages. Pardoe resides in Amissville, Virginia.

$16.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-294-9
6” x 9” • 336 pages
39 b/w illustrations
History
JULY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-252-6
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Jay Moore

BLACKJACK SECRETS
A handbook for Beginners
Here are the “secrets” that enable good blackjack players  
to win while others walk away losers. 

The result of thirty years experience playing and winning, Jay Moore’s new 
book Blackjack Secrets offers rules that are of deciding importance in everyday 
play. Even if you don’t know anything else about blackjack, if you follow these 
tips, your game will improve and you are more likely to win. Know when to 
stand, when to hit, when to double, and when to split. Casino blackjack is a huge 
amount of fun—even more so when you have the confidence that will come with 
knowing the “secrets” of an experienced gambler. Discover the key to keep the 
cash flowing in and the good times rolling with Blackjack Secrets. 

Jay moore is a former teacher and architect with thirty years experience play-
ing blackjack. He is the author of The Most Powerful Blackjack Manual. He lives 
in Toronto, Canada.

$12.95 paperback original 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-314-4
5 ½” x 8 ¼ ” • 160 pages
Games & Gaming
JULY

Charles Cooke, Foreword by Michael Kimmelman

PLAYING PIANO FOR PLEASURE
The Classic Guide to Improving Skills  
Through Practice and Discipline 
“Playing Piano for Pleasure is a minor classic of self-help . . . published in 1941 in 
the upbeat style of Dale Carnegie.” —Michael Kimmelman, The New York Times

Skyhorse Publishing is proud to revive Playing Piano for Pleasure. With the won-
derful writing one would expect from a longtime New Yorker reporter, Piano 
aficionado Charles Cooke, offers concrete routines for improving your piano 
performance. A pleasant and constant cheerleader, Cooke asks readers to prac-
tice every day, suggesting that they work through just that section time and again 
until it is perfect. In addition to his own thoughts, Cooke includes material from 
his interviews with master pianists, artists, and writers. The result is a book that 
should be cherished for years to come.

charles cooke, now deceased, was a New Yorker reporter. During World War 
II he joined the Air Force. He then became the associate editor of Esquire and 
Holiday. He was an avid amateur pianist. 

michael kimmelman is chief art critic of the New York Times. He is based in Berlin, 
writing the Abroad column for the Times on culture and society across Europe.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-230-7
5 ¼ ”x 8 ¼ ’’ • 192 pages
Music
JULY

Previous edition:
978-0-83713-224-2
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Tina James

COOKING WITh hERBS
100 Seasonal Recipes to Spice Up Any Meal
Add life to every meal with the flavors and aromas of herbs— 
recipes for every season.

Although anyone can be a good cook, to be a great one requires the essential 
knowledge to enhance the natural flavors of your meals by reaching for fresh 
and dried herbs. Spice up your daily cooking by knowing which herbs will take 
your meals from drab to fab. Learn how to grow you own herbs, ensuring a fresh 
variety on hand year round, as well as detailed directions on how to store and 
preserve your herbs for meals to come. Broken up by season, the tasty recipes 
inside include Cilantro Pesto Pizza, Lavender Lemon Bars, Tomato Tarragon 
Soup, Watermelon and Honeydew Salsa with Spearmint, Fennel and Rosemary 
Roasted Chicken, honeys, teas, jellies, vinegars, and much more. A great refer-
ence for both cooks and gardeners, Cooking with Herbs is a book everyone will 
want to have on hand in the kitchen. 

tina James is a noted garden writer and teacher, and former host of Maryland 
Public Television’s Good Earth Garden. She lives in Reisterstown, Maryland.

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-310-6 
6” x 9” • 160 pages 
81 color photographs
Cooking
JULY

Previous edition:
978-0-87596-829-2

Julie Zickefoose and the Editors and Writers  
of Bird Watcher’s Digest

BACKYARD BIRDING
Using Natural Gardening to Attract Birds
“Full of charming illustrations by my favorite bird artist, the prose is so 
interesting it almost flies off the page.”  
  —Russell Greenberg, Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center

Bird watchers everywhere dream of a landscape filled with berry-laden branch-
es, nesting spots among twining vines, and birds crowding their feeding sta-
tions. Let Backyard Birding show you how to lay out the welcome mat for your 
feathered friends by considering all of their needs, including year-round water, 
food, and shelter. Whether you’re looking to create a hummingbird garden, 
install a water feature, create perches for birds, or simply let a corner of your 
property run wild, you’ll find all of the inspiration and information you need 
here in Backyard Birding.

Julie zickeFoose, a magazine and book illustrator, began her career as a 
field biologist for the Nature Conservancy. Her monthly commentaries bring a 
glimpse of Appalachia to NPR’s All Things Considered. Bird Watcher’s Digest has 
published more than forty of her articles and seventeen cover paintings since 
1986. She lives in Whipple, Ohio.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-266-6 
7 ½” x 9” • 256 pages 
83 color photosgraphs
Nature/Birding
JULY
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Thomas Jefferson

JEFFERSON ON FREEDOM
Wisdom, Advice, and hints on Freedom, Democracy,  
and the American Way
Wisdom on democracy, religious freedom, and individual liberty from 
one of our favorite Founding Fathers.

Thomas Jefferson is most famous for the writing of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, which espouses the general principles of freedom and democracies 
that Americans hold dear. Now, collected here for the first time, is this historical 
American document, as well as several of his other famous writings. Included in 
this book are excerpts from his only full-length book, Notes on the State of Virginia,  
letters to Samual Kercheval and Edward Carrington on liberal democracy and 
freedom, and an exchange with Danbury Baptists regarding the right to religious 
freedom to his manual on parliamentary policy. Jefferson provides excellent and 
timeless quotes on attaining freedom and living a democratic life.

thomas JeFFerson (1743-1826) was the third president of the United States. 
He was also a writer, political philosopher, horticulturalist, architect, and one 
of the most influential founding fathers. He was the principle author of the  
Declaration of Independence and founded the University of Virginia.

$9.95 hardcover (Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-289-5
4 ¾ x 7 ¼ • 144 pages
History
JULY

MSG Paul R. Howe, U.S. Army Retired

LEADERShIP AND TRAINING  
FOR ThE FIGhT
Using Special Operations Principles to Succeed in  
Law Enforcement, Business, and War
Tested and effective leadership and teaching advice based on riveting 
combat stories from a Special Operations veteran.

In Leadership and Training for the Fight, MSG Paul R. Howe, U.S. Army Retired, 
shares ideas on leadership that he has developed through extensive combat expe-
rience. Howe tells riveting stories of military operations and analyzes leadership 
concepts. He also gives advice on how to understand students and how to refine 
your teaching methods. Written with the unique insight of a Special Operations 
soldier, this book is the perfect guide for anyone interested in improving leader-
ship skills in civilian or military situations.

Paul r. howe served in the U.S. Army for more than twenty years, retiring 
as a master sergeant, having spent much of his time in Special Operations as 
an assault team leader, sniper, and senior instructor. His service in the Battle 
of Mogadishu was popularized by the Mark Bowden book Black Hawk Down 
and the Hollywood movie of the same name. In 2000, Howe founded Combat 
Shooting and Tactics. He lives in Nacogdoches, Texas.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-304-5
6” x 9” • 400 pages
4  b/w illustrations
Military Tactics
JULY
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U.S. Department of Commerce

STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF ThE 
UNITED STATES, 2011-2012
The National Data Book, 130th edition
The most comprehensive summary of statistical information, collected on 
a yearly basis on social, political, and economic organizations in the U. S.

The Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2011-2012 is a fascinating and author-
itative collection of facts and figures covering virtually every aspect of American 
life. The official Federal summary of statistics—derived from both government 
and private statistical sources—this reference covers everything from agriculture 
to construction, forestry to law enforcement, and national security to transpor-
tation. Additionally, the Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2011-2012 also 
includes data for regions and individual states, and even for some metropolitan 
areas and cities.

the u.s. DePartment oF commerce has a broad mandate to advance 
economic growth and jobs and opportunities for the American people. It has 
crosscutting responsibilities in the areas of trade, technology, entrepreneurship, 
economic development, environmental stewardship, and statistical research and 
analysis. U.S. Department of Commerce is located in Washington, D.C.

$16.95 paperback original
(Can. $21.50)  
World (E) • CQ 12 
ISBN 978-1-61608-301-4 
6” x 9” • 992 pages 
Reference
JULY

U.S. Department of Labor

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK 
hANDBOOK 2011-2012
From the vocation experts at the U.S. Department of Labor, this fully 
updated 2011–2012 edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook 
features the most important details of more than 250 occupations—90 
percent of the jobs available in the United States.

What is the average salary of a legal assistant? What job competition do I face as 
a museum curator? Will I find a job in this economy as a computer programmer? 
Written by the U.S. Department of Labor, this handbook is designed to provide 
valuable, up-to-date assistance to individuals making decisions about their fu-
tures. Accompanying each profession are descriptions of the nature of the work, 
working environment, job outlook training, the required education, as well as job 
earnings, related occupations, and additional information sources. Keep up in the 
scramble to stay afloat in the waning job market by staying informed as you plan 
your training and career. 

the u.s DePartment oF labor, headquartered in Washington D.C., fos-
ters and promotes the welfare of the jobs seekers, wage earners, and retirees of 
the United States. It helps improve work conditions, advance profitable employ-
ment opportunities, and protect retirement and health care benefits.

$16.95 paperback original
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 12
ISBN 978-1-61608-211-6
8 ½” x 11” • 912 pages
250 b/w illustrations
Business 
JULY
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Barry Davies

ThE SAS SELF-DEFENSE hANDBOOK
Essential self-defense training from the elite British SAS.

Barry Davies is one of the most widely respected experts on the techniques 
and training of the elite British Special Air Service (SAS). In SAS Self-Defense  
Handbook, Davies reveals the self-defense techniques of the SAS. The handbook 
is fully illustrated with nearly 130 photographs and illustrations that explain how 
to properly use your body and use everyday objects such as desktop items and 
cigarette lighters to protect yourself. Learn how to avoid physical attacks from 
humans and animals, and handle those confrontations that cannot be avoided.

barry DaVies spent eighteen years in the British Special Air Service serving 
around the globe. He participated in the storming of the hijacked Lufthansa 
plane at Mogadishu in 1977 and was awarded the British Empire Medal. He is 
also the author of The Complete SAS Survival Manual. Davies lives in England. 

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-290-1
5” x 7” • 256 pages
83 color illustrations
39 b/w illustrations
Martial Arts
JULY

Previous edition:
978-1-58574-060-4

Department of the Army

U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES  
MEDICAL hANDBOOK
Over 400 pages of useful medical information created  
for Special Forces medics and soldiers.

The newest edition of the U.S. Army Special Forces Medical Handbook is perfect 
and practical for both soldiers and civilians. Nearly 140 comprehensive 
illustrations show the proper techniques for medical care, from basic first-aid 
and orthopedics to instructions for emergency war surgery and even veterinary 
medicine. Questions are listed so that the medic can obtain an accurate patient 
history and perform a complete physical examination. Diagnoses are made easier 
with information on the distinctive features of each illness. This straightforward 
manual is sure to assist any reader faced with a medical issue or emergency.

the DePartment oF the army, headquartered at the Pentagon in  
Arlington, Virginia, also authors the U.S. Army Special Forces Handbook and U.S. 
Army Hand-to-Hand Combat.

$16.95 paperback original 
(Can. $21.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-278-9 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 416 pages 
139 b/w illustrations 
Military Tactics 
JULY
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Michael Benfante with Dave Hollander

RELUCTANT hERO
A 9/11 hero Speaks Out About What he’s Learned, how he’s Struggled,  
and What No One Should Ever Forget

On Tuesday, September 11, 2001, Michael Benfante went to 
work, just like he had day after day, at his office on eighty-first 

floor in the World Trade Center North Tower. Moments after the 
first plane struck, just twelve floors above him, Benfante organized 
his terrified employees, getting them out the office and moving 
down the stairwells. On his way down, he and another co-worker 
encountered a woman in a wheelchair on the sixty-eighth floor. 
Benfante, the woman and Benfante’s co-worker then embarked on 
a ninety-six-minute odyssey of escape—the two men carrying the 
woman down sixty-eight flights of stairs out of the North Tower 
and into an ambulance that rushed her to safety just minutes before 
the tower imploded.

A CBS video camera caught Benfante just as he got out the 
building, and almost immediately, the national media came calling. 
Benfante sat on the couch with Oprah Winfrey, where she hailed 
him as a hero. Almost one year to the day after 9/11, Benfante got 
married and the woman in the wheelchair sat in the front row.

That’s the storybook ending. But in the aftermath of 9/11, Benfante 
began a journey fraught with wrenching personal challenges of 
critical emotional and psychological depth in Reluctant Hero. 
Benfante shares the trappings of his public heroism, the loneliness 
of his private anguish, and the hope he finds for himself and for 
us. Because all of us—whether we were in the towers, in New York 
City, or someplace else—we are all 9/11 survivors. 

michael benFante became a national hero for his actions 
on September 11, 2001. A 1987 Brown University graduate, he 
currently lives with his wife and son in Bloomfield, New Jersey. He 
stopped talking about 9/11 formally in 2002. 

DaVe hollanDer is an author and columnist whose work has ap-
peared in the Huffington Post, SI.com, Penthouse, and Interview. An 
attorney by trade, Hollander serves on the faculty for the New York 
University Tisch Center for Sports Management masters program. 
He lives in Brooklyn with his wife and daughter and has known 
Michael Benfante for fifteen years.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$24.95 Hardcover
(Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-285-7
6” x 9” • 304 pages 
Memoir 
AUGUST

After nearly ten years of conflicted silence, a celebrated 9/11  
survivor describes what it was like for him living with memories  
of 9/11 for the past decade.
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Edited by Glen Schaffer and Eric Olsen
Introduction by Bill Manhire

WE WANTED TO BE WRITERS
Life, Love, and Literature at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop

We Wanted to be Writers is a rollicking and insightful blend of 
interviews, commentary, advice, gossip, anecdotes, analyses, 

history, and asides with more than twenty graduates and teachers 
at the now legendary Iowa Writers’ Workshop between 1974 and 
1978. Among the talents that emerged in those years—writing, 
passionately jousting, criticizing, drinking, and debating in the 
classrooms and barrooms of Iowa City—were the young versions 
of writers who became John Irving, Jane Smiley, T.C. Boyle, Allan 
Gurganus, Sandra Cisneros, Rita Dove, William Kinsella, Jayne 
Ann Phillips, Jorie Graham, Jim Galvin, Lee Blessing, Mark 
Jarman, and Joy Harjo. Included are sidebars about what the 
famous writers are reading. We Wanted to be Writers is chock full of 
insights and a treasure trove of inspiration for all writers, readers, 
history lovers, and anyone who ever “wanted to be a writer.”

John Irving on Kurt Vonnegut:
“I met Kurt Vonnegut in Iowa City; I’d read all his books, which 
were not easy to find then, and I believed he was underrated—and 
unfairly categorized as a science-fiction writer. . . . He told me that 
he thought capitalism would be kind to me one day. I had no  
idea what he meant.”

glenn schaeFFer is the CEO and president of Fontainebleau 
Resorts in Las Vegas and has served as president of CircusCircus 
Enterprises and Mandalay Resort Group. He is a graduate of the 
Iowa Writers’ Workshop. He lives in Las Vegas, Nevada.

eric olsen is a journalist and graduate of the Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop. Olen directed the International Institute of Modern 
Letters and created the first American City of Asylum in Las 
Vegas. He was also the executive editor at Time Inc. Health, a 
Time Warner company. Olen lives in Las Vegas, Nevada.

bill manhire is a professor at the International Institute 
of Modern Letters at Victoria University in Wellington, New 
Zealand, where he resides.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available •	

A Herman Graf Book
$16.95 paperback original (Can. $21.50) 

North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-60239-735-4
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24 b/w photographs 
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“It was the best teaching-writing job I ever had” —John Irving
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Judge Sam L. Amirante and Danny Broderick

JOhN WAYNE GACY
Defending a Monster

 “Sam, could you do me a favor?”

Thus begins a story that has now become part of America’s 
true crime hall of fame. It is a gory, grotesque tale befitting a 

Stephen King novel. It is also a David and Goliath saga—the story 
of a young lawyer fresh from the Public Defender’s Office whose 
first client in private practice turns out to be the worst serial killer 
in our nation’s history. 

Sam Amirante had just opened his first law practice when he got 
a phone call from his friend John Wayne Gacy, a well-known and 
well-liked community figure. Gacy was upset about what he called 
“police harassment” and asked Amirante for help. With the police 
following his every move in connection with the disappearance of 
a local teenager, Gacy eventually gives a drunken, dramatic, early 
morning confession—to his new lawyer. Gacy is eventually charged 
with murder and Amirante suddenly becomes the defense attorney 
for one of American’s most disturbing serial killers. It is his first 
case. This is a gripping narrative that reenacts the gruesome kill-
ings and the famous trial that shocked a nation.

sam l. amirante is a retired judge and lawyer. His first case after 
leaving the Office of the Public Defender was The People of the State 
of Illinois vs. John Wayne Gacy. In 1988, he was appointed to the bench 
as an Associate Judge of The Circuit Court of Cook County where he 
served until his retirement in 2005. He is now the principal attorney 
of the firm of Sam L. Amirante and Associates, P.C. Mr. Amirante 
authored procedures adopted by the Illinois General Assembly such 
as the Missing Child Act of 1984 (I-SEARCH), which is credited 
with helping to locate more than 3,000 missing children. Sam lives 
with his wife and children in Barrington, Illinois.

Danny broDerick founded the firm of The Law Offices of 
Daniel J. Broderick. During his twenty years of private practice, 
Mr. Broderick represented thousands of persons charged with felo-
ny and misdemeanor crimes. Danny has two sons and lives in Lake 
Zurich, Illinois. 

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-248-2
6” x 9” • 304 pages 
True Crime 
AUGUST

For the first time Gacy’s lawyer and confidant tells his chilling tale  
of how he defended an American serial killer.
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Max Arthur

LAST OF ThE FEW
The Battle of Britain in the Words of the Pilots Who Won It

After the fall of France in May 1940, the British Expeditionary 
Force was miraculously evacuated from Dunkirk. Britain now 

stood alone to face Hitler’s inevitable invasion attempt. For the 
German army to land across the channel, Hitler needed mastery 
of the skies—the Royal Air Force would have to be broken. So 
every day throughout the summer, German bombers pounded the 
RAF air bases in the southern counties. Greatly outnumbered by 
the Luftwaffe, the pilots of RAF Fighter Command scrambled as 
many as five times a day, and civilians watched skies crisscrossed 
with the contrails from the constant dogfights between Spitfires 
and Me-109s. Britain’s very freedom depended on the outcome 
of that summer’s battle: Its air defenses were badly battered and 
nearly broken, but against all odds, “The Few,” as they came to 
be known, bought Britain’s freedom—many with their lives. More 
than a fifth of the British and Allied pilots died during the Battle 
of Britain. 

These are the personal accounts of the pilots who fought and survived 
that battle. Their stories are as riveting, as vivid, and as poignant as 
they were seventy years ago. We will not see their like again.

“No one can relive the battle except the men who fought it, and 
here they are in a tide of telling testimony . . . expertly tracked 
down and anthologized by our foremost oral historian of war.” 
—Daily Mail

max arthur served with the RAF and is the United Kingdom’s 
foremost oral historian. He is the author of the bestselling 
Forgotten Voices of the Great War, Forgotten Voices of the Second World 
War, and Dambusters. He is also the military obituary writer for the 
Independent. He lives in England.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Major media attention•	
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 

ISBN 978-1-61608-308-3
6” x 9” • 304 pages

35 b/w photographs
History
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The last words from the Battle of Britain pilots who saved 
the Allies from a Nazi victory.
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Scott Kenemore
Illustrations by Adam Wallenta

ZOMBIES VS. NAZIS
A Long history of the Walking Dead

Zombie expert Scott Kenemore (The Zen of Zombie) unearths 
a collection of top-secret lost documents from WWII (origi-

nally intercepted by the U.S. Signal Corps in 1941 and presented 
to Franklin Roosevelt in a confidential memorandum), describing 
efforts of the Nazi Sicherheitsdienst (or SD) to harness and weap-
onize Haitian Voodoo and zombie-creating technologies for military  
purposes. For the first time, here is the thrilling, humorous, and 
satisfyingly-gory story of an evil empire’s foolhardy attempt to  
harness an ancient and unspeakable monster: the zombie!  

While the Nazis initially dream of creating an army of bloodthirsty, 
automaton super-zombies to march across Europe, they soon learn 
that the walking dead are not as obedient and malleable as they’ve 
been led to believe. In contrast, these Nazi agents quickly find that 
the walking dead of the Haitian backwoods are closer to brain-
eating, flesh-rending dynamos that don’t respect a nicely pressed 
SS uniform, and instead just go for the jugular. Faced with Voodoo 
spells, dangerous flora and fauna, and their own naive assumptions 
about the dark forces with which they’re tangling, these Nazi SD 
agents learn the hard way that nobody bosses around a zombie. 
 
Kenemore—with nearly 100,000 copies of zombie classics in 
print—does it again.

scott kenemore is the author of Zen of Zombie and Z.E.O and 
is the drummer for the Chicago-based rock band The Blissters. He 
lives in Chicago, Illinois.

Also Available:

Co-op available•	

$12.95 paperback original (Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-250-5
5” x 7” • 304 pages
30 color illustrations
Humor
AUGUST

It’s zombies against Nazis in a fight for the secrets of the walking dead!

The Zen of Zombie
$12.95 paperback
978-1-60239-187-1

Z.E.O.
$12.95 paperback
978-1-60239-648-7

The Art of Zombie Warfare
$12.95 paperback
978-1-60239-956-3

The Code of the Zombie Pirate
$12.95 paperback
978-1-61608-120-1
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Upton Uxbridge Underwood with commentary by Gilbert Alter-Gilbert  
Introduction by Jack Passion 

Illustrated by Mahendra Singe

POETS RANKED BY BEARD WEIGhT
The Commemorative Edition

P oets Ranked by Beard Weight is a tongue-in-cheek classic of 
Edwardian esoterica, a privately printed leaflet offered by 

subscription to the informed man of fashion and as a divertisse-
ment au courant for the reading bins and cocktail tables of parlor 
cars, and smoking lounges of gentlemen’s clubs. Typifying a once-
popular but nowadays seldom-encountered species of turn-of-the-
century ephemera, it has become a rarity much prized by biblio-
philes. See how the beards of Walt Whitman and Henry David 
Thoreau stack up against those of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
and Alfred Lord Tennyson.

Also includes: 
Fundamentals of Beard Flirtation z , in which readers learn 

the etiquette and code of beard poses and gestures
Fortune-telling through beard-reading (pogonomancy).  z
Beard-based folklore and controversies (“Public Statues:  z

Dignitaries or Dust Catchers?”)

uPton uxbriDge unDerwooD (1881–1937) was a deipno-
sophist, clubman, and literary miscellanist. His masterpiece, The 
Language of the Beard,  vaunts the premise that the texture, con-
tours, and growth patterns of a man’s beard indicate personality 
traits, aptitudes, and strengths and weaknesses of character.

gilbert alter-gilbert is a critic, translator, and literary 
historian. His recent translations include Manifestos Manifest by 
Vicente Huidobro. He lives in Costa Mesa, California.

Jack Passion is an American rock musician, author, entrepre-
neur, and folk hero. He is also the reigning World Beard and Mus-
tache Champion in the Full Beard Natural category. Passion is the 
author of The Facial Hair Handbook. He is reputed to live in either 
San Francisco or Walnut Creek, California.

mahenDra singh is an artist and illustrator. His recent proj-
ects include illustrating The Hunting of the Snark by Lewis Carroll 
(Melville House, 2010). He lives in Montreal, Quebec.

Co-op available•	
Also Available:•	

The Snark Handbook
$12.95 paperback
978-1-60239-760-6

The Snark Handbook: 
Insult Edition
$12.95 paperback
978-1-61608-059-4

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95)

World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-245-1
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 240 pages

50 b/w illustrations
Humor

AUGUST

See how Whitman’s beard stacks up against Wadsworth’s in this classic  
edition of Poets Ranked by Beard Weight!
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A. J. Mass
Foreword by Matthew Berry, ESPN’s Senior Director of Fantasy Sports

ThE ThRILL OF (VICARIOUS) VICTORY
What We Can All Learn from Fantasy Sports

The world of fantasy sports is no longer the purview of nerds and 
stat geeks. In fact, versions of the game are currently played by 

tens of millions of people worldwide. But while fantasy sports may 
have begun as a light-hearted diversion, to many of its participants 
winning or losing is no laughing matter. 

The book takes readers on a journey from the casinos of Atlantic 
City to charred Connecticut campgrounds, from the Last Supper 
to the Constitutional Convention that started our country down 
the road to democracy, from the back rooms of Wall Street to the 
jury rooms of our judicial system. In doing so, Mass demonstrates 
that winning fantasy advice can come from anyone and be found 
almost anywhere—the wit and wisdom of William Shakespeare, 
the scientific genius of Stephen Hawking, or the futuristic whimsy 
of a galaxy far, far away. 

Ultimately, The Thrill of (Vicarious) Victory is not a book about how 
to win your fantasy sports league. Instead, it is a collection of con-
versation starters and hypothetical scenarios that get right to the 
core of what makes fantasy games so compelling in the high-speed 
information age: how to process and make use of the bottomless 
pile of data presented to us on a daily basis.

a. J. mass is a professional fantasy sports analyst working for 
ESPN.com, the most highly trafficked sports Web site on the 
Internet. After college, Mass spent four seasons inside the giant 
baseball-shaped head of the New York Mets legendary mascot, Mr. 
Met. His advice is sought after by fantasy sports owners from all 
over the globe. Mass’s innovative approaches to statistical analysis 
have earned him high praise from co-workers and competitors 
alike and have made him a frequent guest on many radio stations 
around the country. He lives with his wife and young son in 
Galloway, NJ.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Promotion through sports press and •	
social media.
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-295-6
6” x 9” • 256 pages 
Sports 
AUGUST

An entertaining, anecdotal exploration of how the skills used in evaluating 
fantasy sports talent are one and the same with the skills we all use every 
day of our lives. 
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Bob Boyles and Paul Guido

ThE USA TODAY COLLEGE FOOTBALL  
ENCYCLOPEDIA

A Comprehensive Modern Reference to American’s Most Colorful Sport, 1953–Present

The result of fifteen years of exhaustive research, The USA 
TODAY College Football Encyclopedia is without question 

the most comprehensive resource on college football ever set to 
type. Authors Bob Boyles and Paul Guido watched thousands of 
hours of game films, and read through just about every book ever 
published on the game to bring this massive reference to fruition. 
In these pages you will find information unavailable in any other 
single publication:

Recaps of more than 8,000 games!!

Detailed reviews of more than fifty-seven college  !!

football seasons
Complete season-by-season lineups and records of !!

more than seventy major programs
Personality profiles of some of the game’s biggest stars !!

and coaches
Season-by-season award winners, All-American teams, !!

polls, and NFL drafts

The book also includes the authors’ own College Football 
Performance Formula, a three-leveled calculation developed to 
measure the achievement of every team’s season since 1953. that 
permits readers to compare teams within a given season and to 
compare teams from different seasons. 

Updated through the 2011 NFL Draft, The USA TODAY College 
Football Encyclopedia is a unique book that all true fans of college 
football should have on their shelves.

bob boyles is the president and CEO of Sideline Communications. 
He lives in Phoenix, Arizona.

Paul guiDo is the chief operating officer of Sideline Communications. 
He has worked in sports journalism and marketing for more than  
fifteen years. He lives in New York City.

Co-op available•	

$24.95 paperback original (Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 8

ISBN 978-1-61608-225-3
8 ½” x 11” • 1,296 pages

Sports/Football
AUGUST

Previous edition: 
978-1-60239954-9

“The biggest feast for the college football fan ever published.” 
—Newark Star Ledger
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John Larison

hOLDING LIES
A Fly-Fishing Mystery

With Holding Lies, John Larison takes us deep into a thriving 
subculture of the Northwest, one born of the ferns and firs, 

rain and hot-springs, firebombs and whitewater. He takes us even 
deeper into the troubles of Hank Hazelton, a fifty-nine-year-old 
river guide, as he struggles to reconnect with his only daughter 
after a fourteen-year estrangement. His failure as a father haunts 
him, along with other deep regrets, tragedies, and longings. 

In the days before his daughter’s arrival, Hank discovers a drift boat 
stranded below a rapid, empty except for a long smear of blood on 
its seat. Search and Rescue fails to discover the owner, and within 
days the sheriff has begun a murder investigation, which, to Hank, 
appears to be more about old grudges than objective evidence. When 
Hank himself becomes a suspect, he begins his own search—one 
that will lead him deep into the violent past of his home valley. 

In a novel about fathers and daughters, friends and mentors, sins 
ancient and repeated, Larison illuminates our commitments to 
those who’ve come before and those who’ll come after. Holding Lies 
is a taut, big-hearted novel. It brings to life a tapestry of commu-
nity sustained by the river, with the steelhead at its core. Steeped 
in the ecology of place and peopled with unforgettable characters, 
Larison creates a world we will want to return to again and again.

John larison is a river steward for the Native Fish Society and 
teaches at Oregon State University. His first novel, Northwest of 
Normal, was heralded by the Denver Post as a “first-rate addition 
to the novels of the West.” His articles regularly appear in Fly  
Fisherman, Fly Rod and Reel, Gray’s Sporting Journal, and other 
publications. Holding Lies is his third book and his second novel. 
He lives with his wife Ellie Rose and their daughters in Oregon’s 
Willamette Valley in Corvallis.

Advance Reading Copies•	
Promotion through book reviewers •	
and outdoor press
Co-op available•	

$24.95 hardcover (Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-255-0
6” x 9” • 288 pages
Mystery
AUGUST

A fresh new voice in fiction, one steeped in tradition, stirred by devotion, 
and struck by tragedy.
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Karin Björkegren

YOGA FOR WOMEN
hatha and Astangi Yoga for Young Ladies, Expectant  
Mothers, and Women of Every Age
Give the gift of yoga to the special woman in your life—wife, girlfriend, 
best friend, mother, or daughter.

Yoga is a powerful tool that can influence women’s well-being at all stages of life. 
Yoga for Women includes a presentation of the eight basic foundations of yoga, fol-
lowed by breathing exercises to enhance your tranquility and concentration and 
fifty Hatha influenced exercises that improve strength and flexibility. Each of these 
fully illustrated postures is categorized by the various needs women have during 
their life. Perfect for the beginner or intermediate student, Yoga for Women empow-
ers women of all ages to lead healthier and more balanced lives. 

karin bJörkegren is a forty-five-year old freelance journalist and an enthusi-
astic yoga teacher. She teaches in Stockholm and runs her own yoga studio “Yoga 
Vita” in Båstad. Karin writes for several monthly newspapers and magazines and 
is the author of three DVDs in ashtanga vinyasa yoga. She lives in Sweden.

$17.95 hardcover
(Can. $22.50)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-260-4
8 ¾” x 9 ¾” • 144 pages
128 color illustrations
20 b/w illustrations
Health & Fitness
AUGUST

Deb Soule, Illustrations by Susan Szwed

ThE WOMAN’S hANDBOOK 
OF hEALING hERBS
A Guide to Natural Remedies
Tinctures, tonics, and teas for everything from osteoporosis and  
menopause to headaches and menstrual cramps.

Did you know that yellow dock syrup can increase iron? That herbal tea with 
lemon balm and passionflower can ease migraines? Inside The Woman’s Handbook 
of Healing Herbs are simple and practical herbal remedies for women to use in 
the day-to-day care of their bodies and their souls. Learn how to start an organic 
garden, gather your herbs and flowers, and prepare them. More than just a how-
to book, The Woman’s Handbook of Healing Herbs is a handbook of empowerment 
and kindness that every woman should own.

Deb soule is the founder of Avena Botanicals, an herbal apothecary that special-
izes in organically grown remedies. A gardener, she teaches and consults with women 
and health care providers around the country. She lives in Rockland, Maine.

susan szweD is an herbalist and illustrator who teaches wild plant identifica-
tion and the historical medicinal use of plants. She lives in Wytopitlock, Maine.

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-276-5 
6” x 9” • 336 pages 
32 color photographs
Health & Fitness 
AUGUST

Previous edition:
TK
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Charles Messenger

hITLER’S GLADIATOR
The Life and Wars of Panzer Army Commander Sepp Dietrich
An exciting and revealing look at the life of one of Adolf Hitler’s most 
trusted generals. 

A charismatic yet notorious character, Sepp Dietrich the man is impossible to 
separate from Sepp Dietrich the General, who was awarded twenty-four differ-
ent honors during his service to the Nazi party and was known for his devotion 
to his men as he led them through some of the fiercest fighting in the war. In 
this extensively researched book, historian Charles Messenger attempts to dis-
cover the truth about this sparsely documented man, painting a vivid picture of 
the aggressive war and politics under the Third Reich. From Dietrich’s humble 
upbringing and his eventual rise to General, to his dissatisfaction with Hitler’s 
leadership and the trials he faced after the war, Dietrich remains a mysterious 
figure in history. 

charles messenger is an acclaimed historian, author, and defense analyst. 
He served as an officer in the Royal Tank Regiment and has published nearly 
forty titles on military history, including Call to Arms: The British Army 1914–
1918, The D-Day Atlas, and The Art of Blitzkreig. He lives in London, England.

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-283-3 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 272 pages 
50 b/w photographs
History 
AUGUST

Central Intelligence Agency

ThE CIA LOCKPICKING MANUAL
Tired of locking yourself out? Learn to pick your own front door lock with 
the secrets used by the field operatives of the CIA.

Do you have the locksmith’s phone number on speed dial? Find yourself spend-
ing a fortune on new locks after someone lost their keys again? Forgot your keys 
in the car one too many times? Free yourself once and for all from ever having a 
keyless crisis again with The CIA Lockpicking Manual. With this clever pocket-
sized guide, you’ll quickly learn how to get yourself into—and out of—tight 
spaces.With clear explanations and detailed illustrations, The CIA Lockpicking 
Manual will quickly teach you what you need to know. Soon you’ll be able to get 
yourself into your house, office desk, or car . . . without your key. 

central intelligence agency (cia), established in 1947, is a civilian 
intelligence agency of the United States government responsible for providing 
national security intelligence to senior United States policymakers and is located 
in Langley, Virginia.

$12.95 paperback original
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 48 
ISBN 978-1-61608-232-1 
5” x 7” • 64 pages 
48 b/w illustrations
Reference
AUGUST
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Todd Sones with John Montelone

ThE 40 TOUGhEST ShOTS IN GOLF
A Pro’s Guide to Better Shot Making and Lower Scoring
“No matter what your handicap, you still save strokes.”—Golf Magazine

Here, Todd Sones covers any possible shot you might encounter, providing 
tips and techniques to improve your game and your confidence. How do you  
maneuver a super lob to a tight pin on an elevated green? What are your options 
on your over, under, or through-the-tree shot? What do you do when you must 
hit blind? All these situations and more are examined in this helpful, stroke-
dropping guide to golf.

toDD sones was named one of the Top 100 Teachers in America by Golf Magazine 
and was selected twice as PGA Teacher of the Year in Illinois. He operates the 
Todd Sones Impact Golf Center, and is the director of instruction at Ironwood 
Country Club in Indian Wells, California. He lives in Vernon Hills, Illinois.

John monteleone has collaborated with David Glenz and T. J. Tomasi, PhD, 
on two golf books: Lowdown from the Lesson Tee and The Little Book of Putting, 
respectively. He lives in Pennington, New Jersey.

$14.95 paperback original
(Can. $18.75)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-259-8
7” x 10” • 224 pages
204 color illustrations
Sports/Golf
AUGUST

Ron Klinger 

BRIDGE BASICS
A Beginner’s Guide, 6th Edition
Learn to play proper bridge from an international master of the game.

Bridge is hip for everyone nowadays! Played in more than 100 countries, Bridge 
has an enthusiastic following of more than 60 million people. Although many 
believe that bridge is simply an “old person’s game,” more and more young people 
are taking it up, and now players in their twenties are beginning to win world 
championship titles. Completely updated and revised by champion bridge player 
Ron Klinger, Bridge Basics explains and illustrates the basic rules of bidding, play, 
and defense in contract bridge. This book will turn you into a competent and 
confident bridge player in no time.

ron klinger is an international player, writer, and a leading bridge teacher 
who has written more than fifty books, including Guide to Better Card Playing, 
which won the Book of the Year Award from the American Bridge Teachers’ 
Association. He has served as bridge columnist for the Sydney Morning Herald 
since 2002 and runs a bridge teaching Web site, www.ronklingerbridge.com. He 
lives with his wife Suzie and son Ari in Sydney, Australia. 

$12.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-233-8 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 128 pages 
2-color interior
Games & Gaming 
AUGUST
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Paul Kirk

SIMPLE SMOKING
Over 80 Recipes for the home-Smoking Enthusiast
Recipes and guidance for preparing and cooking smoked food,  
accessible to anyone.

Whether you want to try your hand at the old-fashioned technique of smoking 
over a log fire or want to smoke food in your own kitchen, Simple Smoking makes 
cooking with smoke easy. With easy-to-read instructions, Paul Kirk explains 
how to make delicious meals, such as Jamaican Jerked Pork, Shanghai Smoked 
Chicken, Rosemary and Garlic Pork Roast with Balsamic Rhubarb Compote, 
and Cajun-Marinated Turkey Kabobs. Find out all there is to know about spic-
ing to get the best results and learn to make marinades and rubs of your own. 
Your backyard parties and family gatherings will never be the same!

Paul kirk has written several cookbooks, including the bestselling Paul Kirk’s 
Championship Barbeque. He has won more than 475 awards for cooking and bar-
beque and has appeared on The Today Show and the Discovery Channel. He lives 
in Kansas City, Missouri.

$9.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-317-5
8 ½” x 11” • 128 pages
65 color photographs
Cooking
AUGUST

Mark Rashid

A GOOD hORSE IS NEVER  
A BAD COLOR
Tales of Training Through Communication and Trust—
2nd Edition, Revised and Updated
Learn why your problem horse is not a lost cause with helpful tips from 
an internationally acclaimed trainer.

In A Good Horse Is Never a Bad Color, Mark Rashid continues to share his talent for 
training horses through communication rather than force. Rashid uses humorous, 
feel-good stories to relate his techniques of teaching horses by examining their 
view of the world. This book is a must-have for compassionate horse trainers and 
owners. Tales of Arabs, appaloosas, and paints—mistrusted and mistreated because 
of their breed—will give readers a new perspective on these breeds and others. This 
new edition features added introductory notes for each chapter that contribute to 
a better understanding of Rashid’s philosophy and methods.

mark rashiD is an American author and horse trainer. His books follow his 
Western training philosophy, which is to find training solutions by considering the 
horse’s point of view. His books include Big Horses, Good Dogs, & Straight Fences; 
Horsemanship Through Life; Life Lessons from a Ranch Horse, and Considering the 
Horse. He lives in Estes Park, Colorado.

$24.95 hardcover
(Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-239-0
6” x 9” • 224 pages
16 b/w illustrations
Nature/Horses
AUGUST

Previous edition:
978-1-55566-142-7
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John J. Donnelly and Judy Donnelly

ThE hANDLOADER’S MANUAL OF 
CARTRIDGE CONVERSIONS
Create cartridges that are impossible to buy!

Now available for the first time since 2003, The Handloader’s Manual of Cartridge 
Conversions offers the handloader all the physical data, how-to designs, tools, 
and drawings needed to convert modern, easily obtainable materials into more 
than 1,000 different rifle and pistol cartridge cases, ranging from the obsolete 
patterns to modern, cutting-edge “wildcats.” This classic guide has been revised 
with a new, easy-to-reference format, complete with a full index of hundreds of 
cartridges. This truly is the handloader’s one-stop guide for creating personalized 
cartridges.

John J. Donnelly was a writer who founded Ballistek, a custom ammunition 
business, in 1981. He worked as a manufacturing engineer and tool designer. He 
passed about ten years ago.

JuDy Donnelly is a writer who resides in Lake Havasu City, Arizona.

$29.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $36.95) 
World (E) • CQ 14 
ISBN 978-1-61608-238-3 
8” x 10 ½” • 608 pages
100 b/w illustrations 
Sports/Outdoors 
AUGUST

Dave Henderson, foreword by Jim Zumbo

MODERN ShOTGUNNING
The Ultimate Guide to Guns, Loads, and Shooting
A thorough, easy-to-read guide on shotgun essentials written by an 
expert shotgunner.

In Modern Shotgunning, Dave Henderson gives readers a nuts-and-bolts look 
at  modern shotguns. He explains chokes, stocks, barrels, and optics, as well as 
cleaning and safety practices. He also discusses how to choose the appropriate 
shotgun, shotgun games, gun fit, handloading, and building your own specialty 
guns. Featuring plenty of explanatory photographs, Modern Shotgunning is ideal 
for beginners but not to be overlooked by veterans.

DaVe henDerson is a hunter, writer, radio host, outdoors columnist, and the 
author of several books on shotguns and shotgunning, including Shotgunning for 
Deer. Henderson lives in Endicott, New York.

Jim zumbo has published more than 2,000 articles in his forty-year career as an 
outdoor writer. He has devoted his life to supporting hunting through his writ-
ing, lectures, and television show. He lives in Cody, Wyoming.

$24.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-293-2
8” x 10” • 160 pages
280 color photographs
3 b/w illustrations
Sports/Outdoors
AUGUST
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Federal Aviation Administration

INSTRUMENT FLYING  
hANDBOOK, REVISED EDITION
FAA-h-8083-15A
An updated resource for instrument flight instructors, pilots, and students.

The Federal Aviation Administration’s Instrument Flying Handbook provides 
pilots, student pilots, aviation instructors, and controllers with the knowledge 
and skills required to operate in instrument meteorological conditions. This up-
to-date edition is illustrated with full-color graphics and photographs, and cov-
ers topics such as basic atmospheric science, the air traffic control system, spatial 
disorientation, and optical illusions, flight support systems, and emergency re-
sponses. Since many questions on FAA exams are taken directly from the infor-
mation presented in this text, the Instrument Flying Handbook is a great study 
guide for potential pilots looking for certification, and the perfect gift for any 
aircraft or aeronautical buff.

the FeDeral aViation aDministration (FAA), established in 1958, 
strives to “provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the world.” It 
also authors the Airplane Flying Handbook and the Pilot’s Encyclopedia of 
Aeronautical Knowledge.

$19.95 paperback original
(Can. $24.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-302-1
8 ½” x 10” • 280 pages
300 color illustrations
Transportation/Aviation
AUGUST

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-260-1

Federal Aviation Administration

INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES  
hANDBOOK, REVISED EDITION
FAA-h-8261-1A
No pilot, flight instructor, or aviation student should be without this  
updated official handbook of procedures.

Designed as a technical reference for instrument-rated pilots who want to 
maximize their skills in an “Instrument Flight Rules” environment, this revised 
and up-to-date edition of the Federal Aviation Administration’s Instrument 
Procedures Handbook contains the most current information on FAA regulations, 
the latest changes to procedures, and guidance on how to operate safely within 
the National Airspace System in all conditions. Featuring an index, an appendix, 
a glossary, full-color photos, and illustrations, the Instrument Procedures 
Handbook is the most authoritative book on instrument use anywhere.

the FeDeral aViation aDministration (FAA), established in 1958, 
strives to “provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the world.” It 
also authors the Airplane Flying Handbook and the Pilot’s Encyclopedia of 
Aeronautical Knowledge.

$19.95 paperback original
(Can. $24.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-271-0
8 ½” x 10” • 280 pages
300 color illustrations
Transportation/Aviation
AUGUST

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-261-8
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Dr. Michael J. Goldberg, MD, FAAP

ThE MYTh OF AUTISM
how a Misunderstood Epidemic Is Destroying Our Children
The explosive account of one doctor’s quest to convince the world that 
autism as we understand it today does not exist.

In the history of our society, there has never been “an epidemic” of any devel-
opmental or genetic disorder. Yet over the span of thirty years, autism has gone 
from affecting one in 5,000 children to one in 90, according to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. So what is this “autism”? In this groundbreaking  
book, Dr. Goldberg and his colleagues illustrate why autism must be a symptom 
of a treatable, neurological disease that attacks the brain’s immune system. 

Dr. Goldberg unpacks the myth behind the illness and provides a wealth of 
diagnostic and treatment information that will transform your own life and the 
lives of those around you. 

Dr. michael J. golDberg received his medical degree from UCLA and 
trained at LAC-USC Medical Center. He is the president of the Neuro-Immune 
Deficiency (NIDS) Medical Advisory Board and is on the clinical teaching staff 
at both UCLA and Cedars-Sinai Hospitals.

$24.95 hardcover 
(Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-171-3
6” x 9” • 256 pages 
12 b/w illustrations
Health & Fitness
JANUARY

Trina Hahnemann
Photographs by Lars Ranek

ThE NORDIC DIET
Using Local and Organic Food to Promote a healthy Lifestyle
Eat your way to health and happiness with a diet built on tradition.

The Nordic Diet is all about eating a balanced diet of locally sourced seasonal 
ingredients. The traditional diet of Northern Europe emphasizes quality home-
made and homegrown food—with an attempt at moving away from processed 
foods—and consists of a wide variety of grains, berries, vegetables, fish, poultry, 
and game meats. Not only is a Nordic diet comparable in terms of nutrition 
to the celebrated Mediterranean diet, but it also provides an easy plan for eco-
friendly eating. Containing seventy-five delicious and healthy recipes, this book 
will teach you how to incorporate the principles of the Nordic diet into your  
everyday cooking routine. 

trina hahnemann is a chef and food writer. She is the author of The  
Scandinavian Cookbook, which has been translated into six languages. Trina lives 
with her husband and two children in Copenhagen, Denmark.

lars ranek is one of Scandinavia’s leading food photographers and has shot 
more than twenty books. He lives in Copenhagen, Denmark.

$17.95 paperback original 
(NCR)
United States (X) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-61608-189-8
8” x 10” • 144 pages
160 color photographs
Health & Fitness
JANUARY
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Sabrina Parrini

LITTLE KITChEN
40 Delicious and Simple Things That Children Can Really Make
Easy-to-follow recipes to inspire a lifelong love of cooking!

Little Kitchen is a beautifully designed and photographed collection of forty tried 
and true recipes for budding chefs. Author Sabrina Parrini takes aspiring young 
cooks through a plethora of sweet and savory recipes and helps them find the joy 
in every part of a meal, from buying and preparing the ingredients to cooking and 
then eating the finished product. From quick after-school snacks to impressive 
dinners and sweet desserts, children will learn to create tasty, healthful meals and 
snacks, take the lead in the kitchen, and maybe even show you a thing or two. 

sabrina Parrini started her cooking adventures as a very young girl, and she 
became even more impassioned about teaching children the importance of eat-
ing and cooking good food while teaching early childhood education. In 2004, 
Parrini established Little Kitchen, Australia’s first organic cooking school and 
cooking party venue for children and teens. The cookery school has taught more 
than 5,000 students to date. She lives in Romsey, Australia.

$17.95 paperback original 
(Can. $22.50)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-61608-188-1
8 ½” x 10” • 128 pages
86 color photographs
430 b/w line drawings
Children’s/Cooking
JANUARY

Deborah A. Levine

VALENTINE MISCELLANY
Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Valentine’s Day
Behind the scenes of the most romantic day of the year.

Valentine Miscellany is a breezy tour through the history and traditions of the day 
when Cupid comes out to play. Readers might be surprised to learn that not one, 
but three St. Valentines died on February 14; that the mother of Valentine’s Day 
cards died a spinster; that the same recipe has been used to make Conversation 
Heart candies since 1902; and that aphrodisiac Spanish Fly is made from 
powdered beetle carcasses. Delightfully illustrated and complete with crafts and 
recipes, Valentine Miscellany will appeal to everyone who has ever waited with 
baited breath for a suitor’s roses—whether or not the suitor actually arrived. 

Deborah a. leVine is a writer and editor who has written on everything from 
adoption to women in the workplace. For over a decade, she was the editorial 
director for Nick.com, the Web site for the global kids’ TV network Nickelodeon. 
She’s also the author of the children’s book Parker Picks (Simon & Schuster, 2002). 
Deborah lives with her husband, two kids, and two cats in Brooklyn, New York.

$14.95 hardcover 
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-61608-174-4
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 192 pages
100 color illustrations
Reference
JANUARY
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Françoise Simpère

ThE ART AND ETIQUETTE
OF POLYAMORY
A hands-on Guide to Open Sexual Relationships
Increase the love in your life!

Open relationships seduce more and more men and women wishing to foster a 
healthy partnership while maintaining multiple lovers. The Art and Etiquette of 
Polyamory helps couples who want to better understand, or to begin an explora-
tion of, the emotional, sexual, and intellectual mores of polyamory. 

Françoise Simpère, an expert in the area of romantic relationships, discusses 
polyamory and describes the practices that make it ethically and emotionally 
sustainable. This guide provides proposed rules and suggestions on how to keep 
the love and trust of your partner alive while successfully entertaining other lov-
ers and enjoying the infinite possibilities open relationships have to offer. 

Françoise simPère is an author of erotic novels and self-help books. An ex-
pert on polyamorous relationships, she has written about her experience in Aimer 
plusieurs homes (To Love Several Men). She has been happily married for thirty 
years, has two children, and has had a dozen lovers. She lives in France.

$14.95 paperback original 
(Can. $18.95) 
World English (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-193-5 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 224 pages 
Self-Help/Sex 
JANUARY

Editors of Yankee Magazine

1,001 OLD-TIME hOUSEhOLD 
hINTS
Timeless Bits of household Wisdom for Today’s home and Garden
Wonder what Grandma would have used to clean greasy kitchen walls? 
Cure a sore throat? Wonder no longer!

Whatever grandma did to fix and maintain things around the house and garden, 
it probably worked. That’s because the old ways are often the best ways when 
it comes to solutions for everyday problems, ideas for saving time, and handy 
advice for getting the job done. In 1,001 Old-Time Household Hints you’ll find 
the best tips and secrets for everything from cooking, cleaning, and home main-
tenance to pet care, gardening, and holiday celebrations. You’ll also find ways to 
adapt old-time methods. With 1,001 Old-Time Household Hints, you’re in the 
good company of an old-timer who’s ready to dispense a sage secret at the turn 
of a page.

yankee magazine is dedicated to people who relish the traditions and values 
of New England. It features humor pieces, poetry, how-to articles, and personal-
ity pieces. Topics covered include travel, food, shopping, books, and much more. 
It is located in Dublin, New Hampshire.

14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-175-1
7 ½” x 9 ¼” • 384 pages
310 color illustrations
House & Home
JANUARY

Previous edition:
978-0-89909-398-7
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Charlotte Lowe, Illustrations by Gary Bennett

ThE UTTERLY, COMPLETELY, AND 
TOTALLY USELESS FACT-O-PEDIA
A Startling Collection of Over 1,000 Things  
You’ll Never Need to Know!
Improve your small talk and sharpen your conversational skills with this 
giant collection of ridiculously useless but endlessly fascinating facts.

Did you know that cats were once used to deliver mail in Belgium? That the 
“huddle” in football became popular after a deaf player began using it to prevent 
other teams from reading his sign language? That the average American eats 
thirty pounds of cheese per year? Organized from A to Z, there are more than 
1,000 trivia tidbits for you to peruse.  Start off with little-known facts about Ar-
istotle and continue until you’ve discovered hidden gems about zombies, zippers, 
and more! The Utterly, Completely, and Totally Useless Fact-O-Pedia is a virtual 
treasure trove of useless fact fixes for the insatiably curious. 

charlotte lowe has spent the last twelve years as a book editor. Having 
lived in four countries and visited twenty-five, she has a voracious appetite 
for cultural knowledge and trivia. She is currently a cultural attaché based in  
Toronto, Canada.

$12.95 paperback
(Can. $15.95) 
United States (X) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-191-1
7 ½” x 5 ⅞” • 320 pages 
50 b/w illustrations
Reference
JANUARY

Benjamin Franklin

ThE WAY TO WEALTh
Advice, hints, and Tips on Business, Money, and Finance
Sound financial advice from America’s wisest founder.

Ben Franklin’s writings have inspired millions throughout the years, and his ad-
vice on how to earn and save money is timeless. The Way to Wealth is a collection 
of Franklin’s essays and personal letters on how to make money, start a business, 
and save for the future. Essays include “Advice to a Young Tradesman,” which 
explains how to run a profitable business; “The Whistle,” a charming parable on 
how to prevent greed from trumping profitability; and “On Smuggling, and its 
Various Species,” which reveals the reasons cheaters never succeed. All will help 
and inspire you on your glorious way to wealth and prosperity. In tough econom-
ic times, this book is for anyone who longs for financial stability and growth. 

benJamin Franklin was a writer, inventor, political theorist, diplomat, and 
Founding Father of the United States. He wrote under the pen name of Poor 
Richard from 1732 to 1757.$9.95 hardcover 

(Can. $11.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-201-7 
4 ¾” x 7 ¼” • 144 pages 
Business
JANUARY
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Diego Maradona 
Epilogue by Mark Weinstein

MARADONA
The Autobiography of Soccer’s Greatest  
and Most Controversial Star
“Sometimes I think that my whole life is on film, that my whole life is in 
print. But . . . [t]here are things which are only in my heart—that no one 
knows. At last I have decided to tell everything.” —Diego Maradona

A poor boy from Buenos Aires, Diego Maradona became a genius with the 
soccer ball, kicking his way to soccer fame, yet his struggles with the pressures 
of life inside and outside the game repeatedly threatened to tear him apart. In 
this honest autobiography, we see inside the mind of one of the most talented 
and controversial sportsmen of our times—a man torn between the demands of 
celebrity and a tempestuous personal life. With a new epilogue and more than 
eighty photographs, Maradona is a confessional, an apology, and a celebration.

Diego maraDona was voted the greatest player of the twentieth century by 
the fans of the world in a poll conducted by FIFA. A five-time South American 
Player of the Year and the 1986 World Player of the Year, Maradona played 
in four World Cup Finals for his native Argentina. He now serves as the head 
coach of the Argentine National Team. 

$14.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $18.95) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-186-7
6” x 9” • 336 pages 
20 color photographs
63 b/w photographs 
Sports/Soccer
JANUARY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-027-0

Arthur “Babe” Cranfield and Laurence S. Moy

BASIC POOL
The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide
Techniques and guidance for everyone provided by a world champion 
and hall of fame pool player.

As Arthur “Babe” Cranfield states in his introduction, “Anyone can learn to play 
pool well. . . . Pool is beautiful and democratic that way. Anyone can apply his 
or her strengths to the game and excel since the game requires so many different 
types of skills.” From basics like choosing a table and selecting a cue to advanced 
techniques like manipulating the ball using English, draw, and follow, Basic Pool 
has all you need to improve your game and increase the enjoyment you take from it. 

arthur “babe” cranFielD was inducted to the Billiard Congress of America’s 
Hall of Fame in 1997 and was the only player in the history of the sport to win 
the National Junior, National Amateur, and World Professional pocket billiard 
titles. He lived in Syracuse, New York, prior to his passing in 2004.

laurence s. moy is a partner in a law firm, a former college pool champion, 
and an accomplished pool player in his own right. He lives in New York City.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World English (E) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-61608-179-9
6” x 9” • 224 pages
114 color illustrations
Games & Gaming
JANUARY
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Ulrica Norberg, Photos by Andreas Lundberg

POWER YOGA, 2ND EDITION
An Individualized Approach to Strength, Grace,
and Inner Peace
Beautiful photographs and helpful advice for anyone who enjoys yoga.

According to Power Yoga, more than 16 million yoga enthusiasts in America 
spend almost $3 billion dollars on classes and products each year. Yoga is be-
coming an increasingly popular activity, and author Ulrica Norberg helps yoga 
practitioners put their money to good work by demonstrating technique in vivid 
detail and by revealing yoga’s extraordinary power to heal. Filled with beautiful 
full-color photographs, her book is useful for all levels of instruction and inspi-
ration. This is one of the few practical yoga books that truly expresses the joy, 
physicality, and temperament of yoga, which has become a passion for so many 
Americans—young and old and men and women alike.

ulrica norberg is one of Sweden’s most popular yoga teachers. She has 
practiced yoga for many years and is also a freelance journalist, scriptwriter, and 
consultant for training and personal growth. She is the author of Hatha Yoga and 
lives in Stockholm, Sweden.

$14.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 20
ISBN 978-1-61608-172-0
8” x 9 ¾” • 128 pages
150 color photographs
Health & Fitness
JANUARY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-037-9

J. Wayne Fears

ThE POCKET OUTDOOR  
SURVIVAL GUIDE
The Ultimate Guide for Short-Term Survival
Don’t panic! Here are the essential techniques you need to cope with a 
short-term survival situation.

The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide provides the essential knowledge that hikers, 
campers, canoeists, hunters, anglers, and anyone who spends time in the out-
doors needs to deal with short-term survival situations. This handy guidebook 
will give you the knowledge to make it through any outdoor adventure, planned 
or unplanned. Discover everything you need to know about trip planning, sur-
vival kits, building shelters, dealing with insects, countering fear, and more. Don’t 
be caught without a copy of J. Wayne Fears’s The Pocket Outdoor Survival Guide 
on your next outdoor adventure!

J. wayne Fears has experienced survival, both as a search and rescue official 
and as a survivor. He was extensively trained in survival skills by the U. S. Army 
and Air Force. Fears has taught survival classes for a variety of national and local 
organizations. He lives in Cross Creek Hallow, Alabama.

$9.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-050-1
4 ½” x 6 ½” • 160 pages
160 color illustrations
50 b/w illustrations
Sports/Outdoors
JANUARY
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Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Foreword by Nick Lyons

1905 SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. 
CATALOGUE
A treasured archive of early-twentieth-century Americana.

Snelled hooks, hammerless revolvers, cast steel scythes, asbestos stove mats, 
and the Acme Giant stove (which burned anything according to the ad copy) 
could all be had for reasonable prices and were only a mail order away! In this 
beautiful facsimile of the famous 1905 edition, you will find everything the early-
twentieth-century American needed to outfit home, office, and business. A useful 
resource for artists, antiques dealers, and history buffs, the 1905 Sears, Roebuck & 
Co. Catalogue is certain to make any reader feel nostalgic for simpler times. 

sears, roebuck & co. was founded in 1886 in Chicago, Illinois. It published a 
general merchandise mail order catalog and consumer guide from 1894 until 1993.

nick lyons has been praised for his storytelling, philosophical and literary 
insight, and self-effacing humor. He is the author of more than twenty books 
and hundreds of articles. He divides his time between New York City and 
Woodstock, New York.

$17.95 paperback
(Can. $22.50)
World (E) • CQ 12
ISBN  978-1-61608-180-5
8 ½” x 11” • 720 pages
15,000 b/w illustrations
Reference 
JANUARY

Edited by Paul N. Hasluck

METALWORKING
Old-Fashioned Tools, Materials, and Processes  
for the handyman
A classic, do-it-yourself guide to everything you need  
to know about metalworking.

With more than 2,000 black-and-white illustrations and clear, practical instruc-
tions given by expert handyman and blacksmith Paul N. Hasluck, Metalworking  
offers everything you need to know to turn a chunk of metal into a useful and 
well-crafted product.  From building a blast furnace and polishing metals to 
forging iron and steel and spinning metals on a lathe, this comprehensive guide-
book includes the tools, materials, and processes that are fundamental to the art 
of metalworking. This ultimate, do-it-yourself guide to metalworking is ideal 
for all handymen and women, do-it-yourself-types, and industry professionals—
amateur and seasoned alike!

Paul n. hasluck is the author of many practical books, including 
Manual of Traditional Wood Carving, The Handyman’s Book: Essential Woodworking 
Tools and Techniques, Rustic Carpentry, and Traditional Glassworking Techniques. 

$17.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $22.50)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-61608-185-0
8 ½” x 11” • 750 pages
2,206 b/w illustrations
House & Home
JANUARY
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Stephen Brennan and Lara Brennan

ThE ADVENTUROUS GIRL’S  
hANDBOOK
For Ages 9 to 99
The essential guide for smart, adventurous girls of all ages!

The Adventurous Girl’s Handbook isn’t just a book for tomboys or girly-girls; it’s 
somewhere in between. Father and daughter Stephen and Lara Brennan have 
written a book that allows girls to make their own rules and choices by providing 
useful information on all the things girls want to know about. From riding horses, 
playing badminton, and starting a campfire to tap dancing, practicing yoga, and 
throwing an unforgettable slumber party with friends, The Adventurous Girl’s 
Handbook is the ultimate guide to navigating the road of girlhood with style, 
grace, and fun and is perfect for any well-rounded and adventure-seeking girl!

stePhen brennan, the editor of The Adventurous Boy’s Handbook, has worked 
as a circus clown, book editor, teacher, cabaret artist, actor, director, shepherd, 
and playwright. He lives in New York City and Woodstock, New York.

lara brennan is Stephen’s daughter. She loves running, swimming, dancing, 
and studying history.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-164-5 
6” x 9” • 208 pages 
200 b/w illustrations
Reference 
JANUARY 

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-635-7

Edited by Stephen Brennan and Finn Brennan

ThE ADVENTUROUS BOY’S  
hANDBOOK
For Ages 9 to 99
No boy should leave home without this book!

Father and son duo Stephen and Finn Brennan know what is truly fun for boys 
of all ages, and The Adventurous Boy’s Handbook is filled with ideas, explanations, 
and instructions for games, sports, and activities any boy would love. From 
stargazing, baseball, and camping to using Morse code, learning basic survival 
skills, and paddling a canoe, this handbook is invaluable for any boy! Step-
by-step instructions are provided for all types of activities. The Adventurous 
Boy’s Handbook offers countless hours of entertainment for boys interested in 
orienteering, cowboying, sailing, and many more fun outdoor activities.

stePhen brennan has worked as a circus clown, book editor, teacher, cabaret 
artist, actor, director, shepherd, and playwright. He is also the author of The Adven-
turous Girl’s Handbook. He lives in New York City and Woodstock, New York.

Finn brennan is in the first grade and his interests are fishing, rocks, and bugs. 

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-163-8 
6” x 9” • 224 pages 
200 b/w illustrations
Reference 
JANUARY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-222-9
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William S. Wicks

LOG CABINS
how to Build and Furnish Them
A practical and charming guidebook to building your own log cabin.

Ever wanted a cabin or little cottage in the woods but didn’t know where to start? 
With Log Cabins, author William S. Wicks offers clear, practical instructions on 
how to build your own log cabin—and furnish it, too—while harmonizing the 
structure’s interior and exterior with the surrounding environment. Topics in-
clude location scouting and preparation; foundations, tools, and materials; roofs 
and shingles; floors, ceilings, and partitions; chimneys and fireplaces; screens, 
windows, and shutters; doors and stairs; and more! With line drawings of lean-
tos, Adirondack cabins, simple log structures, furniture, and more, this handy 
how-to manual provides easy-to-understand and must-know information to 
make your cabin dream a reality. 

william s. wicks is the author of the manual Log Cabins and Cottages: How 
to Build and Furnish Them, which promotes the harmonization of a building—
both the interior and exterior—with its immediate surroundings. Wicks served 
as Buffalo Parks Commissioner from 1897 to 1900. He retired from the Green 
& Wicks architectural firm in 1917 and passed away two years later.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-184-3
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 60 pages
102 2-color line drawings
House & Home
JANUARY

Geronimo, as Taken Down and Edited by S. M. Barrett

GERONIMO
The True Story of America’s Most Ferocious Warrior
“He and his men were the terror of the country, always leaving a trail of 
bloodshed and devastation.” —The New York Times

First published in 1906, Geronimo is the collaborative work between Geronimo, 
chief of the Chiricahua Apache, and author S. M. Barrett, who was given special 
permission from President Theodore Roosevelt to interview Geronimo while he 
was a prisoner of war at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. What Barrett recorded is a blunt, 
firsthand account of the twenty-five years Geronimo spent fighting the U.S. gov-
ernment. This true-life account is both thrilling and sobering. 

geronimo (1829–1909) was a leader and medicine man of the Chiricahua 
Apache tribe. He fought against both the United States and Mexico as they  
encroached into his tribal lands, the battles known famously as the Apache Wars. 
He eventually surrendered to the U.S. and was sent to Fort Sill, Oklahoma, where 
he was kept as a prisoner of war until his death.

s. m. barrett (1865–1948) was the superintendent of schools in Lawton, 
Oklahoma, when he interviewed Geronimo, who was then a prisoner of war. He 
authored a few works of fiction as well as Barrett’s Practical Pedagogy. 

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-60239-753-8 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 144 pages 
26 b/w photographs 
History 
JANUARY
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Federal Aviation Administration

AIRCRAFT WEIGhT AND BALANCE 
hANDBOOK
FAA-h-8083-1A
The official FAA guide to aircraft weight and balance.

The Aircraft Weight and Balance Handbook is the official U.S. government guide-
book for pilots, flight crews, and airplane mechanics. Beginning with the basic 
principles of aircraft weight and balance control, this manual goes on to cover 
in exacting detail the procedures for weighing aircraft. It also offers a thorough 
discussion of the methods used to determine the location of an aircraft’s empty 
weight and center of gravity (CG), including information for an A&P mechanic 
to determine weight changes caused by repairs or alterations. The Aircraft Weight 
and Balance Handbook is essential for anyone who wishes to safely weigh and fly 
aircraft of all kinds.

FeDeral aViation aDministration (FAA), established in 1958, strives to 
“provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the world.” Other FAA 
titles include the Airplane Flying Handbook, the Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical 
Knowledge, and the Federal Aviation Regulations/Aeronautical Information Manual. 
The organization is located in Washington, D.C.

$9.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 30
ISBN 978-1-61608-124-9
8 ½” x 11” • 96 pages
96 b/w illustrations
Transportation/Aviation
JANUARY

Scott Kenemore

ZOMBIE, OhIO
A Tale of the Undead
“Zombie, Ohio by Scott Kenemore is a delicious slice of undead  
Americana. Funny, tragic, and nicely weird—it’s Monty Python meets 
Night of the Living Dead.” —Jonathan Maberry, New York Times  
bestselling author of Rot & Ruin and Patient Zero

When rural Ohio college professor Peter Mellor dies in an automobile accident 
during a zombie outbreak, he is reborn as a highly intelligent (yet somewhat 
amnesiac) member of the living dead. With society crumbling around him and 
violence escalating into daily life, Peter quickly learns that being a zombie isn’t all 
fun and brains. Humans—unsympathetic, generally, to his new proclivities—try 
to kill him at nearly every opportunity. His old friends are loath to associate with 
him. And he finds himself inconveniently addicted to the gooey stuff inside of 
people’s heads. Skillfully combining the genres of horror, humor, and film noir, 
Zombie, Ohio weaves an enthralling and innovative tale that any fan of the cur-
rent zombie craze is sure to relish.

scott kenemore is the author of the successful horror/humor books The Zen 
of Zombie and Z.E.O., and Zombie, Ohio is his novel debut. He lives in Chicago, 
Illinois.

$16.95 paperback original 
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-206-2
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 304 pages
Fiction
FEBRUARY
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Lisa C. Paul

SWIMMING IN ThE DAYLIGhT
An American Student, a Soviet–Jewish Dissident  
in the Soviet Union, and the Gift of hope
“The lessons of this book are urgently needed today.” —Dr. Alan Mittleman, 
director of the Tikyah Institute for Jewish Thought, The Jewish Theological 
Seminary in New York

In September 1984, Lisa Paul, an American student living in Moscow, formed a 
friendship with her Russian tutor, Inna Meiman, that would change both their 
lives. Swimming in the Daylight chronicles Inna’s struggle to shed her refusenik 
status and obtain a visa to America to find medical treatment for her malignant 
cancer. Spurred by outrage and the desire to help her friend, Lisa returned to 
the United States, vowing to do all she could to save Inna, eventually persuad-
ing Mikhail Gorbachev to issue Inna a visa in December 1986. At a time when 
international strife seemed insurmountable, this story taught—and continues to 
teach—people everywhere that individuals have the power to change the future.

lisa c. Paul lived and worked in Moscow from 1983 to 1985. She worked for 
a landmark conference on U.S.–Soviet relations in Washington, D.C. She is an 
attorney and lives in Shorewood, Wisconsin.

$24.95 hardcover 
(Can. $31.50) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-203-1 
6” x 9” • 336 pages 
20 color photographs 
Memoir 
FEBRUARY

Allen D. Bragdon

BRAIN GAMES
Brain Teasers, Logic Tests, and Puzzles to Exercise Your Mind
Taxing, tempting, and fun, Brain Games will have your grey matter ship-
shape in no time.

Worried your brain is slowing down a bit? Starting to forget names and numbers? 
Having trouble with basic math problems? With Brain Games: Brain Teasers, 
Logic Tests, and Puzzles to Exercise Your Mind, those worries will become a thing 
of the past. From your short- and long-term memory to your planning skills and 
ability to learn faster, Brain Games contains everything you need to get your brain 
back in shape in no time. This is the perfect book for anyone who sits down with 
the New York Times crossword puzzle in the morning, works through Sudoku 
and Kakuro puzzles on the way home, or simply loves logic.

allen D. bragDon is the founder of The Brainwaves Center (www.brain-
waves.com) and founding editor of Games magazine. He edited a daily puzzle 
column Playspace, which was syndicated internationally by the New York Times. 
Bragdon has eight books about brains in print and writes “The Curious Mind” 
newsletter. He lives in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. 
 

$9.95 paperback original 
(Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 30 
ISBN 978-1-61608-199-7 
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 224 pages 
150 color illustrations
Games
FEBRUARY
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Barr McClellan

BLOOD, MONEY, & POWER
how L.B.J. Killed J.F.K.

“Barr McClellan’s insider’s voice is a valuable addition to those 
who earnestly seek the truth of what really happened on  
November 22, 1963.” —Nigel Turner, creator of The Men Who 
Killed Kennedy (Discovery Channel)

Blood, Money, & Power exposes the secret, high-level conspiracy in Texas that led 
to President John F. Kennedy’s death and the succession of Lyndon B. Johnson 
as president in 1963. Attorney Barr McClellan, a former member of L.B.J.’s legal 
team, uses hundreds of newly released documents, including insider interviews, court 
papers, and the Warren Commission documents, to illuminate the maneuvers and 
power plays that revolved around the assassination of Kennedy, exposing L.B.J.’s 
involvement in the murder plot. This historically significant book is proof that power, 
money, corruption, and deception were at the heart of politics in the early 1960s. 

barr mcclellan represented President Lyndon B. Johnson and his interests 
from 1966 through 1971. He served primarily through Texas power attorney 
Edward Clark and Johnson’s business attorney Don Thomas. He lives in  
Gulfport, Mississippi.  

$14.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $18.95) 
World English (E) • CQ 20 
ISBN 978-1-61608-197-3 
6” x 9” • 416 pages 
35 b/w illustrations 
History 
FEBRUARY

Previous edition:
978-0-96378-462-9

Mark Ryan

ThE hORNET’S STING
The Amazing Untold Story of World War II Spy Thomas Sneum
“A cross between James Bond and Robin Hood.” —The Times (London)

Assassination by crossbow, refueling homemade planes in mid-air, mother and 
daughter seduction—Allied spy Tommy Sneum did it all during World War II. 
The exploits of the Danish-born spy made him a legend in espionage circles. 
But until now, the full, extraordinary story of Sneum’s action-packed career as a 
British-run spy has never been told. From his incredible escape from Denmark 
in a battered Hornet Moth aircraft, which he refueled in mid-air, to his second 
escape, where he walked across a treacherous frozen sea on which two of his 
companions died, Ryan covers all of Sneum’s thrilling adventures. 

mark ryan has been a writer and journalist for more than twenty years. Ryan 
interviewed Tommy Sneum at length before the former spy died in 2007 at the 
age of eighty-nine. He lives in England.

A Herman Graf Book
$14.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $18.95)
North America (X) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-170-6
6” x 9” • 400 pages
12 b/w illustrations
History
FEBRUARY

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-710-1
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Aaron Smith

ThE ATROCITIES OF ThE PIRATES
A Faithful Narrative of the Unparalleled Suffering of the  
Author During his Captivity Among the Pirates
A brutally honest depiction of piracy in the nineteenth century.

Originally published in 1824, this firsthand account describes how, in June 1822, 
young English seaman Aaron Smith was taken captive by Cuban pirates when his 
ship was boarded en route from Jamaica to England. Forced to work as a navigator 
and participate in pirate boarding parties for ten months, he suffered mightily and 
witnessed unspeakable acts of murder and torture. After failed attempts to get 
away, he managed to narrowly escape with his life, but was arrested as a pirate 
upon arrival in Havana. Smith was jailed in Cuba and then sent back to England 
in chains, where he found himself on trial for his life at the Old Bailey courthouse. 
The attorney general himself led the prosecution, with the captains of the ships 
boarded by Smith and the pirates as the principal witnesses.

aaron smith was a young English seaman taken captive on June 29, 1822, by 
Cuban pirates when his ship was boarded en route from Jamaica to England. He 
was returning home to marry his fiancée after this final visit—the last of many—
to the West Indies.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-194-2
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 144 pages
History
FEBRUARY

Previous edition: 
978-1-55821-971-7

Paul N. Hasluck

ThE hANDYMAN’S GUIDE
Essential Woodworking Tools and Techniques
The classic, authoritative source for all things woodworking, for beginners 
and experts alike. 

This comprehensive guide to the tools and techniques of woodworking has been a 
favorite of both amateur and professional woodworkers for over a century. Read-
ers will learn to make almost anything using only hand tools. With nearly 3,000 
illustrations, this virtual tome is an invaluable resource for any do-it-yourselfer. 
From identifying and holding tools properly to constructing your own household 
furniture, The Handyman’s Book is your trusted resource for all things related to 
woodwork. Precise illustrations and design details provide a map for hundreds 
of woodworking projects. If it’s wood, and there’s work to be done, don’t start 
without Paul N. Hasluck’s essential guide. 

Paul n. hasluck, a true woodworking guru, was the craftsman behind titles 
such as Manual of Traditional Wood Carving, Practical Staircase Joinery, and Rustic 
Carpentry: Woodworking with Natural Timber.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 18
ISBN 978-1-60239-173-4
6” x 9” • 768 pages
2,750 b/w illustrations
Crafts & Hobbies
FEBRUARY
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Edited by Byron D. Halsted

BARNS AND OUTBUILDINGS
And how to Construct Them
Simple, inspirational ideas for today’s rural homeowners.

First published in 1881, this classic volume presents dozens of practical examples 
of barns and outbuildings—including floor plans and building instructions—and 
contains 257 newly colorized engravings, woodcuts, and line drawings illustrat-
ing historical and practical designs. Featured designs include cattle barns, pig-
pens, pigeon houses, self-feeding corncribs, self-closing doors, icehouses, spring-
houses, granaries, horse barns, dog houses, and much more. This new release of 
Barns and Outbuildings—a tribute to the beauty of the farm and the ingenuity 
of the farmer—will engage audiences new and old, from builders and organic 
gardeners to history buffs and craft lovers.

byron D. halsteD (1852–1918) was a noted American biologist and educa-
tor. He was born in Venice, New York, and studied at Michigan State University 
and at Harvard University (DSc, 1879). He began teaching botany at Iowa State 
University in 1885, moving on to Rutgers University in New Jersey in 1889.

$9.95 paperback reprint
(Can. $11.95)
World (E) • CQ 30
ISBN 978-1-61608-195-9
5 ¼” x 7 ½” • 240 pages
257 color illustrations
House & Home
FEBRUARY

Scott Shupe

U.S. GUIDE TO VENOMOUS 
SNAKES AND ThEIR MIMICS
Rattlesnake? Copperhead? Cottonmouth? When to stay and when to 
run from nature’s coolest reptiles.

This easy-to-use guide is the most comprehensive resource for snake admirers in 
the United States. Full-color photographs for almost every snake in the country 
make for easy reference, and with each species organized by regional habitat, 
finding the right snake is a breeze. Scott Shupe’s guide is the extensive handbook 
for which all snake aficionados have been waiting. His expertise and knowledge 
of snakes is apparent in the thoughtful descriptions and handy hints on how to 
tell poisonous snakes from their harmless imitators. As a gift for a young natu-
ralist, a reference book for your library, or a handy tool in a sticky situation, this 
guide is practical, useful, and fun!

scott shuPe began his naturalist career in 1971 at the famed Ross Allen 
Reptile Institute in Silver Springs, Florida. He has also worked at Florida’s St. 
Augustine Alligator Farm and at the Black Hills Reptile Gardens in Rapid City, 
South Dakota. Today he serves as the director of education for the Kentucky 
Reptile Zoo & Venom Laboratory. He lives in Farmington, Kentucky. 

$14.95 hardcover 
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-182-9
6” x 9” • 160 pages
200 color illustrations 
Nature
FEBRUARY

Previous edition:
978-0-88317-302-2
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United States Marine Corps

U.S. MARINE COMBAT  
CONDITIONING 
The classic physical training and combat course from the United States 
Marine Corps.

U.S. Marine Combat Conditioning is a complete reproduction of the combat 
conditioning program that was completed by all World War II-era Officer 
Candidates while at OCS in Quantico, Virginia. Combat Conditioning is 
defined as the physical and mental conditioning of individual Marines for hand-
to-hand combat and is an essential part of the progressive training of all Marines. 
In addition to conditioning the Marines physically, the program is designed 
to help them overcome inhibitions toward physical contact. Additionally, this 
manual serves as the guide for individual Marine units when establishing their 
own combat conditioning programs. An invaluable part of U.S. military history, 
the lessons remain relevant even today.

uniteD states marine corPs was founded in 1775 and is a branch of the 
Department of the Navy. It is headquartered at the Pentagon in Arlington, 
Virginia, and also authors Small Wars Manual, U.S. Marine Guidebook, and U.S. 
Marine Close Combat Fighting Handbook.

$14.95 paperback
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-60239-962-4
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 352 pages
235 b/w photographs
Military Tactics
FEBRUARY

U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration

POWERED PARAChUTE  
FLYING hANDBOOK
FAA-h-8083-29
The only handbook you need to learn to fly a powered parachute.

As far back as the twelfth century, people have loved to parachute. From China’s 
umbrella and Leonardo da Vinci’s pyramid-shaped flying device to the first airplane 
jump in 1912, parachuting has come a long way since its earliest days. Now, more 
people than ever are taking up this incredible sport. With the Powered Parachute 
Flying Handbook, you will learn the aerodynamics of flight, what types of engines 
are used in power parachuting, preflight checklists, basic flight maneuvers, and 
much more. Whether you are training for a powered parachute category rating test 
or are a certified pilot looking to expand your knowledge, the Powered Parachute 
Flying Handbook will make your flying ambitions a reality. 

FeDeral aViation aDministration (FAA), established in 1958, strives to 
“provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the world.” It also au-
thored the Airplane Flying Handbook and the Pilot’s Encyclopedia of Aeronautical 
Knowledge. It is located in Washington, D.C.

$24.95 paperback
(Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 20
ISBN 978-1-61608-178-2
8 ½” x 11” • 160 pages
167 color illustrations
11 b/w illustrations
Transportation/Aviation 
FEBRUARY
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Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince

ThE FORBIDDEN UNIVERSE
The Occult Origins of Science and the Search  
for the Mind of God
From the bestselling and controversial writers who inspired The Da Vinci 
Code comes the latest in scientific and religious conspiracies.

By the bestselling authors of The Templar Revelation and Mary Magdalene, The 
Hermetic Conspiracy reveals how the foundations of modern science were based 
around a desire to destroy the church. The great pioneering scientists of the 
Renaissance and the early Enlightenment (including Copernicus, Galileo, and 
Sir Isaac Newton) were fervent devotees of the philosophical/mystical system 
of Hermeticism, with many belonging to a secret society called the Giordanisti, 
which had the agenda to overthrow the Church and establish a new age of Her-
metic supremacy. 

lynn Picknett and cliVe Prince are writers, researchers, and lecturers on the 
paranormal, the occult, and historical and religious mysteries. They are the best-
selling authors of The Templar Revelation: Secret Guardians of the True Identity of 
Christ, Mary Magdalene, and Turin Shroud: In Whose Image? They live in London,  
England.

A Herman Graf Book
$24.95 hardcover 
(Can. $31.50) 
North America (X) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-028-0
6” x 9” • 320 pages 
History 
MARCH

Smokey Green

GROWING MARIJUANA
A full-color how-to guide to growing pot—for pleasure  
or medicinal purposes.

Marijuana seeds are legal to buy and—with some soil, water, and light—can 
grow into one of humanity’s favorite pastimes. Call it pot, bud, cannabis, ganja, 
or dope—if you have the seeds, you can grow the weeds. Here are step-by-step 
directions to growing and managing your own marijuana plants. The author dis-
cusses both indoor and outdoor growing, including information on choosing 
the right plants for your needs, where to buy seeds, how to germinate the seeds, 
how to nurture the plants, how to prepare the final product, problems to avoid, 
and more. In addition to more than 100 full-color, step-by-step photographs, 
the book features an extensive list of resources, making it the essential guide you 
need to grow your own weed.

smokey green is a pseudonym of a self-sufficient outdoorsman who lives off the 
grid and grows his own entertainment. He teaches survival classes, tests outdoors 
products, and has worked as a field guide and tracker. He lives in Michigan.

$14.95 paperback original 
(Can. $18.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-093-8
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 256 pages
100 color photographs
Gardening
MARCH
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Matthew Silverman

BASEBALL MISCELLANY
Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Baseball
A treasure trove of fascinating history, lore, facts, and stats about our 
national pastime.

The fascinating history and lore of our national pastime is revealed! Packed with 
all manner of delightful surprises and beautiful illustrations and photographs, 
Baseball Miscellany demystifies the origins and customs of America’s most cel-
ebrated game. From Spring Training through the World Series, you’ll be enter-
tained with fun, little-known facts. Why do baseball players wear stirrup socks? 
Who invented the catcher’s mask? What Major League team passed up on sign-
ing eighteen-year-old Willie Mays in 1949? Settle into your favorite armchair, 
grab some peanuts or Cracker Jacks, and find out! 

matthew silVerman is co-author of Mets by the Numbers (with John Springer), 
Cubs by the Numbers (with Al Yellon & Kasey Ignarski), Red Sox by the Numbers 
(with Bill Nowlin), and Shea Goodbye (with Keith Hernandez) and the author of 
Mets Essential and 100 Things Mets Fans Should Know and Do Before They Die. 
He also served as the associate publisher at Total Sports Publishing. He lives in 
High Falls, New York.

$14.95 hardcover 
(Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 24 
ISBN 978-1-61608-196-6
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 192 pages 
100 color photographs 
Sports/Baseball 
MARCH

Pat F. Garrett

ThE AUThENTIC LIFE OF  
BILLY ThE KID
“Every story of consequence about the Kid has been based on . . .  
Garrett’s book.” —The New York Times

Born in November 1859 as William H. Bonney, Billy the Kid—as he soon be-
came known—started his criminal career at the age of twelve by stabbing a man 
in a bar fight. He then moved on to stealing horses, gambling, participating in 
the Lincoln County War, and even perpetrating mass murder. Billy the Kid’s 
extraordinary exploits were followed in newspapers around the country, and his 
legend reached epic heights. Pat Garrett, the Sheriff of Lincoln County and 
Billy’s ultimate arbiter of justice, provides an incredible, firsthand account of the 
small-town kid who became a killer in The Authentic Life of Billy the Kid. Written 
just eight months after killing Billy in Fort Sumner, New Mexico, this fascinat-
ing, sensational book takes us play by play through Billy’s life.

Pat F. garrett (1850–1908) was the sheriff of Lincoln County, New Mexico, 
and is best-known for killing Billy the Kid. Born in Alabama, Garrett worked as 
a cowboy and a buffalo hunter before becoming a sheriff.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-176-8
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 144 pages
6 b/w illustrations
History/Biography
MARCH
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Roy E. Appleman, James M. Burns, Russell A. Gugeler, 
and John Stevens

OKINAWA
The Last Battle

As the war in the Pacific progressed, the U.S. and Allied troops made their way 
closer to Japan’s mainland, eventually finding themselves in one of the bloodiest 
battles of World War II. Okinawa: The Last Battle offers eyewitness accounts 
by four U.S. Army combat historians. With more than 200 photos, charts, and 
maps, learn what the war in the Pacific was really like.

maJor roy  e. aPPleman (1904–1992) served in the U.S. Army in both 
World War II and the Korean War.

sergeant James m. burns is the author of Guam, from the American Forces 
in Action series. He served in the U.S. Army during World War II.

caPtain russell a. gugeler is the author (or co-author) of several military 
history studies. He served in the U.S. Army during World War II.

colonel John steVens served in the U.S. Army during World War II.

$16.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 18 
ISBN 978-1-61608-177-5 
6 ” x 9 ” • 560 pages 
202 b/w photographs
History
MARCH

Department of the Army
Revised and Updated by Colonel Peter T. Underwood 
USMC (Ret)

U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL MANUAL
All the information you need to survive anywhere in the world.

This comprehensive new edition of the U.S. Army Survival Manual, issued by the 
Department of the Army and thoroughly revised by Colonel Peter T. Underwood 
USMC (Ret), is ideal for military personnel and all outdoors enthusiasts. From the 
psychology of survival and basic medicine to personal camouflage and signaling 
techniques, this essential resource provides all the information you need to survive. 
With detailed photographs and illustrations and an extensive set of appendices, 
this is your ultimate guide to survival in all conditions and environs.

colonel Peter t. unDerwooD, U.S. Marine Corps (Ret), holds a BA from the 
Virginia Military Institute, an MA in history from Duke University, an MA in na-
tional security and strategic studies from the Naval War College, and is also a gradu-
ate of the Air Command and Staff College and the Armed Forces Staff College. His 
career has included multiple assignments in the Far East and Europe, and he is a vet-
eran of Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm, Desert Fox, and Southern Watch. 
He currently works as an independent consultant and lives in Norfolk, Virginia.  

$12.95 hardcover original 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-173-7
6” x 9” • 400 pages
120 b/w illustrations
128 color photographs
Military Tactics
MARCH
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Edited by Jay McCullough

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO U.S. SPECIAL 
FORCES SKILLS, TACTICS, AND 
TEChNIQUES
Almost 1,000 pages on just how our special forces fight and win.

Everyone knows that members of the U.S. Special Forces are the top-shelf, crème 
de la crème, A-Number-Ones, specially hand-picked people to train and serve as 
the avant garde of the largest, most well-funded military on the face of the earth. 
But that doesn’t happen overnight! There are special training procedures—over 
and above basic training—that turn a swabbie into a SEAL, a grunt into a Green 
Beret, or a runt into a Ranger. With hundreds of photographs and illustrations 
demonstrating proven tips and techniques, The Ultimate Guide to U.S. Special 
Forces Skills, Tactics, and Techniques provides everything a warrior needs to know 
to be fighter-ready and strong.

Jay mccullough is a writer and editor specializing in the subjects of history 
and military history. He is the editor of The Ultimate Guide to U.S. Army Survival 
Skills, Tactics, and Techniques as well as The Ultimate Guide to U.S. Army Combat 
Skills, Tactics, and Techniques. He lives in North Haven, Connecticut.

$24.95 paperback original 
(Can. $31.50)
World (E) • CQ 10 
ISBN 978-1-61608-208-6 
8 ½” x 11” • 960 pages 
1,000 b/w illustrations
Military Tactics
MARCH

John Andrisani

GOLFWEEK’S 101 WINNING  
GOLF TIPS, 2ND EDITION
Become a Shot-making Virtuoso with Tips from the Tour’s Top Pros
Learn how Phil Mickelson, Vijay Singh, Tiger Woods, and dozens of other 
top pros execute golf’s most challenging shots. 

Whether you’re setting foot on the course for the first time or have hundreds 
of rounds under your belt, chances are you’re looking for a way to improve your 
game. In Golfweek’s 101 Winning Golf Tips, Andrisani presents readers with 101 
different situations commonly faced on the course and then explains how the 
best players on the PGA Tour approach  those difficult shots. With expert advice 
on driving the ball, par-3 tee shots, fairway plays, trouble plays, short game savvy, 
and putt shots, the expert advice dispensed in Golfweek’s 101 Winning Golf Tips 
is sure to help golfers of all skill levels lower their scores.

John anDrisani is the former senior editor of instruction at Golf magazine and 
has authored or co-authored more than thirty books on golf, including The Tiger 
Woods Way and The Plane Truth for Golfers (with Jim Hardy), America’s bestsell-
ing golf instructional for 2005. Andrisani resides in Vero Beach, Florida.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-200-0
5” x 7” • 144 pages 
40 color photographs 
Sports/Golf
MARCH

Previous edition:
978-1-60239-016-4
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Frank Rosenow

ThE DITTY BAG BOOK
A Guide for Sailors
No sailor should leave the dock without this book!

Sailors have used ditty bags to carry sewing equipment, toiletries, and other small 
items for centuries, and now The Ditty Bag Book teaches modern-day sailors the art 
form of hand-making ditty bags to use on their own seaward travels. Master sailor 
Frank Rosenow provides complete, step-by-step instructions in the making of a 
ditty bag—from cutting material to size to decorative touches—and emphasizes 
the proper maintenance of rigging and sails using the items stowed in the ditty bag. 
Rosenow also offers an array of advice on repairing sails, splicing, palm-and-needle 
whippings, chafing gear, and much more! Complete with hand drawings by the 
author, The Ditty Bag Book is essential for any modern-day sailor.

Frank rosenow (1944–1993) learned a variety of nautical skills while grow-
ing up on the islands of Marstrand in Sweden. He was an apprentice to master 
sailmaker Gunnar Anderson and had full-time interest in Level Rating sailboat 
racing. He was a journalist, author, artist, and fine sailor. 

$14.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $18.95) 
World (E) • CQ 36 
ISBN 978-1-61608-187-4 
5 ¼” x 8 ¾” • 128 pages 
100 b/w illustrations
Sports/Sailing 
MARCH

F. J. Britten

ThE WATCh & CLOCK MAKERS’ 
hANDBOOK, DICTIONARY,  
AND GUIDE
The classic and definitive guide to watch- and clock-making—now 
available again!

Widely regarded as one of the most famous and useful encyclopedias on watch- 
and clock-making, this eleventh edition of the regularly updated guide was first 
published in 1907. Full of classic information on tools, repairs, terms, and defini-
tions. Britten’s book is the only place to get invaluable information on watch- 
and clock-making techniques and technology of the early-twentieth century and 
before. The Watch and Clock Makers’ Handbook, Dictionary, and Guide is an impor-
tant resource for hobbyists, artists, antique dealers, history buffs, students, and 
horologists—amateur and professional alike.

F. J. britten is generally considered the preeminent horologist of his time. His 
alphabetized encyclopedic dictionary format makes this handbook a pleasure to 
read. Britten is also the author of the classic guide Old Clocks and Watches and 
Their Makers. He served as secretary of the British Horological Institute for 
thirty-three years and passed away in 1913.

$16.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $21.50)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN  978-1-61608-205-5
5 ½” x 8 ¼” • 512 pages
400 b/w illustrations
Antiques & Collectibles
MARCH
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Simpson Bolland

ThE ART OF CASTING IN IRON
how to Make Appliances, Chains, and Statues and 
Repair Broken Castings the Old-Fashioned Way
An illustrated guide to mastering the craft of casting in metal. 

First published in 1893, The Art of Casting in Iron has since made its mark in the 
field of blacksmithing, offering handymen everything they need to know to make 
appliances, chains, and statues and repair broken castings the old-fashioned way. 
From founding statues and the art of taking casts to pattern modeling and sec-
tional molding, this practical guidebook provides all of the need-to-know basics 
and more. With simple, easy-to-understand instructions and detailed formulas, 
tables, and illustrations, The Art of Casting in Iron guides the reader step-by-step 
through the iron casting process, making it the perfect companion for novice 
metal founders and industry professionals alike. 

simPson bollanD is the author of The Iron Founder: A Comprehensive Treatise 
on the Art of Moulding, The Encyclopedia of Founding and Dictionary of Foundry 
Terms Used in the Practice of Moulding, and The Iron Founder Supplement: A Com-
plete Illustrated Exposition of the Art of Casting in Iron.

$12.95 paperback reprint 
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 24
ISBN 978-1-61608-183-6
6” x 9” • 400 pages
120 b/w illustrations
House & Home
MARCH

U.S. Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration

SEAPLANE, SKIPLANE, AND FLOAT/
SKI EQUIPPED hELICOPTER  
OPERATIONS hANDBOOK
FAA-h-8083-23-1
The ultimate guide to water-related aircraft piloting.

From the Federal Aviation Administration, the Seaplane, Skiplane, and Float/
Ski Equipped Helicopter Operations Handbook provides the most up-to-date 
information on piloting water-related aircraft. Full-color photographs and 
detailed descriptions make complicated tasks easy-to-understand, while the index 
and glossary provide the perfect reference for finding any topic. The Seaplane, 
Skiplane, and Float/Ski  Equipped Helicopter Operations Handbook is a necessary 
addition to the bookshelf of novice and experienced pilots alike.

FeDeral aViation aDministration (FAA) is a division of the Department 
of Transportation. It strives to “provide the safest, most efficient aerospace sys-
tem in the world” and is dedicated to safety, efficiency, environmental responsi-
bility, and global leadership. Other publications by the FAA include the Airplane 
Flying Handbook and the Pilot’s Encyclopedia of Aeronautical Knowledge. 

$12.95 paperback
(Can. $15.95)
World (E) • CQ 36
ISBN 978-1-61608-202-4
8 ½” x 11” • 96 pages
85 color illustrations 
Transportation
MARCH
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From The Peace to The Fraser
Newly Discovered North American 
Hunting and Exploration Journals 1900 
to 1930
Prentiss N. Gray

Come along and 
experience the wilds of 
Canada and Western 
America as Prentiss N. 
Gray and his hunting 
party map uncharted 
territories.

Boone and Crockett
$19.95 hc (Can. $24.95)
398 / 9 x 11 / W (E)
978-0-940864-21-4

A Boone And Crockett Club Field 
Guide To Measuring And Judging 
Big Game, 2nd Edition
Eldon L. “Buck” Buckner, Jack Reneau

The definitive field guide 
for using Boone and 
Crockett’s world-famous 
big game scoring system 
to judge big game in the 
field.

Boone and Crockett
$24.95 pb (Can. $31.50)
304 / 5 ¾ x 9 / W (E)
978-0-940864-66-5

Hunting The American West
The Pursuit of Big Game for Life, Profit 
and Sport from 1800-1900
Richard C. Rattenbury

Experience the 
grandeur, excitement 
and peril of the quest 
for big game in the 
West in this vivid 
interpretation.

Boone and Crockett
$49.95 hc (Can. $61.95)
416 / 12 x 8 ¾ / W (E)
978-0-940864-60-3

A Whitetail Retropsective
Classic Photos and Memorabilia from the 
Boone and Crockett Club Archives
Boone and Crockett Club

After nearly a century 
of records keeping, here 
is the ultimate history 
book for whitetail 
enthusiasts!

Boone and Crockett
$34.95 hc (Can. $43.95)
352 / 8 x 11 / W (E)
978-0-940864-56-6

Legendary Hunts
Short Stories from the Boone and 
Crockett Awards
Boone and Crockett Club

A collection of forty-
three short stories 
recounting the adventures 
of the most outstanding 
North American big 
game trophies ever taken.

Boone and Crockett
$19.95 pb (Can. $24.95)
352 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-0-940864-54-2

Measuring And Scoring North 
American Big Game Trophies
Third Edition
Eldon L., “Buck” Buckner, Jack Reneau

The definitive manual for 
anyone wanting to learn 
the Boone and Crocket 
Club’s world-famous big 
game scoring system.

Boone and Crockett
$29.95 pb (Can. $36.95)
176 / 8 ½ x 11 / W (E)
978-0-940864-63-4

Records Of  North American Big Game
Twelfth Edition
Eldon L. “Buck” Buckner, Jack Reneau

The most complete 
records book available, 
containing a list of 
22,000 trophies and 
hundreds of field and 
portrait photographs.

Boone and Crockett
$34.95 pb (Can. $43.95)
928 / 7 x 9 / W (E)
978-0-940864-61-0

Records Of North American Elk
First Edition
Boone and Crockett Club

The first-ever big game 
records book dedicated 
solely to American elk, 
Roosevelt’s elk, and tule 
elk.

Boone and Crockett
$24.95 pb (Can. $31.50)
312 / 5 ½ x 8 ½ / W (E)
978-0-940864-64-1

Records Of  North American Mule Deer
First Edition
Boone and Crockett Club

The first-ever big game 
records book dedicated 
solely to trophy mule deer, 
Columbia blacktail, and 
Sitka blacktail in North 
America. 

Boone and Crockett
$24.95 pb (Can. $31.50)
504 / 5 ½ x 8 ½ / W (E)
978-0-940864-67-2

Records Of North American 
Whitetail Deer
Fourth Edition
Boone and Crockett Club

A reference book listing all 
of the top scoring whitetail 
deer from each state and 
province in North America 
using the universally 
recognized big game 
scoring system.

Boone and Crockett
$24.95 pb (Can. $31.50)
672 / 5 ½ x 8 ½ / W (E)
978-0-940864-43-6

BOONE 
and 
CROCKETT
BACKLIST

Theodore Roosevelt Hunter-
Conservationist
R.L. Wilson

Illuminates the neglected 
side of Theodore 
Roosevelt; his absorbing 
interests in firearms, 
hunting, and the outdoors.

 
Boone and Crockett
$39.95 pb (Can. $50.25)
312 / 10 3/4 x 10 / W (E)
978-0-940864-52-8
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SKYhORSE PUBLIShING 
BACKLIST hIGhLIGhTS

We now have over 600 titles in print—history, 
house & home, sports, reference, humor, and 
much more. What follows here are just some of 
the highlights on our backlist. For a full list, please 
visit our website at www.skyhorsepublishing.com 
or contact your sales representative.

10-Minute Brain Teasers
Brain-Training Tips, Logic Tests, and 
Puzzles to Exercise Your Mind 
Gareth Moore

Take your brain to the 
gym and give it a good 
workout—no pain, no 
gain! 

$9.95 pb (Can $ 11.95) 
192 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / NA (X)
978-1-61608-024-2

10,001 Ways to Live Large on a 
Small Budget
The Writers of Wise Bread

Tips for living the 
good life—in a bad 
economy—from 
WiseBread.com.

$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
352 / 6 x 9 / NA (X)
978-1-60239-704-0

Airplane Flying Handbook
Federal Aviation Administration 

 
Provides essential 
information that can 
make the difference 
between a safe flight 
and a tragic one. 
$16.95 pb (Can $21.50)
288 / 8 ½ x 11 / W (E)
978-1-60239-003-4

The Art of Zombie Warfare 
How to Kick Ass Like the Walking Dead
Scott Kenemore 
Illustrated by Adam Bozarth

 
Sun Tzu meets George 
Romero in Scott 
Kenemore’s third 
zombie book.

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
272 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-956-3

Back to Basics
A Complete Guide to Traditional Skills, 
Third Edition
Edited by Abigail R. Gehring

 
Over 150,000 sold!  
Revised and up-to-
date with over 2,000 
color photographs 
and illustrations.
$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
464 / 10 ¾ x 8 ½ / 
WENG (E)
978-1-60239-233-5

301 Smart Answers to Tough 
Business Etiquette Questions
Vicky Oliver 

Knowing workplace 
etiquette can get you a 
raise or promotion—
and can keep you from 
getting fired!

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
384 / 6 x 8 / W (E)
978-1-61608-141-6

All I Can Handle
A Life Raising Three Daughters with Autism
Kim Stagliano
Foreword by Jenny McCarthy

How one woman raises 
three daughters with 
autism, loses one at 
Disneyworld, stays 
married, has sex, bakes 
gluten-free, goes broke, 
and keeps her sense of 
humor.

$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
256 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-61608-069-3

The Baseball Maniac’s Almanac 
Second Edition
Edited by Bert Randolph Sugar

 
The legendary 
sportswriter offers stats, 
facts, and little known 
nuggets about our 
national pastime. 

$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
400 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-957-0

Ben Hogan’s Magical Device
The Real Secret to Hogan’s Swing Finally 
Revealed
Ted Hunt

More than fifty years 
after the publication of 
Five Lessons, learn the 
long-lost secret to Ben 
Hogan’s incredible golf 
swing.
$16.95 hc (Can $21.50)
192 / 5 ⅜ x 8 / W (E)
978-1-60239-700-2

Ben Hogan’s Short Game 
Simplified
The Secret to Hogan’s Game from 100 
Yards and In
Ted Hunt

The companion to 
Ted Hunt’s successful 
Ben Hogan’s Magical 
Device, now in its fourth 
printing!

$16.95 hc (Can $21.50)
192 / 5 ⅜ x 8 / W (E)
978-1-61608-112-6
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Endangered Words
A Collection of Rare Gems  
for Word Lovers
Simon Hertnon
 

Afterwit, agathism, 
ambsace, anacampserote, 
antepenultimate, antimony, 
and more!

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
224 / 5 x 7 ½ / NA (X)
978-1-60239-712-5

The Best Fishing Stories Ever Told
Edited and Introduced by Nick Lyons
Foreword by David Halberstam

 
Top fisherman and 
writers contribute to this 
exciting new adventure 
series!

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
576 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-61608-056-3

The Best Hunting Stories Ever Told
Edited by Jay Cassell
Introduction by Thomas McIntyre

 
Top hunters and writers 
contribute to this 
exciting new adventure 
series!

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
576 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-61608-057-0

The Big Book of Endurance 
Training and Racing
Dr. Philip Maffetone
Foreword by Mark Allen—Six-time Hawaii 
Ironman Champion

“Welcome to what will 
undoubtedly be a whole 
new level of athletic 
performance.”  
—Mark Allen, six-time 
winner of the Hawaii 
Ironman

$22.95 pb (Can $28.95)
528 / 7 ½ x 9 ¼ / W (E)
978-1-61608-065-5

Body Language 101
The Ultimate Guide to Knowing When 
People Are Lying, How They Are Feeling, 
What They Are Thinking, and More
David Lambert

“Easily one of the best 
books on the subject.” 
—Library Journal
$12.95 pb  
(Can $15.95)
192 / 5 x 7 ½ / NA (X)
978-1-60239-291-5

Brain Teasers
211 Logic Puzzles, Lateral Thinking 
Games, Mondrians, Memorization Games, 
and Cryptomath Problems 
Ian Livingstone and Jamie Thompson

A collection of 
challenges that may be 
more than your brain 
can handle!
$9.95 pb (NCR)
256 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / NA (X)
978-1-60239-345-5

The CIA World Factbook 2011
Central Intelligence Agency

 
A country-by-
country guide to the 
world—the product 
of sixty-eight years of 
CIA intelligence.

$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
864 / 7 x 10 / W (E)
978-1-61608-047-1

The Code of the Zombie Pirate
How to Become an Undead Master  
of the High Seas
Scott Kenemore

Yet another brilliant 
entry in Kenemore’s 
zombie canon—Cap’n 
Hook meets the undead.

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
256 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-61608-120-1

Diary of a Sex Fiend
Girl with a One Track Mind
Abby Lee
 

“Intimate, saucy, sexual, 
and very engaging.” 
—Elle
$16.95 pb (NCR)
320 / 6 x 9 / US (X)
978-1-60239-015-7
 

Don’t Choke 
A Champion’s Guide to Winning  
Under Pressure
Gary Player, Foreword by Dr. Bob Rotella 

A personal glimpse into 
the mind of one of golf ’s 
greatest champions. 

$19.95 hc (Can $24.95) 
192 / 5 3/8 x 8 / W (E)
978-1-61608-038-9

Don’t Start the Revolution  
Without Me!
Jesse Ventura with Dick Russell

Bestselling author Jesse 
Ventura’s latest book 
now in paperback and 
updated to cover the 
2008 election.
$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
320 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-716-3 

$24.95 hc (Can $33.95)
978-1-60239-273-1

Ed McGivern’s Book of Fast and 
Fancy Revolver Shooting
Ed McGivern

Sought after by 
collectors and gun 
buffs, this classic 
highlights the fancy 
feats of McGivern’s 
shooting career.
$17.95 pb (Can $22.50) 
496 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-086-7
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Flirtexting
How to Text Your Way to His Heart
Olivia Baniuszewicz and Debra Goldstein
 

Looking for love? Got 
a cell phone? It’s time 
to flirtext!

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
192 / 5 x 7 ½ / WE (E)
978-1-60239-367-7

The Gipper
George Gipp, Knute Rockne, and the 
Dramatic Rise of Notre Dame Football
Jack Cavanaugh

The incredible story 
of how a small Indiana 
Catholic school 
emerged as a college 
football powerhouse.

$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
320 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-61608-110-2

Gun Trader’s Guide
A Complete Fully Illustrated Guide to 
Modern Firearms with Current Market 
Values, 32nd Edition
Edited by Stephen D. Carpenteri

The ultimate guide to 
buying firearms—with 
over two million copies 
sold!

$29.95 pb (Can $36.95)
592 / 8 x 10 ½ / W (E)
978-1-61608-088-4

Handy Farm Devices and How to 
Make Them
Rolfe Cobleigh
 

“As relevant today as 
in 1909.” —Out Here 
magazine
$9.95 pb (Can $11.95)
288 / 5 x 7 ½ / W (E)
978-1-60239-103-1

If The Allies Had Fallen 
Sixty Alternate Scenarios of World War II
Dennis Showalter and Harold Deutsch
Introduction by Bill Fortschen
 

Alternative military 
strategies of the Second 
World War

$26.95 hc (Can $33.95) 
336 / 6 x 9 / NA (X)
978-1-61608-027-3 

The Joy of Keeping Chickens
The Ultimate Guide to Raising Poultry for 
Fun or Profit
Jennifer Megyesi, 
Photography by Geoff Hansen

The most 
comprehensive full-
color book on chicken 
keeping available.
$14.95 pb  
(Can $18.95)
288 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-313-4

A Life Worth Breathing
A Yoga Master’s Handbook of Strength, 
Grace, and Healing
Max Strom
 

Go beyond the yoga 
revolution to find greater 
meaning in everyday life.

$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
240 / 6 x 9 / NA (X)
978-1-60239-980-8

The Little Red Book of Fly Fishing 
Charlie Meyers and Kirk Deeter 

 
 

A pocket guide that 
offers insightful, 
plainspoken, expert 
advice for fly fishers. 

$16.95 hc (Can $21.50) 
224 / 5 x 7 / W (E) 
978-1-60239-981-5

Mini Farming
Self-Sufficiency on ¼ Acre 
Brett L. Markham 

 
Start a mini farm on a 
quarter acre or less and 
provide 85 percent of 
the food for a family 
of four. 

$16.95 pb (Can $21.50) 
240 / 8 ½ x 11/ W (E) 
978-1-60239-984-6

Miracle at Merion
The Inspiring Story of Ben Hogan’s 
Amazing Comeback and Victory at the 
1950 U.S. Open
David Barrett

The incredible story 
of Hogan’s victory just 
sixteen months after 
suffering near-fatal 
injuries in a head-on car 
crash with a Greyhound 
bus.

$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
320 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-61608-082-2

Napoleon’s Hemorrhoids
. . . and Other Small Events  
That Changed History
Phil Mason

“Mason writes well, 
and readers looking for 
pithy historical trivia to 
share with friends will be 
satisfied.”  
—Publishers Weekly

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
272 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / NA (X)
978-1-61608-132-4

Homesteading
A Back to Basics Guide to Growing Your 
Own Food, Canning, Keeping Chickens, 
Generating Your Own Energy, Crafting, 
Herbal Medicine, and More
Edited by Abigail R. Gehring

The companion to 
the bestseller Back 
to Basics for country, 
urban, and suburban 
homesteaders.
$24.95 hc  
(Can $31.50)
464 / 10 ¾ x 8 ½ / 
W (E)
978-1-60239-747-7
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The Orvis Guide to Beginning  
Fly Fishing
101 Tips for the Absolute Beginner
Tom Rosenbauer

“Rosenbauer 
enables the weekend 
warrior to fish more 
insightfully.”—Booklist

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
160 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-323-3

The Orvis Guide to Beginning 
Saltwater Fly Fishing
101 Tips for the Absolute Beginner
Conway X. Bowman

Everything the 
beginning saltwater fly 
fisher needs to know to 
land more and bigger 
fish.

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
192 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W (E)
978-1-61608-090-7

Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical 
Knowledge
Federal Aviation Administration

An updated edition 
of the essential FAA 
resource for both 
beginner and expert 
pilots.
$24.95 pb (Can $31.50)
352 / 8 ½ x 11 / W (E)
978-1-60239-780-4

The Plot to Seize the White House
The Shocking True Story of the 
Conspiracy to Overthrow FDR
Jules Archer 

“The long-forgotten 
story of what would 
have been America’s 
first serious armed 
insurrection since the 
Revolution.” —Boston 
Sunday Herald
$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
256 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W (E)
978-1-60239-036-2

Poor Richard’s Almanack
Benjamin Franklin,
Introduction by Paul A. Volcker

“What could Benjamin 
Franklin say that would 
be relevant to today’s 
world? Plenty, as it turns 
out.” —Dave Barry
$9.95 hc (Can $11.95)
96 / 4 ½ x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-117-8

Poorer Richard’s America
What Would Ben Say?
Tom Blair 
Introduction by Tom Brokaw

 
Ben Franklin’s advice for 
today—a New York Times 
bestseller!

$17.76 hc
240 / 5 ½ x 9¼ / W (E)
978-1-61608-190-4

Primitive Skills and Crafts
An Outdoorsman’s Guide to Shelters, Tools, 
Weapons, Tracking, Survival, and More
Compiled by Richard and Linda Jamison

Essential reading 
for experienced and 
beginning wilderness 
adventurers alike, this 
life skills handbook is 
both useful and fun.
$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
272 / 6 x 9 / W (E)
978-1-60239-148-2

Raw Food 
A Complete Guide for Every Meal  
of the Day 
Erica Palmcrantz and Irmela Lilja 

The guide for the 
innovative approach 
to a wholesome way of 
eating

$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
176 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / NA (X)
978-1-60239-948-8

The Runner’s Guide to the 
Meaning of Life
Amby Burfoot

Cited by Runner’s World 
magazine as one of the 
five best books ever 
written on running.
$9.95 pb (Can $11.95)
144 / 5 x 7 / NA (X)
978-1-60239-185-7

See For Yourself
More Than 100 Amazing Experiments for 
Science Fairs and School Projects, 2nd Edition
Vicki Cobb

Popular children’s 
science author Vicki 
Cobb presents more 
than 100 inexpensive, 
easy-to-follow 
experiments for school 
science fairs and projects, 
updated with beautiful 
full-color illustrations.

$14.95 pb (Can $18.95)
192 / 8 x 10 / W (E)
978-1-61608-083-9

The Self-Sufficiency Handbook
A Complete Guide to Greener Living
Alan and Gill Bridgewater 

Essential tips, 
instructions, and advice 
for anyone considering 
a shift to a greener way 
of living.  
$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
192 / 6 ½ x 9 ½ / NA (X)
978-1-60239-163-5

Shooter’s Bible
The World’s Bestselling Firearms 
Reference, 102nd Edition
Edited by Wayne van Zwoll

The world’s ultimate 
reference book for 
firearm enthusiasts and 
gun collectors—over 
7,000,000 sold!

$29.95 pb (Can $36.95)
608 / 8 x 10 ½ / W (E)
978-1-61608-087-7
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Simpler Living 
A Back to Basics Guide to: Cleaning, 
Decorating, Storing, Decluttering, 
Streamlining, Organizing, and More
Jeff Davidson
Foreword by Mark Victor Hansen

 
Simple, practical, 
proven advice to 
reduce the stress of 
modern living. 

$24.95 hc  
(Can $31.50)
452 / 10 ¾ x 8 ½  / 
NA (X)
978-1-60239-976-1

The Snark Handbook
A Reference Guide to Verbal Sparring
Lawrence Dorfman
 

This is merchandise, 
not a real book, but 
you know it will sell, 
smartass!
$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
160 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-760-6

The Snark Handbook:  
Insult Edition
Comebacks, Taunts, and Effronteries
Lawrence Dorfman

 
The beloved Snark 
Handbook is back in a 
new edition—making 
readers smarter and, 
more importantly, better 
than everyone else.

$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
192 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-61608-059-4

Sugarbabe
The Controversial Real Story of a Woman 
in Search of a Sugar Daddy
Holly Hill

 
“Attractive, professional, 
well-spoken, well-
dressed, thirty-five-year-
old woman seeks sugar 
daddy . . .”

$16.95 pb (Can $21.50)
304 / 5 ½ x 7 ¼ / NA (X)
978-1-61608-034-1

To the Rescue
Found Dogs With a Mission
Elise Lufkin  
Photographs by Diana Walker

Another hit from 
the champions of 
rescued dogs, author 
and photographer of 
bestsellers Found Dogs 
and Second Chances.
$19.95 hc (Can $24.95)
160 / 7 x 9 ¼ / W (E)
978-1-60239-772-9

Ultimate Guide to U.S. Army 
Survival Skills, Tactics, and 
Techniques
Dept. of the Army, Edited by Jay McCullough

A huge compendium 
of necessary informa-
tion for any combat-
ant. 

$24.95 pb (Can $31.50) 
960 / 8 ½ x 11 / W (E)
978-1-60239-050-8

U.S. Army Ranger Handbook
U.S. Department of Defense 
 

Offers instruction in 
the areas of escape, 
evasion, demolition, 
booby-traps, 
counterintelligence, 
rope and knots, first 
aid, and more.
$12.95 pb (Can  $15.95)
176 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-052-2

The Vegan Girl’s Guide to Life
Cruelty-Free Crafts, Recipes, Beauty 
Secrets, and More
Melisser Elliot

"When you're ready 
to ditch the murder 
burgers, The Vegan Girl's 
Guide to Life will be 
your fairy godmother 
lighting the way." —Isa 
Chandra Moskowitz

$16.95 pb (Can $21.50)
224 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W (E)
978-1-61608-092-1

Whole Heart, Whole Horse
Building Trust Between Horse and Rider
Mark Rashid

“Before we can expect 
our horses to offer the 
best of themselves, 
we must first find the 
way to give the best 
of ourselves to them.” 
—Mark Rashid

$24.95 hc (Can $31.50)
224 / 8 x 10 / W (E)
978-1-60239-670-8

Swedish Cakes and Cookies
Translated by Melody Favish 

A full-color guide to 
delectable Swedish 
cakes and cookies—3.4 
million copies sold in 
Sweden, a copy for 
every Swedish family!
$17.95 hc (Can $22.50)
192 / 6 x 8 ¼ / 
WENG (E)
978-1-60239-262-5

The Vampire Survival Guide
How to Fight and Win Against the 
Undead
Scott Bowen 

Now anyone can be safe 
from the undead—at 
home, at work, or out on 
the town.
$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
288 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-274-8

The Zen of Zombie
Better Living Through the Undead
Scott Kenemore 

Reanimate yourself for 
success with advice on 
life, love, and work from 
the undead.
$12.95 pb (Can $15.95)
272 / 5 x 7 / W (E)
978-1-60239-187-1
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